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September 7, 2018
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VIA EMAIL: keng@sdnj.com

Mr. Ken Gold
VP Acquisitions & Development
Somerset Development
101 Crawfords Corner Rd .
Holmdel, NJ 07733

SOMERSET DEVELOPMENT - CITY WORKS - VILLAGE OF HOFFMAN ESTATES, ILLINOIS
FIRE PROTECTION, LIFE SAFETY, & ACCESSIBILITY REVIEW
Dear Mr. Gold,
JENSEN HUGHES, INC (Consultant) has been requested by Somerset Development (Client) to provide
consultation to help better understand potential fire protection, life safety , and accessibility issues th at might
be inherent in the existing 1.3 million square foot main building on the campus and that might impact the
planned redevelopment.
It is the Consultant's understand ing that the general intention for the campus redevelopment is to use the
existing building for approximately 1.2 million square feet of offices, 60,000 square feet of retail shops and
80 ,000 square feet of conference space, and to construct approximately 375 apartments, 175 townhouse
un its, and possibly a 200-room hotel on adjacent property. The Somerset redevelopment of the main
bu ilding wi ll be similar to their Bell Works project in Holmdel, NJ.
The following analysis is based on a review of the 2013 Inland SBC Facility Assessment Report, prepared
by Gensler/RM/Li ndsey & Associates, and the 2018 MEP Due Diligence Report prepared by Stantec.
Architectura l and structural drawing sets were also reviewed to better understand the building layout,
construction, and egress. Mechanical drawings were also reviewed to better understand the existing smoke
control system.

1.0

APPLICABLE CODES
The Village of Hoffman Estates (VoHE) will be the Authority Having Jurisdiction (AHJ) over the
Project. The VoHE generally enforces the 201 5 family of ICC Codes with local amendments. For
the purposes of the initial review the Project will be reviewed with respect to the fire protection and
life safety provisions of the following:
•
•
•

2015 International Building Code (IBC) as amended by VoHE
2015 International Existing Building Code (IEBC) as amended by VoHE
2015 International Fire Code (IFC) as amended by VoHE
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With respect to accessibility, the Project will be reviewed to:
•
•

Illinois Accessibility Code
2010 Americans with Disabilities Act Standards for Accessible Design (ADA)

2.0

GENERAL COMMENTS

2.1

Having not visited the property JENSEN HUGHES will defer to those two reports with respect to
their general review and analysis of building systems and physical conditions, and their associated
recommendations.

2.2

There are a couple of things that are incorrectly stated in each report:

2.2.1

The 2013 report incorrectly states that because the building is a commercial facility it is not covered
by the ADA Both public facilities and commercial facilities are covered. There is also an implication
in that report that If nothing is changed in the building then no changes in accessibility are requ ired.
The ADA requires the removal of barriers to accessibility in existing buildings where it is readily
achievable. This is discussed in more detail in Appendix A to this report.

2.2.2

The 2018 report incorrectly notes the building construction as Type IIA under the 1987 BOCA
building code which was applicable at the time the building was designed and permitted . As
correctly noted in the 2018 report the building is likely Type 18 because that is the lowest
construction type permissible for a building of this size. Type 1B under BOCA would be very similar
to Type 18 under the currently enforced 2015 IBC.

2.3

Renovations and alterations to the existing buildings will generally be governed by:
•
•

2015 International Building Code (IBC) as amended by VoHE
2015 International Existing Building Code (IEBC) as amended by VoHE

The IEBC should be used to determine the levels of fire protection , life safety, accessibility,
structural, and MEP compliance required based on the type and extent of work proposed. The
IEBC references the IBC when the level or work requires compliance with current standards.

3.0

POTENTIAL ISSUES

3.1

Fire Protection Systems. Changes in use may require changes or upgrades to parts of the
building fire protection systems. For instance, retail spaces will require a higher level of sprinkler
protection than office areas . Also, the fire alarm system appears to be near the end of its useful
life and ability to be maintained and will likely need to be replaced.

3.1.1

If tenant areas are separated from the atrium and makeup air cannot be maintained to allow the
volume of the tenant spaces to be accommodated by the smoke exhaust/control system, the
walls separating the tenant areas from the atrium will be required to be 1-hour rated . If glass is
used to make those separations it will be required to be protected on each side by sprinklers
located 6 feet on center and between 6 and 12 inches from the face of the glass.

3.2

Smoke Control. Because the main building contains an atrium that is open to three stories (Floors
2- 4) it has been provided with a smoke exhaust/control system. The 2013 and 2018 reports both
mention the smoke control system but are somewhat vague with respect to details on its design
and operation, other than to note that currently it only operates in manual mode because of frequent
false alarms and resulting activation. A review of the original mechanical drawings (Dated
6/16/1989), and specifically drawings MS-4, MS-5, and M6-1 , provides a better understanding of
the smoke control system design.
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The building contains an atrium smoke control system working in conjunction with a zoned system
control for the office areas. The building's floor plan is divided into 2 main zones (East and West)
and further divided into 37 individual smoke control zones.
From a sequence of operations standpoint, the East and West half atrium spaces are considered
two separate atriums. An alarm will active the smoke control sequence for the associated smoke
control zone (area in alarm) as well as the associated atrium zone (east or west).
The system design is based on the volume of the office areas on each of the upper three floors
being open to the atrium. The zoned smoke control system appears to be based on a "sandwich"
pressurization concept where the alarm zone is designed to have a negative pressure in relation to
its surrounding zones. Because the surrounding office smoke zones are open to the atrium space,
this also allows the zoned smoke control system to provide the necessary make-up air for the atrium
exhaust system. These will be important aspects of the smoke control system to consider when
designing the separation of the office areas from the atrium and from one another. The ability to
provide makeup air to the atrium from the office areas will need to be maintained as well as the
ability for adjacent office zones to provide positive pressure relative to any office zone in alarm.
If the required makeup air can be maintained after the tenant spaces are separated from the atrium,
no rating would be required for those separations. Because the makeup air supplying the smoke
exhaust system is provided by mechanical systems serving tenant areas, this will require providing
a way for makeup air originating within those tenant spaces to transfer to the atrium space. It may
also require providing ways for transferring supply air from one office tenant to another in order to
satisfy the "sandwich" pressurization of any tenant area in alarm. It Is recommended that a single
Mechanical Engineer who is familiar with the smoke control systems be involved in the review of
all alterations to interior spaces that may impact the functioning of the smoke control system,
including but not limited to the separation of tenant areas from the atrium, and the subdivision of
those tenant areas.
The following provides additional detail on the sequence of operations of the existing smoke control
system, the dedicated smoke exhaust fans, as well as a suggested protocol for testing and
commissioning the system:
3.2.1

Sequence of Operations
The smoke control system is designed to provide exhaust air in the alarm zone and supply air to
the adjacent zones (fire floor, floor above, and floor below).
For an alarm occurring on Floors 3 - 4, up to thirteen (13) active zones are involved, as follows:
•

•
•
•

Fire Floor (4 zones)
o Alarm Zone= Exhaust {negative)
o Adjacent Zones (3) = Supply (positive)
Floor Above (4 zones)= Supply (positive)
Floor Below (4 zones) = Supply {positive)
Atrium (1 zone, West or East)= Exhaust {negative)

For an alarm occurring on Floor2, up to thirteen (13) active zones are involved, as follows:
•

•
•
•

Fire Floor (4 zones)
o Alarm Zone= Exhaust {negative)
o Adjacent Zones (3) = Supply (positive)
Floor Above {4 zones)= Supply (positive)
Floor Below (4 zones)= Shut Down
Atrium (1 zone, West or East)= Exhaust (negative)
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For an alarm occurring on Floor 1, up to nine (9) active zones are involved, as follows:
•

•

•
3.3.2

Fire Floor (4 Zones)
o Alarm Zone= Exhaust (negative)
o Adjacent Zones = Normal Operation
Floor Above (4 Zones)
o Zone Directly Above Alarm Zone = Shut Down
o Adjacent Zones = Normal Operation
Atrium = No Exhaust

Fans
According to the fan schedule (sheet M6-1), the system includes 74 dedicated "smoke" fans. 29
smoke exhaust fans (17 ,500 cfm each) are used for each of the two atrium zones, for a total of 58
atrium smoke exhaust fans , and 16 fans (23 ,000 cfm each) are used for the zoned smoke control
system serving the office areas. Supply air is provided to the adjacent zones via HVAC units
"West/East Supply and Return Fans". Based on the age of the building (-1989), fan capacities for
the system are likely sized based on the volume of the space , to provide prescribed number of air
changes to meet code provisions.

3.3.3

Testing
Based on the number of smoke control zones, testing the building's smoke control system in
accordance with NFPA 92 "Periodic Testing" would be involved and take an above average time
to perform. At a minimum testing would include:
•
•
•
•

Automatic Sequence of Operations testing - one test for each smoke zone (37).
Manual Operation testing - one test for each smoke zone (37).
Testing and Air balancing - smoke control fans (74)
Emergency power testing

It is recommended that some level of testing be done on the existing smoke exhaust/control system
to determine its ability to function as required and its future viability . Ultimately the system will be
required to function in accordance with the requirements at the time it was installed , including
automatic activation . It will also be required to be tested after alterations are completed that
separate out the tenant areas from t he atrium and that further subdivide the tenant areas to confirm
the system still operates as required .
3.3

Egress. Egress accessways will need to be created to provide access for tenants to egress stairs
and/or exits to the exterior on each of the levels. This may affect how tenant areas are laid out on
the floors. Generally, all tenant areas will requ ire access to at least two separate means of egress
which are themselves remote from one another as required by the building code and sized to
accommodate all contributing occupant loads.

3.4

Accessibility. There appear to be a number of issues related to accessibility including ramps and
accessible routes exceeding allowable slopes, non-conforming common use areas (break rooms ,
lounges, etc.), and restrooms. Various triggers, as well as the requirement to remove barriers to
accessibility will likely require accessibility upgrades to the building.
The ADA requires areas that are altered to be made accessible unless technically infeasible. The
ADA also requires the accessible route to areas of primary function including restrooms to be made
accessible when areas of primary function are altered . Tenant office or retail spaces would be
considered areas of primary function , and alterations to those areas will trigger some level of
upgrades.
In addition, the Illinois Accessibility Code has triggers based on the value of alterations over any
30-month period relative to the replacement value of the building:
JENSEN HUGHES
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3.4.1

If the alteration costs 15% or less of the reproduction cost of the public facility, the element or space
being altered shall comply with the applicable requirements for new construction.

3.4.2

If the alteration costs more than 15% but less than 50% of the reproduction cost of the public facility,
and less than $100,000, the following shall comply with the applicable requirements for new
construction:
a. the element or space being altered; and
b. an entrance and a means of egress intended for use by the general public.

3.4.3

If the alteration costs more than 15% but less than 50% of the reproduction cost of the public facility,
and more than $100,000, the following shc1II comply with the applicable requirements for new
construction:
a.
b.
c.
d.
e.
f.

3.4.4

the element or space being altered;
an entrance and a means of egress intended for use by the general public;
all spaces and elements necessary to provide horizontal and vertical accessible routes
between an accessible entrance and means of egress and the element or space being altered.
at least one accessible toilet room for each sex or a unisex toilet, when permitted, if toilets are
provided or requ1red;
accessible parking spaces, where parking is provided ; and
an accessible route from public sidewalks or from the accessible parking spaces, if provided,
to an accessible entrance.

If the alteration costs 50% or more of the reproduction cost of the public facility, the entire public
facility shall comply with the applicable requirements for new construction .

See Appendix A to this report for additional information related to accessibility.
If you have any questions, please reach out to me at 215-439-1455 or kbryant@iensnehughes.com.

JENSEN HUGHES, INC.
Prepared by:

Christopher W. Bryant, AIA
Senior Consultant

CWB:cwb
20181002_Somerset_City Works_Review_v1
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APPENDIX A
ACCESSIBIL TY

1.0

Basic Requirements

All projects are required to meet Federal laws and local building codes and are required to conform to the
Americans with Disabilities Act (ADA) Standards.
Typically, new construction, alterations, and additions are subject to more than one accessibility regulation,
code, or standard . Project work is required to comply with the scoping and technical specifications of all
applicable regulations, codes, and standards. In cases where there is a disparity in the scoping or technical
criteria among the applicable codes and standards, the most stringent requirements shall prevail as long
as these do not conflict with or provide a lower level of accessibility than is required by the other codes and
standards.

2.0

Americans with Disabilities Act (ADA)

Places of public accommodation such as the proposed City Works facilities are subject to Title Ill of the
Americans with Disabilities Act of 1990 (ADA) design and construction requirements. As of March 15, 2012,
the ADA scoping and technical criteria for new construction, additions, and alterations is contained in the
2010 ADA Standards for Accessible Design ("2010 Standards" or "ADA"), which consist of both the
regulatory provisions in 28 CFR part 36, subpart D, and appropriate sections of the US Access Board's
2004 ADA Accessibility Guidelines (36 CFR part 1191, appendices B and D). For buildings and facilities
permitted after January 26, 1992 or designed and built for first occupancy after January 26, 1993, the ADA
scoping and technical criteria was contained in the 1991 edition of the ADA Standards, or ADAAG. ADAAG
was superseded on March 15, 2012 , by the 2010 Standards.
In addition to the above requirements, places of public accommodation must be operated in accordance
with the full range of title Ill requirements, such as nondiscriminatory eligibility criteria; reasonable
modifications in policies, practices, and procedures; and provision of auxiliary aids.
New construction and additions are required to comply fully with the requirements of the 2010 Standards.
Alterations to existing buildings are required to comply with the requirements for new construction to the
maximum extent feasible. If alterations will affect the usability of or access to an area of "primary function ,"
then accessibility upgrades are required to the "path of travel" elements serving the altered primary function
area .
In addition, existing places of public accommodation are subject to the ongoing obligation to remove barriers
to access where it is readily achievab.le to do so, whether or not alterations or additions are taking place

3.0

Removal of Barriers Where Readily Achievable

At places of public accommodation, ADA Title Ill regulations, Part 36, Subpart 8, §36.304, Removal of
Barriers, requires removal of architectural barriers in existing facilities constructed or altered prior to the
ADA, including communication barriers that are structural in nature, where such removal is readily
achievable. This obligation affects non-compliant elements that were installed prior to the effective date of
the ADA and also affects elements that were not regulated by the 1991 Standards, but which are now
regulated by the 2010 ADA Standards - whether or not alterations or additions are being undertaken in the
facility. Readily achievable is defined as "easily accomplishable and able to be carried out without much
difficulty or expense."
ADA §36.304 also prioritizes the measures potentially taken to comply with barrier removal. Accessible
approach and entrance (providing access to a place of public accommodation from public sidewalks and
parking) is the highest priority; access to goods and services is the second highest priority; Access to public
toilet rooms is the third highest priority; and the fourth highest priority are those other measures necessary
to provide access to the other facilities, privileges, advantages, or accommodations of the place of public
JENSEN HUGHES
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accommodation . Also, to consider is which barriers, if removed, would provide the greatest benefit to the
facility's accessibility, or perhaps consider the extent of a particular barrier's non-compliance in contrast to
the current ADA requirements.
Per §36. 104, "Readily achievable means easily accomplishable and able to be carried out without much
difficulty or expense." In determining whether an action is readily achievable, factors to be considered
include [§36.301]:
1.

The nature and cost of the action;

2. The overall financial resources of the site or sites involved; the number of persons employed at the
site; the effect on expenses and resources ; legitimate safety requirements necessary for safe
operation, including crime prevention measures; or any other impact of the action on the operation
of the site;
3.

The geographic separateness, and the administrative or fiscal relationship of the site or sites in
question to any parent corporation or entity;

4.

If applicable, the overall financial resources of any parent corporation or entity; the overall size of
the parent corporation or entity with respect to the number of its employees; the number, type, and
location of its facilities; and

5.

If applicable, the type of operation or operations of any parent corporation or entity, including the
composition, structure, and functions of the workforce of the parent corporation or entity."

If it is determined that the measures required to remove a barrier and create full compliance would not be
readily achievable, then a public accommodation may take other readily achievable measures to remove
the barrier that do not fully comply with the specified requirements.
Commentary found in the Title Ill Regulations notes that there is no given or expected time frame associated
with barrier removal, however there is an expectation tt)at a good faith and ongoing effort will be made to
remove existing barriers to accessibility.

4.0

"Safe Harbor" Explanation

Elements that have not been altered in existing facilities on or after March 15, 2012, and that also comply
with the corresponding technical and scoping specifications for those elements in the 1991 Standards, are
not required to be modified in order to comply with the requirements set forth in the 2010 Standards (known
as "Safe Harbor'') [§36.304(d)(2)(i)].
The safe harbor provision does not apply to those elements in existing facilities that are subject to
supplemental requirements (i.e., elements for which there are neither technical nor scoping specifications
in the 1991 Standards), and therefore those elements must be modified to the extent readily achievable to
comply with the 2010 Standards. Noncomplying newly constructed and altered elements (that is,
constructed or altered since the technical and scoping specifications have been enforced) may .aiso be
subject to the requirements of §36.406(a)(5) described below.

5.0

Compliance at Buildings & Elements Constructed or Altered Post-ADA

Any elements or spaces altered or added after the date that the ADA accessibility standards first became
effective would have been required to comply with those ADA Standards in effect at the time of construction.
When new construction, additions, and alterations performed since the ADA have not been designed or
constructed to comply, such buildings, facilities, and elements are subject to §36.406(a)(5) of the
regulations, which specifically addresses the standards and compliance dates specific to "noncomplying
new construction and alterations" and requires that:
(i) Newly constructed or altered facilities or elements covered by §§ 36.401 or 36.402 that were
constructed or altered before March 15, 2012 and that do not comply with the 1991 Standards shall,
JENSEN HUGHES
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before March 15, 2012, be made accessible in accordance with either the 1991 Standards or the 2010
Standards.
(ii) Newly constructed or altered facilities or elements covered by §§ 36.401 or 36.402 that were
constructed or altered before March 15, 2012 and that do not comply with the 1991 Standards shall, on
or after March 15, 2012, be made accessible in accordance with the 2010 Standards.
Therefore, non-complying elements that were installed post-ADA are required to be corrected to be
compliant with current standards to the maximum ex.tent feasible, unless the elements are compliant with
requirements of the 1991 Standards and are thus ~safe harbored."
Elements or spaces installed since the effective date of the ADA, but which were not regulated at all by the
1991 Standards (such as but not limited to pools and recreation facilities), the safe harbor exemption cannot
be applied . Rather, such elements or spaces would fall subject to the conditions for readily achievable
barrier removal.

6.0

New Construction

New construction shall comply fully with the requirements of the currently enforced ADA Standards (as well
as state and locally-enforced building codes and regulations, as applicable).

7 .0

Additions and Alterations

ADA (and IEBC) requires additions to comply with the provisions for new construction. An addition is
defined as "An expansion, extension, or increase in the gross floor area or height of a building or facility."
An alteration is defined by ADA 106.5 as "A change to a building or facility that affects or could affect the
usability of the building or facility or portion thereof. Alterations include, but are not limited to, remodeling,
renovation , rehabilitation , reconstruction , historic restoration , resurfacing of circulation paths or vehicular
ways, changes or rearrangement of the structural parts or elements, and changes or rearrangement in the
plan configuration of walls and full-height partitions. Normal maintenance, reroofing, painting or
wallpapering, or changes to mechanical and electrical systems are not alterations unless they affect the
usability of the building or facility ."
Where existing elements or spaces are altered, each altered element or space shall comply with the
applicable requirements of ADA Chapter 2; where compliance with applicable requirements is technically
infeasible, the alteration shall comply with the requirements to the maximum extent feasible [ADA 202.2
and Exception 2). An alteration that decreases or has the effect of decreasing the accessibility of a building
or facility below the requirements for new construction at the time of the alteration is prohibited [ADA
202 .3.1] .

8.0

Alteration to an Area of Primary Function

An alteration that affects or could affect the usability of or access to an area of a facility that contains a
primary function shall be made so as to ensure that, to the maximum extent feasible, the path of travel to
the altered area and the restrooms, telephones, and drinking fountains serving the altered area, are readily
accessible to and usable by individuals with disabilities, including individuals who use wheelchairs, unless
the cost and scope of such alterations is disproportionate to the cost of the overall alteration.
Per the ADA regulations , a primary function is a major activity for which the facility is intended. Mechanical
rooms, boiler rooms, supply storage rooms, employee lounges or locker rooms, janitorial closets, entrances,
corridors, restrooms, and parking areas are examples of areas that are not considered primary function.
[ADA §36.403 (a) and (b)]
A "path of travel" as defined by ADA includes a continuous, unobstructed way of pedestrian passage by
means of which the altered area may be approached, entered , and exited, and which connects the altered
area with an exterior approach (including sidewalks, streets, and parking areas), an entrance to the facility,
and other parts of the facility. An accessible path of travel may consist of walks and sidewalks, curb ramps
JENSEN HUGHES
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and other interior or exterior pedestrian ramps; clear floor paths through lobbies, corridors, rooms, and other
improved areas; parking access aisles; elevators and lifts; or a combination of these elements. For the
purposes of this ADA requirement, the term "path of travel" also includes the restrooms, telephones, and
drinking fountains serving the altered area. [ADA §36.403 (e)]
ADA §36.403 (f) and (g) state that alterations made to provide an accessible path of travel to the altered
area will be deemed disproportionate to the overall alteration when the cost exceeds 20% of the cost of the
alteration to the primary function area. Costs that may be counted as expenditures required to provide an
accessible path of travel may include:
1.

Costs associated with providing an accessible entrance and an accessible route to the altered area,
for example, the cost of widening doorways or installing ramps;

2.

Costs associated with making restrooms accessible, such as installing grab bars, enlarging toilet
stalls, insulating pipes, or installing accessible faucet controls;

3.

Costs associated with providing accessible telephones, such as relocating the telephone to an
accessible height, installing amplification devices, or installing a text telephone;

4.

Costs associated with relocating an inaccessible drinking fountain .

To determine the threshold of disproportionality for expenditures to provide an accessible path of travel,
calculate the cost to alter the primary function area not including the above items, and multiply that alteration
cost by 20%. When the cost of alterations necessary to make the path of travel to the altered area fully
accessible is disproportionate to the cost of the overall alteration , the path of travel shall be made accessible
to the extent that it can be made accessible without incurring disproportionate costs (in other words, the full
20% must be spent on path of travel upgrades unless there happen to be no, or not enough , issues requiring
correction). In choosing which accessible elements to provide, priority should be given to those elements
that will provide the greatest access, in the following order:

8.0

1.

An accessible entrance;

2.

An accessible route to the altered area;

3.

At least one accessible restroom for each sex or a single unisex restroom;

4.

Accessible telephones;

5.

Accessible drinking fountains; and

6.

When possible, additional accessible elements such as parking , storage, and alarms.

Definition of "Technically Infeasible"

The ADA's definition of "technically infeasible" is: With respect to an alteration of a building or a facility,
something that has little likelihood of being accomplished because existing structural conditions would
require removing or altering a load-bearing member that is an essential part of the structural frame; or
because other existing physical or site constraints prohibit modification or addition of elements, spaces, or
features that are in full and strict compliance with the minimum requirements. [ADA 106]

9.0

Illinois Accessibility Code (IAC)

New construction, alterations, and additions are also subject to Local codes governing accessibility.
Currently the 2015 IBC and IEBC are in effect and adopted with amendments by the Village of Hoffman
Estates (VoHE) and enforced by the local authority having jurisdiction. The VoHE has deleted Chapter 11
of the IBC and substitutes the IAC for scoping and requirements related to accessibility. This also applies
to the references to accessibility in the IEBC.
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In contrast to ADA, the IAC does not impose the ongoing obligation of barrier removal at existing places of
public accommodation .

JENSEN HUGHES
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1.0

PROJECT DESCRIPTION

Stantec Consulting Services Inc. (Stantec) has been retained by Somerset Development New
Jersey (SDNJ) to provide professional engineering services as related to a Property Due Diligence
survey of the architectural, mechanical, electrical, plumbing, fire alarm, and fire protection
systems serving the AT&T Campus located at 2000 AT&T Center Drive, Hoffman Estates, IL.
The subject property is a campus setup that is comprised of three buildings with building numbers
2000, 2001 and 2501. The subject property is bounded by Lakewood Boulevard to the North, South
Freeman Road to the East, West Central Road to the South, and Barrington Road to the West. The
buildings located on the property were developed and constructed between 1989 through 1995.
Building 2000 is a four-story office building with an area of approximately l .3 million square feet.
The first floor is located below grade and is accessible by AT &T Center drive. The first floor contains
an underground parking garage and the main mechanical rooms that serve the building proper.
Building 2001 is a six-story office building with an area of approximately 280,000 square feet. The
building is connected to Building 2000 by means of an enclosed walkway.
Building 2501 is a single-story educational building with an area of approximately 40,000 square
feet.
SDNJ is interested in renovating and converting the existing buildings to serve as the premier
mixed-use commercial campus in the Chicagoland area. The bulk of the proposed effort is to
convert Building 2000 from a single-tenant space to a multi-tenant commercial and retail space.
A schematic concept analysis has been proposed for the redesign of Building 2000. The concept
includes converting the lowest level of the atrium; and Level 2 to small office tenants with
approximately 60,000 square feet of retail space. Levels 3 and 4 of Building 2000 shall serve large
corporate office tenants. All office spaces are assumed to include l 0-20 percent conference
rooms. The existing conference center is assumed to be used as convention space, and
unavailable tor office tenants. The cafeteria/food court shall remain with minor refresh and
potentially future expansion . Buildings 2001 and 2501 are assumed to retain their current
occupancy classification, office and educational/classroom, respectively and will be updated at
a later date in the master plan.
The objective of this report is to document the Architectural, Mechanical, Electrical, Plumbing
(MEP) observations, assess the condition of the base building infrastructure systems serving the
subject property, and provide recommendations for system modification and upgrades.
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2.0

BUILDING 2000

Building 2000 is a four-story single use facility that measures approximately 1.3 million square feet
in area and was constructed in two phases, an East and a West building, the layout of the building
is a cruciform shape mirrored along the centerline of the building in the North/South direction. The
first floor, Level 1, is located primarily below grade and includes street access to the underground
parking garage and loading dock. Level 1 includes two main mechanical rooms for the chilled
water system, eight fan rooms, and two fire pump rooms. Levels 2-4 are office space with a full
height atrium running the length of the building and down each arm.

2.1

ARCHITECTURAL OBSERVATIONS

2.1.1

Occupancy Type

Occupancy type for Buildings currently on the site is B. The construction type of Building 2000
would allow mixed use including office, retail, restaurant, or hotel.

4 Stories I l ,300,000 square feet Construction Type IIA, sprinklered, constructed in 1989
Cufrent Building Codes in Effect:
•

International Building Code/2015 and Appendix K

•

International Fire Code/2015

•

International Property Maintenance Code/2015

•

International Residential Code/2015 and Appendix C

•

International Mechanical Code/2015

•

National Electrical Code/2017

•

International Fuel Gas Code/2015

•

International Existing Building Code/2015

•

The following are State mandated codes:

•

Illinois Plumbing Code

•

Illinois Accessibility Code

•

Illinois Energy Conservation Code

Additional design criteria a s established by the Village of Hoffman Estates:
•

Ground Snow Load - 25 psf

•

Wind Design: Speed (mph) - 115 mph 3-second gusts, no topographic effects

•

Seismic Design Category - B (residential only)

•

Subject to Damage from: Weathering - severe
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•

Subject to Damage from: Frost line depth - forty-two inches (42")

•

Subject to Damage from: Termite - Slight to moderate

•

Winter design temp - (-4°F)

•

Ice Shield Underlayment Required - YES

•

Flood Hazards - September 20, 1974

•

Air Freezing Index - 1543

•

Mean Annual Temp - (50°F)

•

Heating Degree Days (HDD) yearly total - (6,639)

•

Average Daily Temperature in January - (21 °F)

2. 1.2

Life Safety Systems

Building 2000 utilizes wet-type fire sprinkler system in the office areas and enclosed parking garage
and utilizes a dry-pipe system in loading dock, see Fire Protection Observations below for
additional details. Building 2000 utilizes an existing complete fire alarm system. A smoke
evacuation system is installed within the atrium that is currently manually controlled by fire
department due to automatic control systems causing false alarms.

2.1.3

Egress

Business (office occupancies) occupant load is 100 SF/ person, Mercantile uses (retail) have an
occupant load of 60SF/person. Restaurant (Assembly) has an occupant load predicated on the
quantity of seats or minimum 15 SF/person, whichever is more stringent. The existing 4th Level office
and cafeteria (assembly use) have adequate stairway and corridor exit capacity.

2.1.4

Exterior Fa<;ade

The exterior solid fac;ade components are made of stone faced, precast concrete panels on
the central building and appear to be in good condition. Normal maintenance of the panel
joints with modern compatible sealants will be required periodically.

2.1.5

Windows

The existing windows consist of custom aluminum thermally broken frames with shading fins at
each bay and tinted 1-inch insulated glass. Stantec is unable to determine the exact heat transfer
coefficient (U-value) or shading coefficient of the existing glass. Based on a representative sample
of the windows observed, the glazing appears to be in good condition. Sections of the curtain
wall at the stair towers and entries utilize the same l -inch insulated glass. The glass and aluminum
doors appeared to be in generally good condition with some normal wear and tear on the
hardware.
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2.1.6

Roof/Skylight Atrium

Stantec was unable to gain access to the rooftop to perform a detailed survey. Stantec was
informed that the Building was re-roofed in 2008 and is under warranty. It is highly recommended
that the balance of warranty is verified with Seller.
Along the central spine corridors in the atrium and the 4th floor cafeteria, there exists steel framed
custom insulated glazed skylights. Stantec noted evidence of at least seven (7) areas that exhibit
leaking at the window joints and glazing in the skylight system, which has resulted in damaged
gypsum board soffits at the bottom of the skylight system. Given that this system is exposed to the
elements, the skylight system requires periodic maintenance and cleaning of the window joints to
prevent leaks. There are existing safety tie-off anchors for maintenance personnel and are subject
to periodic inspection.

2. l. 7

Finishes

Finishes observed are in slightly worn condition and the adhesive applied tile decorative tile over
gypsum board is delaminating in some areas. Carpets, ceiling tile, drywall and wood laminate
veneer cabinetry exhibited signs of normal wear and tear and should be refinished. Some wood
plank flooring platforms in central stairway atriums was worn and should be replaced. The stairs
and railings were in generally good condition.

2.2
2.2. 1

MECHANICAL OBSERVATIONS
GenerC'.JI

At the first level of the building, there exists two main mechanical rooms (MERs) to serve each half
of their respective building sections and are commonly referred to as the East and West MERs .
These MERs house the Condenser Water, Cooling Water, Heating hot water, and Primary
Ventilation systems. The East and West systems essentially mirror each other with the exception of
an additional chiller located in the West MER that provides chilled water capacity for Building
2001.

2.2.2

Condenser Water System

There exists Two cooling tower vaults, one located to the East and West of the building. Each
cooling tower vault has physical space for four cooling towers. The East cooling tower vault
currently has three towers, with space allocated for a future fourth tower. The West cooling tower
vault has four cooling towers. The cooling towers are all manufactured by Baltimore Air Coil (BAC)
each with a l 000-ton nominal capacity. The total installed cooling tower capacity is 7000 tons of
cooling. The cooling towers operate in an open loop and each are equipped 20 kW basin heaters
to provide freeze protection during winter operation. According to the building engineer, the
towers operate 11 months out of the year during building occupation.
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The cooling towers are feed from a common header with three (East) and four (West) 50 HP Taco
circulator pumps. The condenser water system does not have an intertie between the east and
west cooling towers. Five (three East, two West) APV Crepaco plate and frame heat exchangers
transfer heat between the closed loop computer room air conditioner (CRAC Unit) hydronic circuit
and the condenser water. Duplex pumps in each mechanical room circulate water through the
CRAC loop, and duplex pumps circulate water from the condenser loop.
Chemical treatment equipment is located in both mechanical rooms.

2.2.3

Chilled Water Sysf'em

Five McQuay 900-ton chillers utilizing 2550 lbs. each of R-134a refrigerant type are located in the
mechanical rooms (two East, three West). Three 50 HP pumps in each mechanical room circulate
chilled water to the cooling coils located throughout the lower level in the fan rooms. A refrigerant
detection system was not observed, and an emergency ventilation system was not present.
The chillers were not in operation at the time of the site visit.
One chiller in the west mechanical room is out of service, the refrigerant has been removed and
is stored onsite . Two chilled water pumps in the west mechanical room are leaking.

2.2.4

Ventilation System

The ventilation system includes eight main built up air handlers in eight fan rooms located on the
lower level. Each air handlers serves the four levels of an L-shaped building segment above . The
air handlers include two Chicago Blower 125 horsepower vane-axial supply fans, two Chicago
Blower 40 horsepower vane-axial return fans, and a Chicago Blower 7.5 horsepower vane-axial
fan with 300 kW electric duct coil. Cooling is provided by a 483-ton chilled water cooling coil.
Typical capacity of the air handlers is 150,000 cfm each . Seventeen electric duct coils are located
the supply air duct for additional zone control.
The typical ventilation system is configured such that air enters the building through above grade
louvers along the lower level and is mixed with return air from the building. It passes through a filter
bank and then chilled water cooling coils. An auxiliary fan with electric heating coil pulls air from
the return plenum and injects it upstream of the cooling coils to temper the outside air in the winter
and provide freeze protection. The air then p asses through the two supply fans and is ducted up
vertical shafts to all four levels of the building. Horizontal ducts branch at each floor to supply the
VA V boxes and finally supplied to the space through slot diffusers. Return air enters the ceiling
plenum and is not ducted until it enters the vertical return shafts that parallel the supply air duct
risers. Two return fans provide building pressure control. Air is discharge relief air at the lower level
in louvers mounted above the air intake louvers or mixed with outside air, upstream of the filter
banks.
Supply and return fans are operated with variable frequency drives (VFD).
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2.2.5

Toilet Exhaust System

Ten constant speed toilet exhaust fans evacuate air from the bathrooms and discharge it through
ground level louvers. Motor sizes range from 3/4 to 2 hp. Energy recovery is not utilized.

2.2.6

Kitchen Exhaust System

Three Type I kitchen exhaust (grease laden) commercial kitchen exhaust hoods are located in the
cafeteria kitchen. The cooking equipment below the hoods have been removed.

2,2. 7

Smoke Exhaust System

The atrium has a smoke control system consisting seventy-four l O HP fans mounted in the ceiling
space of Level 4 and corresponding roof hatches. The system is no longer exercised because the
roof hatches no longer seal reliably and leak water.

2.2.8

Heating System

A Cleaver Brooks CWB-201 324 kW electric boiler with 5 HP duplex circulator pumps is located in
the East and West mechanical rooms. It serves hydronic baseboard located above the parking
garage and loading dock areas to provide freeze protection.
In the office areas, electric perimeter baseboard works in conjunction with the VA V boxes to
provide final temperature control in the space.
Natural gas at an operating pressure of 5 psig is provided to the building. It serves only the kitchen
cooking equipment and two water heaters located on the fourth floor. Stantec have contacted
the gas company, Nicor Gas (1-88-642-6748), but have been unable to determine the capacity
of the gas service line to the site. Inquiries about possible incentives have not been returned at
the time of this report.

2.2. 9

Controls System

The original Staefa digital building automation system provides control for the mechanical system.
While it appears to be functional, it is obsolete and will be difficult modify for any changes in the
space. Replacement parts for repairs and upgrades are difficult to obtain.

2.3
2.3. 1

ELECTRICAL OBSERVATIONS
Service and Distribution Systems

Each end of the main building has a 12KY Commonwealth Edison (Com Ed) Electrical vault.
Electric service enters the west end of the building via the southwest (main) vault from where is it
distributed to the other seven sub-vaults, maintenance building, and parking structures. Similarly,
the east end of the building receives Electric service via the southwest (main) vault, where it is
then distributed. Each main vault contains medium voltage substations converting the incoming
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medium voltage service to useable 480/277-volt and 208/120-volts, 3-phase, 4-wire power. The
power distribution systems and substations are original to the building, installed in 1991.
Electrical testing/maintenance, Short Circuit, and Arc flash labels were not observed on any major
incoming services, substations, or distribution equipment.

2.3.2

Electric Panels

Each main vault provides power directly to three 3000 Amp 480/277 volts, 3-phase switchboards
and one 3000 Amp 120/208 volts, 3-phase switchboard. Each sub-vault provides power to one
3000 Amp 480/277 volt, 3-phase switchboard and one 3000 Amp 208/120 volts, 3-phase
switchboard. Each switchboard is separately metered by Com Ed.
Panelboards serving lighting, receptacles and miscellaneous 120/208-volt equipment are located
throughout electrical rooms in the Building.
Switchboards and panelboards appeared to be original, in working condition and there were no
reported problems . No corrosion or damage was evident.
Arc flash labels were not observed on any equipment.
Com Ed d oes not permit Landlord electrical reven ue sub-metering ; only glass-jar type Com Ed
approved utility meters are allowed for direct billing purposes to the occupying tenant. Third party
meters like Schneider Electric E-Mon D-Mon are prohibited by Com Ed.

2.3.3

Electric Wiring

Stantec did not attempt to open energized switchboards or panelboard enclosures to investigate
electrical wiring conditions for safety reasons . All exposed conduit appeared to be not corroded
and in safe condition.

2.3.4

Receptacles/Switches

Most existing receptacles and switches appeared to be original installations. They appeared to all
be in working condition and there were no reported problems . Although it could not be
c onfirmed, it is likely that branch circ uit wiring does not comply with current electrical code in
regards to having neutral conductors for switches and receptacles. It should be anticipated that
any renovated area should provide new b ra nch circuit wiring to comply with th e latest Electrical
Code .

2.3.5

Emergency/Back-Up Power Systems

There are two emergency standby power diesel generators in each end of the building with load
bank. One generator provides standby power to life safety equipment and the other generator
provides standby power to non-life safety equipment.
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The emergency standby power life safety generator (Caterpillar) is rated at 750 KVA (600 KW),
480/277V, 900 amps, 3-phase. Life safety loads, fire pumps, fire alarm, 1 elevator per bank, etc.
Based on discussions with the building engineer, this generator is maintained and exercised
regularly as this is required by the life safety code.
The standby power non-life safety generator (DMT Corporation) is rated at 438 KVA (350 KW) , 480V,
527 amps, 3-phase . Select mechanical equipment in the building. Not maintained or exercised
regularly.
No corrosion or damage was evident on the emergency standby generators. Stantec
recommends a generator full service maintenance with all fluid, filter changes, fuel disposal and
a load bank test afterward.
Arc flash labels were not observed on any equipment.

2.3.6

UPS Systems

The Main Server Room for the facility is backed-up by an existing 500 KVA UPS equipment. The UPS
system is manufactured by Liebert and it is original to the building. The UPS system generated
back-up power via wet cell batteries, which were removed entirely from the building battery
room; and the battery room is currently abandoned. Also, the original server room was a raised
floor system with UPS distribution equipment. This was also removed and currently abandoned. As
noted above, the existing UPS has a capacity of 500 kV A; however, based on the age a nd limited
replacement parts of this UPS technology, it is recommended to replace the existing UPS system
with a new 300-500kV A fully redundant UPS system utilizing a new VRLA battery plant [in lieu if
utilizing wet cells) .
Within the lower level main building, Stantec also observed that there was once a 150 kV A UPS
that was removed from the room while the rest of the UPS system is currently abandoned . This UPS
was utilized to backup personal computers within the corporate office areas. Stantec does not
see a need to reinstate this smaller UPS system, as it is our recommendation to provide a more
robust centralized UPS system in the MPOE/MDF. This space will likely be re-captured for a future
amenity or storage space.

2.3. 7

Lighting and lighting Controls

Refer to "Lighting and Lighting Controls" in Section 6.0.

2.3.8

Lightning Protectkm

The facility staff indicated that there is a Lightning Protection system on the main building roof.
Stantec was unable to access the roof to observe the actual conditions of the roof mounted
lightning protection system.
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2.4

FIRE ALARM OBSERVATIONS

The buildings are equipped with a non-original fire alarm system, which connects to pull stations,
smoke/heat detectors and the sprinkler system. The sprinkler system is equipped with flow and
tamper switches, and appear to be in working order.
The fire alarm system in the main building is Simplex Grinnell 4100 model emergency voice
communications fire alarm control panel with voice command and direct connection to the
Village of Hoffman Estates fire department. The FA panel installed in 2008, and it reports to a
remote annunciator located in the security office manned 24 hours a d ay. Both the east and west
sections of the main building report by zone and device to the fire alarm control panel. There is a
separate emergency voice communications fire alarm control panel system in the 2001
Lakewood Building which announces fire or trouble back to the main building fire alarm panel.
There are 37 smoke zones in the building. The atrium smoke evacuation automatic activation has
been disabled by the fire department to avoid repetitive false alarms. The atrium smoke
evacuation system is only allowed to be manually controlled by the fire department.
NOTE: If the main circulation areas (directly below the atrium areas) are proposed to be enclosed
and subdivided into floors, then there would be an effect on the smoke evacuation system since
the system was design for an open floor concept.

2.5
2.5.1

PLUMBING OBSERVATIONS
Domestic Hot & Cold-Water System

Two 1O" water mains serve the east and w est side of the building. The building is isolated from the
utility w ith an RPZ backflow assembly. Two gas fired Lochinvar water heaters, with 1.44 million BTU
input are located on the 4th level near the kitchen. A hot water storage tank augments the
capa city of the system. Chilled domestic water is provided to the drinking fountains with a remote
cooler unit and circulated throughout the building.
The plumbing fixtures are typical of commercial buildings of the era. Wall hung vitreous china
water closets and urinals are arranged in stacked bathrooms. More water efficient faucets and
flush valves are available today.
Many fixture bowls are dry and stained from disuse.

2.5.2

Sanitary System

A gravity system c ollects waste and conveys it to the public sewer. Duplex sewage ejector
pumps collect waste from the first-floor east side of the building. A three-chamber grease trap
receives waste from the kitchen area located on the fourth level.
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2.5.3

Storm water System

A gravity system collects the storm water, sump pumps are not present.

2.6
2.6.1

FIRE PROTECTION OBSERVATIONS
General

The fire protection system is mirrored on the east and west side of the building. Each side has an
electric Peerless fire pump located in the fire pump room on the lower level. A water line from the
municipal utility enters the room along the north wall and is divided into domestic and fire
protection systems. Each system protected by a reduced pressure zone (RPZ) backflow assembly.
A 1O" suction line serves the fire pump. Each horizontal split case p ump is 100 horsepower and
rated at 1500 GPM at 90 psig. An 8" discharge line serves as a header for two dry pipe systems
and eleven combination wet pipe risers. The dry pipe systems serve areas subject to freezing, such
as the parking garage. Each riser has shutoff valves with tamper switches. A bank of five fire
department connections is located outside of each fire pump room. Each fire pump controller is
connected to the emergency generator via an automatic transfer switch. Each fire pump is
paired to a 1.5 horsepower jockey pump. The fire sprinkler piping on each half of the building are
connected by a 6" main. These systems appear to be in good operating condition except for
corrosion on the Sprinkler system in the loading dock.
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3.0

BUILDING 2001 - SIX STORY OFFICE BUILDING

3.1

ARCHITECTURAL OBSERVATIONS
Occupancy Type

3.1. l

Occupancy type for Buildings currently on the site is B. The construction type of Building 2001
would allow mixed use including office, retail, restaurant, or hotel.
6 Stories

I 280,000 square feet, construction type IIA, sprinklered, constructed in

1991

Curre nt Building Codes in Effect:
•

International Building Code/2015 and Appendix K

•

International Fire Code/2015

•

International Property Maintenance Code/2015

•

International Residential Code/2015 and Appendix C

•

International Mechanical Code/2015

•

National Electrical Code/2017

•

International Fuel Gas Code/2015

•

International Existing Building Code/2015

•

The following are State mandated codes:

•

Illinois Plumbing Code

•

Illinois Accessibility Code

•

Illinois Energy Conservation Code

Additional design c riteria as established b y the Village of Hoffman Estates:
•

Ground Snow Load - 25 psf

•

Wind Design: Speed (mph) - 115 mph 3-second gusts, no topographic effects

•

Seismic Design Category- B (residential only)

•

Subject to Damage from : Weathering - severe

•

Subject to Damage from: Frost line depth - forty-two inches (42")

•

Subject to Damage from: Termite - Slight to moderate

•

Winter design temp - (-4°F)

•

Ice Shield Underlayment Required - YES

•

Flood Hazards - September 20, 197 4

•

Air Freezing Index - 1543

•

Mean Annual Temp - (50°F)

•

Heating Degree Days (HOD) yearly total - (6,639)
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•

Average Daily Temperature in January - (21 °F)

3. 1.2

life Safety Systems

Building 2001 is protected by a wet-type fire sprinkler system for the interior spaces and a dry-type
sprinkler system for the loading dock, which is subject to the external environment conditions. For
additional information, see Fire Protection Observations below.
The Building utilizes an existing fire alarm system. These systems appear to be in good operating
condition. For additional information, see Fire Alarm Observations below.

3. 1.3

Egress

Business (office occupancies) occupant load is 100 SF/ person. The existing office building has
adequate stairway and corridor exit capacity. If the proposed plan is to convert a portion of the
First Level to include retail and restaurant, please see the Conversion from Single Tenant to MultiTenant Section below.

3.1.4

Exterior Fac;ade

The exterior solid fac;:ade components are made of stone faced, precast concrete panels on
these appear to be in good condition. Normal maintenance of the panel joints with modern
compatible sealants will required periodically.

3. 1.5

Windows, Curtainwall and Exterior Glazed Doors

The existing windows consist of custom aluminum thermally broken frames with shading fins at
each bay and tinted 1-inch insulated glass. Stantec is unable to determine the exact heat transfer
coefficient (U-value) or shading coefficient of the existing glass. Based on a representative sample
of the windows observed, the glazing appears to be in good condition. Sections of the curtain
wall at the stair towers and entries utilize the same 1-inch insulated glass. The glass and aluminum
doors appeared to be in generally good condition with some normal wear and tear on the
hardware.

3.1.6

Roof

Stantec was unable to gain access to the rooftop to perform a detailed survey. Stantec was
informed that the roof is original to the building, installed in 1991. It is assumed that this roof will
reach the end of its useful life by 2021 and will require replacement at that time.

3. 1. 7

Finishes

Finishes observed are in slightly worn condition. Carpets, ceiling tiles, drywall and wood laminate
veneer cabinetry exhibited signs of normal wear and tear and should be refinished. The stairs and
railings were in generally good condition.
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3.2

MECHANICAL OBSERVATIONS

The chilled water system connects to the chilled water system in Building 2000. Two 25 HP variable
speed booster pumps are located in the lowest level of Building 2001. The variable speed drives
have failed and are operating in bypass mode.
The ventilation system provides heat and cooling to the finished spaces, there is no perimeter
baseboard. The penthouse contains two built-up air handlers that have interconnected supply
d uctwork on each floor. Each air handler includes two 100 horsepower supply fans, and four 7.5
horsepower relief fans. Four 50kW electric unit heaters loca ted upstream of the filter bank provide
p rimary heat, and a 450-ton chilled water coil provides cooling. Fan powered VA V boxes with
electric reheat provide final temperature conirol. Ten exhaust fans serve the bathrooms, electrical
vaults, and other spaces.

3.3
3.3. 1

ELECTRICAL OBSERVATIONS
Service and Distribution Systems

This building has a 12KV Commonwealth Edison (Com Ed) vault. Service enters the east end of the
building via the southeast vault from where is it distributed to the building Switchboards. The vault
contains transformers converting the incoming me dium voltage to 480/277 volts, 3-phase. The
power distribution system is original to the building, installed in 1995.

3.3.2

Electric Panels

The building vault provides power directly to a 2500 Amp, 2000 Amp , 1600 Amp and 1200 Amp
480/277 Volts, 3-phase switchboards. Each switchboard is separately metered by Com Ed.
Lighting, stepdown transformers and panelboards serving receptacles and miscellaneous
120/208-volt equipment are located throughout electrical rooms in the Building.
Switchboards, step down transformers and panelboards appeared to be original, in working
condition and there were no reported problems. No corrosion or damage was evident.
Arc flash labels were not observed on any equipment.
To convert from a single tenant occupancy to a multi-tenant occupancy, Stantec recommends
retrofitting existing Switchboard interior compartments into custom build, UL listed tenant meter
centers.
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3.3.3

Electric Wiring

Stantec did not attempt to open energized switchboards or panelboard enclosures to investigate
electrical wiring conditions for safety reasons. All exposed conduit appeared to be not corroded
and in safe condition.

3.3.4

Receptacles

Most existing receptacles appeared to be original. They appeared to all be in working condition
and there were no reported problems.

3.3.5

Emergency Power Systems

There are two emergency standby power diesel generators in the generator equipment room with
load bank. One generator provides standby power to life safety equipment and the other
generator provides standby power to non-life safety equipment . The e mergency standby power
life safety generator (Caterpillar) is rated at 387.5 KVA (310 KW), 480/277V, 938 amps, 3-phase. The
standby power non-life safety generator (Detroit Diesel) is rated at 938 KVA (750 KW) , 480V, 1128
amps, 3-phase.
No corrosion or damage was evident on the emergency standby generators. Stantec
recommends a generator full service maintenance with all fluid, filter changes, fuel disposal and
a load bank test afterward.
Arc flash labels were not observed on any equipment.

3.3.6

UPS Systems

The existing 300 KV A UPS equipment in the 280,000 square feet building was manufactured by
Eaton Powerware and installed approximately in 2002. This UPS has a maintenance bypass and 3
battery cabinets. It is an outdated technology, low efficiency UPS compared to today 's
technology. Stantec recommends this UPS to be replaced due to the limited spare parts available
and age.

3.3. 7

Lighting and lighting Controls

Refer to "Lighting and Lighting Controls" in Section 6.0.

3.3.8

lightning Protection

Lightning protection systems were not observed in this building.
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3.4

FIRE ALARM OBSERVATIONS

Refer to "Building 2000 Fire Alarm Observations" in Section 2.4 .

3.5
3.5.1

PLUMBING OBSERVATIONS
Domestic Hot & Cold-Water System

The main incoming service enters the fire pump room and splits into a domestic and fire service.
Both are protected from the public water supply by RPZ backflow assemblies. A package skid
with controls and duplex booster pumps provides additional pressure for the domestic water
system. Twenty-gallon, 3 kW electric water heaters located in the janitors ' closets provide hot
water to the bathroom groups and mop sink.

3.5.2

Sanitary System

A gravity sanitary drainage system collects liquid waste in the floors above the lowest level. A
duplex sewage ejector system pumps sanitary sewage from the lowest level. A duplex sump
pump pumps storm water from the lowest level into the gravity storm drain

3.5.3

Storm water System

A gravity drainage system collects storm water from the roof. A duplex sump pump pumps storm
water from the lowest level into the gravity storm drain

3.6

FIRE PROTECTION OBSERVATIONS

The existing fire protection system includes a single 60 horsepower electric fire pump in the fire
pump room on the lowest level. A water line from the municipal utility enters the room and divides
into domestic and fire services. Each is protected by a PRZ b ackflow dssembly. The pump
discharge splits into two wet pipe risers and dry pipe riser to protect areas subject to freezing. Each
riser has isolation valves and tamper switches. The fire pump controller is connected to the
emergency generator via and automatic transfer switch.
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4.0

BUILDING 2501 - EDUCATIONAL FACILITY

The building was constructed in two phases, the north portion was built in 1980s and the south
portion in 199 5. The mechanical systems are separate for the phases, and the fire protection
system is connected via an interconnection. It was reported that the building is no longer
occupied, as of 2013.

4.1

ARCHITECTURAL OBSERVATIONS
Occupancy Type

4.1.1
1 Story

I

40,000 square feet constructed in Mid 1980s. Believed to be Type IIB construction

Current Build ing Codes in Effect:
•

International Building Code/2015 and Appendix K

•

International Fire Code/2015

•

International Property Maintenance Code/2015

•

International Residential Code/2015 and Appendix C

•

International Mechanical Code/2015

•

National Electrical Code/2017

•

International Fuel Gas Code/2015

•

International Existing Building Code/2015

•

The following are State mandated codes:

•

Illinois Plumbing Code

•

Illinois Accessibility Code

•

Illinois Energy Conservation Code

Additional design criteria as established by the Village of Hoffm an Estates:
•

Ground Snow Load - 25 psf

•

Wind Design: Speed (mph) - 115 mph 3-second gusts, no topographic effects

•

Seismic Design Category - B (residential only)

•

Subject to Damage from: Weathering - severe

•

Subject to Damage from : Frost line depth - forty-two inches (42")

•

Subject to Damage from: Termite - Slight to moderate

•

Winter design temp - (-4°F)

•

Ice Shield Underlayment Required - YES

•

Flood Hazards - September 20, 1974

•

Air Freezing Index - 1543

•

Mean Annual Temp - (50°F)
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•

Heating Degree Days (HOD) yearly total - (6,639)

•

Average Daily Temperature in January- (21 °F)

4.1.2

Life Safety Systems

Building 2501 is protected by a wet-type fire sprinkler system. For additional information, see Fire
Protection Observations below.
The Building utilizes an existing fire alarm system. These systems appear to be in operating
condition, but is obsolete by today's standards. For additional information, see Fire Alarm
Observations below.

4.1.3

Egress

Business (office occupancies) occupant load is l 00 SF/ person, Training rooms and/or Restaurant
have an occupant load base on seating or minimum 15 SF/person, whichever is more stringent.
The existing building has an adequate corridor and exit capacity. If there is consideration to
convert portions of the building to a conference center, assembly area, retail or restaurant use,
please see the Conversion from Single Tenant to Multi-Tenant Section below.

4.1.4

Exterior Fac;ade

The exterior solid fac;ade components are comprised of an Exterior Insulation Finish System (EIFS),
metal paneling, and concrete paneling. These appear to be in fair condition with some
maintenance required. Cleaning and repairing of the panel joints with modern compatible
sealants will be required periodically.

4. 1.5

Windows

The existing windows consist of custom aluminum thermally broken frames 1-inch insulated glass.
Stantec is unable to determine the exact heat transfer coefficient (U-value) or shading coefficient
of the existing glass. Based on a representative sample of the windows observed, the glazing
appears to be in fair condition. The glass and aluminum doors appeared to be in generally good
condition with some normal wear and tear on the hardware. New sealants are required at some
glazing areas.

4.1.6

Roof

Stantec was unable to gain access to the rooftop to perform a detailed survey. Stantec was
informed that the roof is original to the building construction, installed in 1980's and 1995. Water
infiltration was observed below the roofline. It is assumed that these roofs have reached the end
of their useful life by 2021 and require immediate replacement.
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4. 1. 7

Finishes

Finishes observed were in slightly worn condition Carpets, ceiling tile, drywall, and wood laminate
veneer cabinetry exhibited signs of normal wear and tear and should be refinished. The stairs are
in fair condition.

4.2

MECHANICAL OBSERVATIONS

The north portion of the building is served by two gas fired unitary roof top units with fan powered
V AV boxes and hydronic perimeter heat. Unit capacities are 264 MBH heating/ 40 tons cooling
and 400 MBH heating/40 tons cooling.
The south portion of the building is served by two gas fired unitary roof top units: 400 MBH heat/20ton cooling and 540 MBH heat/48 tons cooling. Supplement electric baseboard is located at high
heat loss area. The 1.4 million BTU gas fired boiler was replaced in 2006. One of the RTUs was
replaced in the last l O years according to the maintenance staff.
A number of rooftop mounted fans serve the bathrooms and dishwasher hood in the catering
center.
The basement is served by a hydronic fan coil unit with split DX cooling.
The equipment in the space leased by Verizon for the cell tower was not reviewed.

4.3
4.3.1

ELECTRICAL OBSERVATIONS
Service and Distribution Systems

The building has a 12KV Commonwealth Edison (Com Ed) pad mounted transformer outside of
the building. Service enters the northeast end of the building from where is it distributed to the
building Switchboard. The power distribution system is original to the building, installed in the late
80s.

4.3.2

Electric Panels

The outdoor Com Ed transformer converts the incoming medium voltage and provides power
directly to 800 Amp 480/277 Volts, 3-phase switchboard. The switchboard is separately metered
by Com Ed along with two other separate electric meters labeled as "Mobile Meter & HUT Meter".
Lighting, stepdown transformers serving receptacles and miscellaneous 120/208-volt equipment
are located throughout electrical rooms in the Building.
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Switchboards, step down transformers and panelboards appeared to be original, in working
condition and there were no reported problems. No corrosion or damage was evident.
Arc flash labels were not observed on any equipment.

4.3.3

Electric Wiring

Stantec did not attempt to open energized switchboards or panelboard enclosures to investigate
electrical wiring conditions for safety reasons. All exposed conduit appeared to be not corroded
and in safe condition.

4.3.4

Receptacles

Most existing receptacles appeared to be original. They appeared to all be in working condition
and there were no reported problems.

4.3.5

Emergency Power Systems

There is an outdoor emergency standby power diesel generator located south of the building. The
generator was found to be abandoned. The emergency standby power life safety generator
{Kohler) is rated at 125 KVA (100 KW), 208/120V, 347 amps, 3-phase.
The outdoor generator, diesel tank, disconnect switch enclosures were all corroded and evidently
not maintained. Stantec recommends a generator full service maintenance with all fluid, filter
changes, fuel disposal and a load bank test afterward.
Arc flash labels were not observed on any equipment.

4.3.6

UPS Systems

A UPS systems were not observed in this building.

4.3. 7

Lighting and lighting Controls

Refer to "Lighting and Lighting Controls " in Section 6.0.

4.3.8

Lightning Protection

Lightning protection systems were not observed in this building.

4.4

FIRE ALARM OBSERVATIONS

The building is equipped with the original fire alarm system , which connects to pull stations,
smoke/heat detectors and the sprinkler system. The sprinkler system is equipped with flow and
tamper switches, and appear to be in working order.
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The fire alarm system is Simplex Grinnell 4002 model fire alarm control panel. This system is a
hardwired conventional system and not addressable. The estimated time when this panel was
installed was approximately 1988 or 1989. Parts for this panel are not available anymore. It is
recommended this FACP be upgrade if the building gets remodeled.
To convert from a single tenant occupancy to a multi-tenant occupancy, more fire alarm devices
will be required for proper coverage per NFPA.
The fire alarm system should be tested yearly per NFPA by a certified fire alarm contractor.

4.5
4.5.1

PLUMBING OBSERVATIONS
Domestic Hot & Cold-Water System

The municipal water line enters the fire pump room and splits into a domestic and fire service.
Both are isolated from the public water supply by RPZ backflow assemblies. A State 75 gallon, 75
MBH gas fired wate r heater serves the building. A duplex sewage ejector system pumps sanitary
sewage from the lowest level. A duplex sump pump pumps storm water from the lowest level into
the gravity storm drain. Pumps were replaced in the last 10 years.

4.5.2

Sani1-ary System

The ground flow waste is conveyed by a gravity system. A duplex sewage ejector system lifts liquid
waste from the basement bathroom and floor drains to the gravity system.

4.5.3

Storm water System

The roof drains are conveyed by a gravity system. Duplex sump pump removes storm water from
the lowest level into the gravity storm drain. Pumps were replaced in the last 10 years. Leak noted
on foundation wall where cell tower cable exits building, water had puddled on floor.

4.6

FIRE PROTECTION OBSERVATIONS

A water line from the municipal utility enters the fire sprinkler riser room and splits into domestic
and fire service. Each is protected by a PRZ backflow assembly. There is no fire pump in this
building. The sprinkler main splits into four wet pipe risers w ith isolation valves and tamper switches.
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5.0

CAMPUS WIDE SYSTEMS - ALL BUILDINGS

5.1

LIGHTING AND LIGHTING CONTROLS

Existing interior lighting, dimming systems and relay panels appears to be the originally installed
products and are primarily fluorescent and incandescent light sources . None of the luminaires we
observed would comply with the Lighting Power Density (watts per square foot) requirements as
stated in current Illinois Energy Codes.
Interior lighting controls observed are original equipment. Relay panels controlling lighting branch
circuits were used for open office spaces. Dimming scene controls are used in conference rooms.
The existing lighting control systems do not provide sufficient occupancy sensing or dimming
(daylight harvesting) to comply with current Illinois Energy Code.
Exterior lighting is primarily pole-mounted high intensity discharge (HID) type fixtures, which are
very inefficient in terms of energy consumption. The fixtures should be retrofitted with new LED type
fixture heads with integral photosensors .

5.2

SECURITY VIDEO AND ACCESS CONTROL

The main access control and security video head end equipment is in the security office, manned
24 hours a day. The access control system was manufactured by Johnson Controls and is original
to the main building. The security video camera system (24-cameras) was manufactured by
Dukane and it is also original to the building with DVR upgrades in 2017.
The security video and access control equipment have either passed their useful life or is
approaching the end of their useful lives. With the anticipation that the buildings will renovate and
expand th eir basic Building functionality, Stantec recommends th e replacement of the security
and access control systems . With continued monitoring and maintaining of the existing
equipment, most of the equipment could remain in place until the major portion of renovation
occurs .
In general, it will become increasingly difficult to obtain replacement parts in the event of a
failure or modifications. If one part tails and no parts are available to repair the panel, the entire
system must be replaced.

5.3

OUTDOOR PARKING LOT CODE BLUE STATIONS

Emergency Code Blue Stations, heavy-duty pedestal topped with a beacon/strobe, are located
throughout the parking areas. Each Code Blue Station manually communicates to the security
office, manned 24 hours a day.
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Stantec recommend a preventive maintenance of all Code Blue Stations to verify proper
operation and communication with the security office during an emergency.

5.4

PARKING DECK - LOWER LEVEL

The lower level pa rking d eck is located partially below gra de and is constructed of an in-situ
c oncrete fouhda tion with p oured in p lace slab sloped towards area drains. The lower level is open
to the atmosphere and is protected b y poured in concrete retaining walls around the perimeter.
The existing retaining walls appear to b e in good condition, but could use an elastomeric paint
refresh.
No mechanical ventilation or exhaust system was observed and is not req uired as the first level
d irectly c ommunicates with the atmosphere. Lighting tor the first level is provided by ceiling
mounted metal halide light fixtures. The structure is p rotected by an existing dry-type fire
protection system.
Many of the area drains serving the lower level parking deck are filled with soil and debris and
require clean out.

5.5

PARKING DECK - UPPER LEVEL

The up per level parking deck is constructed of pre-cast concrete double tees and a concrete
topping slab driving surface. A mix of pre-cast concrete knee walls and painted steel railings
enclose the perimeter of the structure.
Water infiltration was observed at the parking deck expansion joints and connections near drains
where deck surface has allowed water to infiltrate. The water infiltration has consequently
d amaged some o'f the structural pre-cast concrete tees below, especially near area drains. An
estimated 15% of each upper p arking deck a rea requires repair to prevent continued water
infiltration . The affected pre-cast concrete double tee structures exhibit spoiling , corrosion ,
discoloration of concrete, exposure of rebar. This is common for this type of deck and caused by
lack of maintenance of the surface at the top deck.
Lighting for the upper deck is provided by pole mounted metal halide light fixtures along the
perimeter and along the parking column lines.
The area drains serving the upper level are filled with soil and debris and require clean out.

5.6

ON-GRADE PARKING LOTS

The on-grade parking areas require subgrade repair and compaction , and surface replacement
in select areas due to sub-grade settlement. These select areas have settled over time, are not
sealed, and have resulted in asphalt surface, sunken curbs and catch basins.
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5.7

SITE WALKWAYS

In-situ concrete walkways and stairs connect the parking decks to the driveway bridges and to
the second floor of Building 2000 & 2001 . The are a drains located at the base of these stairways
are filled with dirt, debris, and foliage which require cleanout. Areas of the in-situ walkway that
exhibit cracking, spoiling and sub grade erosion require repair.
The landscaped walkways leading from the two bridges to the East and West parking decks have
heaved and exhibit spoiling. This presents a tripping hazard to pedestrians and requires
replacement.
The steel bridges and walkways leading to the parking deck do not meet the requirements of an
accessible route due to stairs, location, slopes, and condition . New accessible parking spaces are
required to be created near the main building entrance or convert the spaces within enclosed
garage with proper directional signage.
The steel bridges appear to be in good condition but require minor repairs, limited to painting,
pavers, and drainage downspouts.
The lower level walkways, that cross the streets below the pedestrian bridge, utilizes a paver
system. This system is not ADA compliant, is uneven, and requires repair.

5.8

LANDSCAPE AND SITEWORK

In general, around a ll three buildings, at the parking structures and surrounding Site landscaping
has many fallen trees, is untrimmed and overgrown and requires maintendnce. Planter beds
lecated near the main building entry exhibit soil erosion and require repair. Eroded stone and bark
paths, damaged sidewalk curbs and sunken walkways are numerous throughout the site. Repair
of stone paths and replacement of curbs and walkways are required to eliminate tripping hazards.
Exterior landscape irrigation system was reported to be inactive for the last twelve (12) years and
sections of the irrigation mains have been dug up/removed in some areas. The irrigation system
and foundation planting's need replacement.
Site signage is generally worn and damaged.
Numerous potholes and cracking of the roadways were observed and are in need repair.
Site lighting, including bollards, pole lights, and landscape lights require testing and replacement
were not working or damaged. Lenses and frame damage to site bollard fixtures along roadways
was observed.
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6.0

CONVERSION FROM SINGLE TENANT TO MULTI-TENANT

6.1

ARCHITECTURAL

Egress
Assuming new proposed retail and restaurant use would only occur at the first or lower level of
Building 2000 and comprise of no more than 75 percent of these floors, the first and lower levels
could support the additional exit demand engendered by those uses by using the additional
existing grade level exits at each of those floors . If a large assembly use space is proposed , the
space will need to be located at grade level and additional exits may be required .

6.2

MECHANICAL - VENTILATION

This discussion will assume that all existing equipment would be restored to its full operating
capacity. The ventilation system p rovides c o oling for the building envelope, occupants and
equipment, and outside air. The envelope is a ssumed to remain the same, improvements in
lighting efficiency, such as Light Emitting Diodes [LED) and power consumption of office
equipment have significantly reduced the cooling load for those components .
At the time of construction , the presiding mechanical code required lower quantities outdoor
airflow rates for ventilation, about 60 percent of what is required by today's standards . Per Illinois
Public Act 096-0704 all new commercial construction after 01 July 201 l must comply with the 2006
or later editions of the !BC. This will require the building to be brought into compliance with the
presiding building codes for Hoffman Estates, as described in the Illinois building code. The current
Mechanical code is the 2009 IMC, according to the Illinois constru ction code directory.
The existing cooling system is sized to provide approximately 0.2 cfm/sqft. of conditioned outside
air under summer design conditions . The heating system can provide approx. 0.06 cfm/sqft. at
w inter design conditions. The current Mechanical Codes states that Office spaces occupancies
require 0.085 cfm/sqft. of outside air for ventilation . Therefore, the existing heating system is
approximately 30% undersized and is inadequate to meet the winter design conditions.
Both food service and retail space require higher ventilation rates than office space. Retail
ventilation requirements vary based on the type of activity; for example, general retail sales floor
is 0.23 cfm/sqft. and nail salons are 0.62 cfm/sqft. Dining areas require 0.71 to 0.93 cfm/sqft.
depending on occupant density. LEED compliance requires an addition 30% outside air above
these requirements.
The existing ducts and fans are sized to provide l cfm/sq. of supply air to the space. A portion of
this air comes from outside, the rest is recirculated. Upgrading the systems' capacity to condition
the additional required outside air will bring the systems into compliance with the current building
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codes. The physical layout of the mechanical rooms is suitable for upgrading the heating coils
and fans.
Food service areas have the additional requirement of cooking hoods. Type I hoods that exhaust
grease and/or smoke (fryers, griddles, etc.) are required to have a fire rated enclosure from the
hood to the roof penetration, regardless of other fire rating requirements of the building. Type II
hoods that exhaust heat and steam (ovens, tilting kettles, dishwashers) do not have this additional
fire proofing requirement. When locating hoods on the lower levels, shafts must be provided
through the levels above to the roof. Advanced planning will be required so as not to disrupt the
tenants above. Alternately, all food service could be located on the fourth floor for unimpeded
roof access.

6.3

ELECTRICAL

Com Ed d oes not permit Landlord electricdl revenue sub-metering; only glass-jar type Com Ed
approved utility meters are allowed for direct billing purposes to the occupying tenant. Third party
meters like Schneider Electric E-Mon D-Mon are prohibited by Com Ed.

6.4

PLUMBING

Plumbing upgrades to serve retail space occupancy group type are anticipated to be minimal.
We anticipate that the existing bathroom groups will be public and available to all tenants or the
public . However, advanced planning should be taken into consideration if tenants are permitted
to install private bathrooms within their suites .

6.5

FIRE ALARM

For conversion to retail or dining mercantile occupancies additional fire alarm pull stations fire
alarm control panels and annunciator panel control zones would be needed.

6.6

FIRE PROTECTION

Fire sp rinkler systems are designed based on the risk category. Office space is light Hazard, and
dining areas are Ordinary Hazard Group 1. A retail spa ce (mercantile) is classed as Ordinary
Hazard Group 2. Ordinary Group 2 requires twice the flow rate coverage as Light Hazard. The
sprinkler pipe serving areas converted from office use to retail and/or dining area will likely require
replacement and upgrade to provide adequate coverage.
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7.0

CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS

The mechanical, plumbing, and fire protection systems, including controls, are mostly original
equipment, now approaching 30 years in age. The economic life of mechanical equipment is
generally 20-35 years. Economic life is not physical failure, it represents when a majority of owners
find replacement beneficial when weighing the costs of maintenance, repairs. downtime, and
depreciation. The owner should budget for higher than average repair and replacement costs
based on the age of the system.
Most of the electrical power distribution equipment in the buildings is original and has been in
service for more than 25 years. The typical life expectancy for electrical equipment in this type of
application is 40 years. Equipment with devices that are not operated on a regular basis such as
switchboards and panelboards may last beyond the 40-year life expectancy if they continue to
be properly maintained.
Listed below are solutions/suggestions that Stantec has conceptualized and recommended.

7.1
7.1.1

BUILDING 2000
Architectural Recommendations

1. Repair and replace the smoke control systems that are currently operating in manual
mode. This is part of the life safety system.
2.

Repair/clean and replace damaged joints between the concrete panels as part of the
external frn;ade system.

3. Repair and replace the joints around the skylights to prevent additional water infiltration.
4.

Replace damaged gypsum wallboard soffits.

5.

Inspect the anchor point utilized to perform maintenance on the skylight system.

6.

Obtain and verify the roof warranty with the Seller, roof manufacturer, and roof installer.

7.

Repair/replace delaminating and damaged tile, carpet, plank tiles, drywall. and laminate
flooring.

7.1.2

Mechanical Recommendations

8. The outdoor air heating coils are undersized for current ventilation requirements by
approximately 30%. It is recommended that these heating systems be increased in
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capacity to meet the current requirements. This includes but is not limited to the addition
of secondary heating coils and upgrade of supply air fans.
9.

The existing chillers utilize refrigerant type R- l 34A, which is being phased out of new
equipment in 2024. However, the chillers are 28 years and are reaching the end of their
30-year life. 1 chiller has failed and 4 are still active. Recommend replacing 1 chiller
immediately and developing master plan to phase out and replace the remaining existing
chillers over the course of the next 5 years. The new chillers shall utilize new industry
standard refrigerant types. The existing chillers are recommended to be serviced and have
preventative maintenance be performed.

l 0. The existing heat exchangers and pumps shall be serviced and provided with preventive
maintenance. Recommend developing master plan for replacement of pumps over the
next 5 years.
11. Refrigerant detectors were not observed in mechanical rooms. Emergency ventilation is
not provided for mechanical rooms containing refrigerant. Recommend providing
refrigerant detectors and emergency ventilation to comply with current code
requirements.
12. Smoke control fans are no longer exercised because the roof hatches have begun to leak.
Recommend testing all fans in the system and repair/replace roof hatches.
13. Fans with motor fault: SF l E-4B ESW, and SF- l W-2B WNW. Recommend troubleshooting and
corrective maintenance, anticipate replacing fan, VFD and balancing.
14. Variable frequency drives with fault: EF- l E-3A ENW, EF- l E-1 B WNW, EF-l W-2A-WNW.
Recommend troubleshooting drive, anticipate replacing fans, VFDs and balancing.
15. N-NW mechanical room - corrosion/leak noted on chilled water motorized control valve.
CHW valves in AHUs. Recommend replacing valves on all AHUs.
16. E-NE Mechanical room - corrosion/leak noted on chilled water motorized control valve.
Recommend replacing valves on all AHUs .
17. Chiller RM-IW-1 is out of service and the refrigerant is stored on site in the mechanical room.
See Recommendation above. Recommend replacing chiller. Recommend dispose of
refrigerant properly prior to sale.
18. Leaks on chilled water pump seals 1 & 3 on west side of building. Recommend
replacement of seals on all CHW pumps.
19. Controls are beyond their 15 - 20-year life and replacement parts are difficult to obtain.
Since the intent is to divide the building into additional zones, the control front end should
be replaced.
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20. Cooling Towers: Recommend preventative maintenance, blowdown of towers, cleaning
of basins, replacement of pan heaters.
21. Toilet exhaust fans are original to the building. Recommend toilet exhaust fans to be
serviced and provided with preventive maintenance. Repair or replace parts as
necessary.
22. Kitchen exhaust systems: Recommend cleaning of kitchen exhaust ductwork and
associated kitchen exhaust hoods, inspection and testing of kitchen exhaust ductwork for
duct penetrations, physical impedances, and weld failures, control system interlocks
between kitchen equipment and kitchen exhaust system, and servicing of kitchen exhaust
fans including but not limited to replacement of fan belts, motor bearings, flexible
connections and vibrations isolators.

7.1 .3

Electrical Recommendations

23. Electrical Service Switchboards, Substations, & Distribution Boards: Switchboard
testing/maintenance records, Short Circuit Study, and Coordination Study could not be
provided by the building engineer. Stantec recommends for all major incoming services,
substations, and distribution equipment to have a full preventative maintenance
completed, in addition to a Short Circuit and Coordination Study performed on the
electrical system.
24. Ground Level Conversion: Stantec recommends modifying existing Switchboard interior
compartments into custom build, UL listed utility meter centers for the retail and prebuilt
spaces on the ground level.
25. Upper Level Conversion: The electrical closets on each upper floor provide the opportunity
to intercept existing feeders and install utility meter centers to distribute to multiple tenants
on each floor. The switchboard serving the risers shall need to be modified to remove the
existing single utility meter in the lower level, thus turning the existing feeders into an unmetered riser until it lands on the newly proposed multi-tenant utility meter center. As
tenants populate suites, new feeders shall be run to the tenant suites to new panels, and
Com Ed will provide new utility meters to capture the tenant's electric.
26. Main Point of Entry (MPOE)/Main Distribution Frame (MDF): Stantec recommends the
replacement of the existing UPS system in the Main Telecom Room with a new highefficiency redundant 300-500kVA UPS system with VRLA batteries. This room should be
converted to serve as the Main Point of Entry for the building's internet, phone, wireless,
and cable Service Providers for all tenants.
27. Interior Lighting Fixtures: Stantec recommends that all interior lighting and dimming systems
should be replaced with more sustainable and efficient LED luminaires.
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28. Lighting controls: Stantec recommends should be upda ted to include code compliant
occupancy sensing and dimming /step dimming fea tures. LED lighting and wireless control
upgrades and retrofit installations will m odernize the interior and exterior lighting and will
reduce installed costs over traditional wired systems. By utilizing integrated wireless sensor
technology, the existing line voltage junction boxes for lighting fixtures can remain in place
while achieving new and reconfigurable zoning to meet energy code and varying space
needs. As discussed at the site, a significant savings would come from the ability to use the
vast network of existing relay panels; however, these systems are already out of
manufacturer production and replacement parts would be difficult to come by in the
future.
29. Exterior Lighting Fixtures: Stantec recommends retrofitting the existing pole-mounted HID
exterior lighting fixtures with more sustainable and efficient LED luminaires. The existing
poles and circuiting would not need replacement, and should be re-used in their current
condition, barring any prior physical damage.
30. Lightning Protection System: The main building has a lightning protection system installed
on the roof. Stantec recommend a preventive maintenance re-torqueing of the ground
wiring connections, as well as an inspection of the overall lighting protection system to
ensure continuity and compliance with national safety standards.
31. Branch Circuiting: It should be anticipated that any renovated area should provide new
branch circuit wiring to comply with the latest Electrical Code, as neutral conductors are
required for any new/renovated switch and receptacle installed. Installations prior to the
2011 NEC did not enforce this neutral conductor requirement.
32. Arc flash protection labels were not observed on any electrical equipment. Only generic
"danger" red-colored labels were observed on electrical equipment, which do not meet
the intent of the arc flash standard. This arc flash labeling legal requirement was first
introduced in the 2002 National Electrical Code to warn qualified persons of potential
electric arc flash hazards on electrical equipment like switchboards, panelboards,
industrial control panels, meter socket enclosures, disconnect switches, variable frequency
drives, motor starters and motor control center equipment that is likely to require
examination , adjustment, servicing, or maintenance while energized. The labeling
requirement is the responsibility of the Ow ner of the building, not the manufacturer or
installer of the equipment so this is not just a worker issue but a liability issue. Modification
or upgrade of the existing equipment will require a n Arc Flash study and panels to be
labeled in accordance with the presiding National Electrical Code.
33. Security Systems: The security video and access control system equipment have either
passed their useful life or is approaching the end of their useful lives. With continued
monitoring and maintaining of the existing equipment, the majority of the equipment
should last until major renovation occurs. In general, as electrical equipment, much like
any other type of equipment, gets older, it becomes increasingly difficult to obtain
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replacement parts in the event of a failure or modifications. If one part fails and no parts
are available to repair the panel, the entire panel must be replaced.
34. Abandoned Equipment: Several electrical power distribution equipment such as UPS
systems and Server Room were found abandoned within the Building. Stantec
recommends that all abandoned equipment shall be removed from the building,
including all abandoned conduit and wire.
35. Life Safety Generator: Stantec recommends the emergency generators will require
immediate preventive maintenance. With continued monitoring and maintaining of the
existing equipment, most of the electrical equipment should last until a major renovation
occurs. The generator preventative maintenance shall include changing all fluid, filters,
fuel, etc. Stantec recommends a 4-8 hour stepped load bank test afterward.
36. Standby Non-Life Safety Generator: Stantec recommends replacing the existing standby
non-life safety generator in order to accommodate capturing additional essential building
loads to keep the main building online and occupied during a utility power outage. The
current standby non-life safety generator size is 350kW, and it is serving minimal building
infrastructure loads. Stantec recommends providing a 1MW standby generator to
accommodate supporting additional building systems and amenities.
37. Solar Panels: Stantec highly recommends the installation of roof-mounted solar panels on
the main building roof to shave peak energy usage, lower electrical demand usage, and
to pursue available federal/state rebates.

7.1.4

Fire Alarm Recommendations

38. Fire Alarm System: The 4 existing fire alarm panels have upgraded CPU's installed, but the
remaining electronics in the fire alarm control panels are original dating to when the
buildings were constructed. Fire alarm system replacement parts are still currently
available, but are becoming harder to obtain. Stantec recommends upgrading the main
fire alarm data gathering panels and the fire alarm control panel cabinets dating back
from the original 199 l installation. It is our recommendation to engage the local fire alarm
maintenance contractor to develop a master plan for this system upgrade.
39. General Fire Alarm Device Needs/Upgrades: To convert from a single-tenant occupancy
to a multi-tenant occupancy, more fire alarm devices will be required for proper coverage
per NFPA. Inherently, by installing more fire alarm devices (speakers and strobes), this will
require additional equipment hardware and there is limited physical space within the fire
command room for more fire alarm equipment cabinets. As noted above, it is not
immediately required; however, a phased fire alarm system replacement is
recommended to ultimately accommodate the conversion to a multi-tenant mixed-use
occupancy.
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40. Fire Alarm Testing: The fire alarm system should be tested yearly per NFP A by a certified fire
alarm contractor. Records of this testing could not be located during our field visits.

7.1.5

Plumbing Recommendations

41. Numerous water closet bowls had dried out from disuse. Seals dry out and valve corrode
and stick with disuse. Widespread repairs should be anticipated for faucets and flush
valves when the building is put back into use. Recommend replacing with new, more
water efficient fixtures.
42. Domestic water pumps: It is recommended that the domestic water pumps be tested tor
operation and the pumps serviced.

7.1.6

Fire Protection Recommendations

43. Fire protections systems require annual testing and inspection and a more comprehensive
5-year inspection. Last documented inspection is dated 10/12/17. It is recommended that
a testing agency be retained to perform testing and inspection.
44. Reduced pressure zone valves (RPZ) require annual testing. The last documented test is

dated 12/ 1/ 15. It is recommended that a testing agency be retained to perform testing
and inspection.
45. A review of the existing fire protection system is required to ensure that the equipment is
suitable for the increased coverage requirements based on the new /modified occupancy
types.
46. Fire Pump Assembly: It is recommended that the existing fire pumps and jockey pumps be
rebuilt and tested for operation.
47. Kitchen/Dining Areas: It is recommended that the fire protection systems serving the
kitchen areas be reviewed, tested, and inspected by a qualified agency.
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7.2
7.2.1

BUILDING 2001
Architectural Recommendations

48 . Repair/clean and replace damaged joints between the concrete panels as part of the
external fac:;ade system .
49. Replace the existing roof.
50. Clean and replace damaged window joints.
51. Repair/replace delaminating and damaged tile, carpet, plank tiles, drywall, and laminate
flooring.

7.2.2

Mechanical Recommendations

52. At the time of the visit, all supply fans were off. An odor was noted in the building.
Maintenance staff commented that the building had an odor from the time it began
operations in the 1990s. It was noted that many of the toilet and urinal bowls were low or
empty. This could allow sewer gas to enter the building through dry traps. The source of
the odor should be further investigated to identify the source and rule out contamination,
such as mold. It is recommended that an environmental testing agency be retained to
test and determine source of the odor.
53 . Two VFD drive cabinets had been removed and were on the fan room floor. It is
recommended to identify the source equipment that utilized these VFDs. Source
equipment shall be fitted with a VFD.
54. Chilled water pump drive was running in bypass mode. Assume to replace VFDs.
55. The two built up air handler unit shall be serviced and provided w ith preventive
maintenance. Repair or replace parts as necessary. Recommend replacing valves on all
RTUs.
56. Toilet exhaust fans are original to the building. All toilet exhaust fans shall be tested for
operation, inspected and serviced in accordance with preventative maintenance
guidelines. Repair or replace parts as necessary.

7.2.3

Electrical Recommendations

57. Electrical Service Switchboards & Distribution Boards: Switchboard testing/maintenance
records, Short Circuit Study, and Coordination Study could not be provided by the building
engineer. Stantec recommends for all major incoming services and distribution equipment
to have a full preventative maintenance completed, in addition to a Short Circuit and
Coordination Study performed on the electrical system.
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58. Electric Metering Conversion: The switchboards shall need to be modified to remove the
existing single utility meter setup, provide a new proposed multi-tenant utility meter center.
As tenants populate suites, new feeders shall be run to the tenant suites to new panels,
and Com Ed will provide new utility meters to capture the tenant's electric.

59. UPS System: The existing 300 KV A UPS equipment was installed in 2002. Stantec
recommends this UPS to be replaced due to the limited spare parts available and age.
Stantec recommend the replacement of the existing UPS system with a new highefficiency l 50-300kV A UPS system with VRLA batteries. This room should be converted to
serve as the Main Point of Entry (MPOE) for the building 's internet, phone, wireless, and
cable Service Providers for all tenants.

60. Interior Lighting Fixtures: Stantec recommends that all interior lighting and dimming systems
should be replaced with more sustainable and efficient LED luminaires.
6 l . Lighting controls: Stantec recommends should be updated to include code compliant
occupa ncy sensing and dimming/step dimming features. LED lighting and wireless control
upgrades and retrofit installations will modernize the interior and exterior lighting and will
reduce installed costs over traditional wire d systems. By utilizing integrated wireless sensor
technology, the existing line voltage junction boxes for lighting fixtures can remain in place
while achieving new and reconfigurable zoning to meet energy code and varying space
needs.
62. Branch Circuiting: It should be anticipated that any renovated area should provide new
branch circuit wiring to comply with the latest Electrical Code, as neutral conductors are
required for any new/renovated switch and receptacle installed . Installations prior to the
2011 NEC did not enforce this neutral conductor requirement.
63. Arc flash protection labels were not observed on any electrical equipment. Only generic
"danger" red-colored labels were observed on electrical equipment, which do not meet
the intent of the arc flash standard. This arc flash labeling legal requirement was first
introduced in the 2002 National Electrical Code to warn qualified persons of potential
electric arc flash hazards on electrical equipment like switchboards, panelboards,
industrial control panels, meter socket enclosures, disconnect switches, variable frequency
drives, motor starters and motor control center equipment that is likely to require
examination, adjustment, servicing, or maintenance while energized. The labeling
requirement is the responsibility of the Ow ner of the b uilding, not the manufacturer or
installer of the equipment so this is not just a worker issue but a liability issue. Modification
or upgrade of the existing equipment w ill require an Arc Flash study and panels to be
labeled in accordance with the presiding National Electrical Code.
64. Security Systems: The security video and access control system equipment have either
passed their useful life or is approaching the end of their useful lives. With continued
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monitoring and maintaining of the existing equipment, the majority of the equipment
should last until major renovation occurs. In general, as electrical equipment, much like
any other type of equipment, gets older, it becomes increasingly difficult to obtain
replacement parts in the event of a failure or modifications. If one part fails and no parts
are available to repair the panel, the entire panel must be replaced.
65. Abandoned Equipment: Several electrical power distribution equipment was found
abandoned within the Building. Stantec recommends that all abandoned equipment shall
be removed from the building, including all abandoned conduit and wire.
66. Life Safety Generator: Stantec recommends the emergency generators will require
immediate preventive maintenance. With continued monitoring and maintaining of the
existing equipment, most of the electrical equipment should last until a major renovation
occurs. The generator preventative maintenance shall include changing all fluid, filters,
fuel, etc. Stantec recommends a 4-8 hour stepped load bank test afterward.

7.2.4

Fire Alarm Recommendations
Refer to "Building 2000 Fire Alarm Recommendations" in Section 7.1.3.

7.2.5

Plumbing Recommendations

67. Parts from the water heater were removed to repair the Domestic Hot Water (DHW) Heater
in Building 2501. It is recommended that a new DHW heater be installed.
68. Reduced pressure zone valves (RPZ) require annual testing. The last documented test is
dated 12/1 /15. It is recommended that a qualified testing agency be retained and
perform required testing.

7.2.6

Fire Protection Recommendations

69. Reduced pressure zone valves (RPZ) require annual testing. The last documented test is
dated 12/ 1/ 15. It is recommended that a qualified testing agency be retained and
perform required testing.
70. Fire sprinkler systems require annual testing and inspection and a more comprehensive 5year inspection. The last documented inspection was l 0/12/ 17. It is recommended that a
qualified testing agency be retained and perform required testing.
71. Fire Pump Assembly: It is recommended that the existing fire pumps and jockey pumps be
rebuilt and tested for operation.
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7.3
7.3.1

BUILDING 2501
Architectural Recommendations

72. Repair/clean and replace damaged joints between the metal and concrete panels as
part of the external fac;:ade system.
73. Replace the existing roof.
74. Clean and replace damaged window joints.
75. Repair/replace delaminating and damaged tile, carpet, plank tiles, drywall, and laminate
flooring.

7.3.2

Mechanical Recommendations

76. The boiler is using spare parts removed from the Building 2000 water heaters.
Recommend replacement of the boiler.
77. The boiler circulator pump is leaking and making excessive noise. Recommend
replacement the boiler circulator pump.
78. Leak noted on fan coil control valve strainer in Room 105. Bucket on floor is catching the
drips. Recommend replacing control valves.
79. The existing Staefa control system is obsolete, but functional. Service and spare parts are
difficult to acquire due to its age. Recommend replacement of controls.
80. Toilet exhaust fans are original to the building. All toilet exhaust fans shall be tested for
operation, inspected and serviced in accordance with preventative maintenance
guidelines. Repair or replace parts as necessary.

7.3.3

Electrical Recommendations

81. General: It is currently unknown what the use of this building will be. Its current state will
require a major renovation/ reconfirmation from an electrical and life safety standpoint.
The general considerations and recommendations mentioned for the other buildings
apply to this building. If the intent is to occupy this building, Stantec would recommend a
full overhaul of the existing electrical infrastructure and distribution.
82. Life Safety Generator: If the intent is to occupy this building, it is recommended to provide
a new life safety generator sized at 100-250kW. The existing life safety generator is not
functioning and is currently abandoned in place.
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7.3.4

Fire Alarm Recommendations

83. Fire Alarm System: The existing fire alarm system was installed in 1988 and is a conventional,
non-addressable fire alarms system. If the intent is to occupy this building, Stantec would
recommend a full fire alarm system replacement with a fully addressable FA system that is
linked communicate/report with the main '2000' building's fire command center, similar
to how the '2001' building is configured.

7.3.5

Plumbing Recommendations

84. Leak was noted on foundation wall where cell tower cable exits building. Water had
puddled on floor. Recommend sealing wall penetration to prevent water infiltration into
the building.
85. Water stains noted on ceiling throughout building, the source should be investigated.
Recommend review of pipe insulation, valves, strainers, gauges, and ceiling penetrations
for potential water penetrations.
86. Reduced pressure zone valves (RPZ) require annual testing, last noted test was 11/10/16. It
is recommended that a testing agency be retained to perform testing and inspection.
87. Discharge from storm water pump to gravity system is back graded. It is recommended
that the discharge be properly graded.

7.3.6

Fire Protection Recommendations

88. Reduced pressure zone valves (RPZ) require annual testing. The last documented test is
dated 11 / 10/ 16. It is recommended that a testing agency be retained to perform testing
and inspection.
89. Fire sprinkler systems require annual test and inspection and more comprehensive 5-year
inspection. Last documented inspection is dated 11 /11 /16. It is recommended that a
testing agency be retained to perform testing and inspection .
90. Fire Pump Assembly: It is recommended that the existing fire pumps and jockey pumps be
rebuilt and tested for operation.
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7.4

CAMPUS WIDE SYSTEMS

91 . Repair of the expansion joints and area drains to prevent water infiltration to the structure
below. Stantec estimates 5 percent of each upper parking deck requires this repair.

92. The pre-cast concrete double tee structures that support the upper deck affected by
water infiltration at the expansion joints and area drains exhibit spoiling, corrosion,
discoloration of concrete, exposure of rebar. Stantec estimates that 15 percent of the
concrete pre-cast double tee structures are affected by the water infiltration. It is
recommended that these pre-cast double tees be repaired immediately.
93. Apply a waterproof driving surface top coat to the upper parking decks to preserve the
precast double tee structure supporting them.
94. Cleanout all area drains and catch basins serving the parking decks, staircases, roof
leaders/downspouts to prevent flooding and growth of unwanted vegetation.
95. Test and upgrade existing metal halide light fixtures to light emitting diode (LED)
technology, sitewide.
96. Replace poured in place walkway systems between garage and buildings to be ADA
Compliant.
97. Evaluate and provide suitable amount of ADA compliant parking spots based on the
proposed occupancy type and population of the site.
98. Repair the areas of the on-grade parking lots because of ground settlement.
99. Repair catch basins and curbs serving the on-grade parking lots.
100. Level and repair concrete walkways that have spoiled, heaved and/or have eroded.
101. Level stone and bark paths that have washed out due to erosion .

102. Replace/repair street-level crosswalks that are constructed of paver system to an ADA
compliant system.
103. Repair pavers that are utilized as the steel bridge walkways.

104. Repair and replace irrigation mains. Irrigation pumps and control system should be
serviced and tested for operation.
105. Repair potholes and cracks in roadways, then seal coat to maintain.
106. Repair and replace damaged site signage.

107 . Test and repair site and roadway lighting to provide a sate environment.
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APPENDIX A
SUMMARY OF ESTIMATED COSTS

Description

Air Handlers for additional Outdoor Air Requireme nts

s

Unit Price
($/Unit)
81,250.00

Qty.
8

Unit of
Measurement
EA

Estimated Cost
($)
650,000.00

Remarks

s

1 Ch Iller is in need of immediate replacement, remaining 4

chlller> can be phased out of service and replaced in the near
,placement of Electrical Centrffuga l Chillers
ieat E><changer Pump<

s
s

937,500.00
25,000.00

8

EA
EA

$ 4,687,500.00 future
$
200, 000.00

frlgerant Detection & Exhaust System
~trium Smoke Control Fans

$

s

150,000.00
31,250.00

2
74

EA
EA

$ 300,000.00 bufldin~ codes
$ 2,312,500.00 This is a life safety system.

iupplv Fans and VFDs

$

118,750.00

2

EA

s

:xhaust Fans and VFDs

$

56,250.00

3

EA

$

V1otorized Chilled Water Valves

$

12,500.00

4

EA

s

5

A refrigerant evacuation system is required by the presiding

2 Units were obserwd to require immediate replacement.
237,500.00 There are a total of 16 Supply Fans.
3 Units were observed to require immediate replacement.
168,750.00 Thele are a total of 16 Exhaust Fans.
4 Control valves were obsenied to be leaking and require
Immed iate replacement. There are a total of 32 motorized
50,000.00 chllled water valves.

Thls cost assumes a new front end sysstem, unit
controllers,valves, dampers, and actuators, wiring and

;taefa Control •vstem
roilet Exhaust Fans
JPS
JPS
:mergency Standy Power Generator • Annual PM
Arc Flash Power System Study
nant Metering Center with (12) 200A Subme,ers
iwltchboard Into 1600A a mo,ering eompanment and CB
;witch board into 12) 600A me1erinn compartments and CB
iwltthboard into (2) 400A metering com1>artl'(lent< and CB
;witehboard Into (6) 200A metering companments and CB

$ 12,500,000.00

$
$
$

s
$

$

s
s

$
$

12,500.00
312,500.00
100,000.00
18,750.00
50,000.00
31,250.00
17,SOO.OO
23,125.00
23,125,00
18,750.00

1
10
1
1
4

1
1
1
1
1
1

LS
EA
EA
EA
EA
LS
LS
LS
LS
LS
LS

$ 12,soo,000.00 commission
$ 125,000.00

s

$
$
$

$

s
$
$
$

312.500.00
100,000.00
75,000.00 This cost reflects an Annual Cost
50,000.00
31,250.00
17,500.00
23,125.00
23,125.00
18,7S0.00

Subtotal - Bulldlng 20001 $ 21,882,500.00
Description
~llled water pump and VFD
:Hing Unit Control Valves
Fan and VfO

-

;taefa Control system
JPS
!mergency Standy Power Generator - Annual PM
Arc Flash Power System Study
nant Metering Center with (12) 200A Submeters
;w!tchboard into 1600A a metering compartment and CB
;witchboard into [2) 600A metcrioa compartments and CB
;l(>lltchboard into l2l 400A metl!rln~ com partmen« and CB
;witchboard into (6) 200A metering compartments and CB

Unit Price

s
$
$

s

81, 250.00
75,000.00
7,500.00

3,lli,000.00
312,500.00
18,750.00
$
25,000.00
31,250.00
$
17,500.00
$
23,125.00
23,125.00
$
18,750.00
$

$

s

s

Qty.
8
2
8

1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1

Unit of
EA
EA
EA

LS
EA
EA

LS
LS
LS
LS
LS
LS

!

Estimated Cost
650,000.00
150,000.00
60,000.00

Remarks

$
$

s

Thl.s cost assumes a new front end sysstem, unit
conttollers~valvC$, dampers, and actuators, wiring and
$ 3,125,000.00 commission
$ 312,500.00
18,750.00 This cost reflects an Annual Cost
25,000.00
$
31,250.00
$
17,500.00
$
23,125.00
23,125.00
$
18, 750.00

s

s

s

Subtotal - Building 20011 $ 4,455,000.00

!
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APPENDIX A
SUMMARY OF ESTIMATED COSTS

-

Unit Price

Description

,at Water Heater and Circulator Pump

itaefa Control system
rollet Exhaust Fan
Emergency Stanby Generator System
:mcrgency Standv Power Generator -Annual PM
Arc Flash Power System Study
nant Metering Center with (8) 200A Submeters

$

$
5

$
$
$
5

($/Unit)
62,500.00

225,000.00
12,500.00
62,500.00
18,750.00
6,250.00
25,000.00

Qty.

Revision: 1

Unit of
Measurement

1

1
5
1
1
1
1

EA

LS
EA
EA

EA
LS
LS

Estimated Cost
($)
$
62,500.00

$
$
$
$

$
$

Subtotal• Building zso1j $

Remarks

This cost assumes a new front er,d sysstem, unit controllers,
wiring and commission and reutilization of existing valves,
225,000.00 dampers, and actuators.
62,500,00
62,500.00 Existing Generator is abandoned in place.
18,750.00 Thl< cost reflects an Annual Cost
6,250.00
25,000.00
462,S00.00

!

Subtotal • Building 2501 $ 21,882,500.00
Subtotal - Building 2001 $ 4,455,000.00
462,500.00
Subtotal • Bulldina 2000 S
GRAND TOTAL

$ 26,800,000.00

ry experience and budgetary to+/· 30%. Actual cost of the implemented solutions is dependent upon the extent of the scope of work, concealed conditions, and firm pricing from vendors and
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EXHIBITC
Ordinance Calling for a Public Hearing

ORDINANCE NO. _ _4_69_2_ _ - 2018
VILLAGE OF HOFFMAN ESTATES

[

[

[

AN ORDINANCE PROPOSING THE DESIGNATION OF A REDEVELOPMENT
PROJECT AREA AND PROPOSING THE APPROVAL OF A REDEVELOPMENT
PLAN AND PROJECT FOR THE LAKEWOOD CENTER REDEVELOPMENT
PROJECT AREA, CONVENING A JOINT REVIEW BOARD AND
CALLING A PUBLIC HEARING IN CONNECTION THEREWITH

WHEREAS, pursuant to the Tax Increment Allocation Redevelopment Act, as
supplemented and amended (the "TIF Act"), the President and Board of Trustees (the "Corporate
Authorities") of the Village of Hoffman Estates, Cook and Kane Counties, Illinois (the
"Municipality"), is considering that it is advisable and in the best interests of the Municipality and
certain affected taxing districts that the Municipality consider the designation of a redevelopment
project area and the approval of a redevelopment plan and project (the "Redevelopment Plan") and
(the "Project") for the redevelopment project area proposed to be known as the Lakewood Center
Redevelopment Project Area (the "Redevelopment Project Area") as further described in Exhibit
"A" attached hereto; and
WHEREAS, pursuant to Section 11-74.4-4.2 of the TIF Act, the Municipality is required
to create an interested parties registry for activities related to each redevelopment project area
within its territory, including the Redevelopment Project Area, to adopt reasonable registration
rules, and to prescribe requisite registration forms for residents and organizations active within the
Municipality that seek to be placed on said interested parties registry, and the Corporate
Authorities have heretofore, and it hereby expressly is, determined that the Municipality has
adopted such registration rules and prescribed such requisite registration forms and give public
notice thereof; and
WHEREAS, on October 25, 2018, the Municipality announced the availability of the
redevelopment plan and project for the proposed Lakewood Center Redevelopment Project Area,
with the proposed Redevelopment Plan containing an eligibility study for the proposed Lakewood
Center Redevelopment Project Area (hereinafter referred to as the ''Eligibility Study") addressing
the basis of the tax increment financing eligibility of the area proposed for the Redevelopment
Project Area; and
WHEREAS, pursuant to Section 11-74.4-4.5 of the TIP Act also requires that the
Municipality convene a joint review board and conduct a public hearing prior to the adoption of
ordinances designating and approving a redevelopment plan and project, at which hearing any
interested person or affected taxing district may file with the Village Clerk written objections to
and may be heard orally with respect to the Redevelopment Plan and Project; and
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WHEREAS, Section 11-74.4-5 of the TIP Act further requires that the time and place of
such public hearing be fixed by ordinance or resolution adopted by the Corporate Authorities; and
WHEREAS, the TIF Act further requires that at least IO days prior to adopting such
ordinance or resolution fixing the time and place of a public hearing, the Municipality must make
available for public inspection the Redevelopment Plan along with the name of the person to
contact for further information, and the same shall be sent within a reasonable time after adoption
to the affected taxing districts by certified mail; and
WHEREAS, the TIP Act requires that notice of the public hearing be given by publication
and mailing; and
WHEREAS, the Corporate Authorities have herein determined that it is advisable to
convene a joint review board and hold a public hearing to consider the proposed designation and
approval of the proposed Redevelopment Plan and Project; and
WHEREAS, the Corporate Authorities hereby expressly find that the Redevelopment Plan
and Project does not contain 75 or more inhabited residential units and will not displace residents
from 10 or more inhabited residential units.
NOW THEREFORE, BE IT ORDAINED by the President and Board of Trustees of the
Village of Hoffman Estates, Cook and Kane CoW1ties, Illinois, as follows:
Section I: Preambles. The Corporate Authorities hereby adopt by reference the foregoing
preamble clauses as if fully set forth herein.
Section 2: Redevelopment Plan and Project Designation and Approval. The designation
and approval of the Redevelopment Plan and Project, is hereby proposed.
Section 3: Interested Parties Registry Created. · There is hereby created an interested parties
registry (the "Registry") for the Redevelopment Project Area.

The Village Clerk is hereby

expressly authorized and directed to maintain such Registry for the Redevelopment Project Area.
The Municipality shall print in a newspaper of general circulation within the Municipality a notice
in the form of Exhibit "C" attached hereto.
Section 4: Registration Rules and Forms. The registration rules for the Registry have been
previously approved by the Corporate Authorities of the Municipality as Ordinance 3235-2000
and are available from the Village Clerk.
Section 5: Joint Review Board to be Convened. A joint review board as set forth in the
TIF Act is hereby convened and such board shall meet, review such documents and issue such
report as set forth in the TIF Act. The first meeting of said joint review board shall be held at 9:00
a.m. on the 28th day of November, 2018, at the Frank Alexa Training Room, Hoffman Estates

l

Village Hall, 1900 Hassell Road, Hoffman Estates, Illinois 60169. The Municipality hereby
expressly finds and determines that said date is at least 14 days but not more than 28 days after the
notice to affected taxing districts hereinafter authorized in Section 8 of this ordinance will be
mailed.
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[.
Section 6: Time and Place of Public Hearing Fixed. A public hearing (the "Hearing") shall
be held by the President and Board of Trustees of the Municipality at 6:50 p.m. on the 7t1, day of
January, 2019, in the Helen Wozniak Council Chambers, Hoffman Estates Village Hall, 1900
Hassell Road, Hoffman Estates, Illinois 60169, for the purpose of hearing from any interested
persons or affected taxing districts regarding the proposed designation and approval of the
Redevelopment Plan and Project.
Section 7: Publication of Notice of Hearing. Notice of the Hearing, substantially in the
form attached hereto as Exhibit "B", shall be published at least twice, the first publication to be
not more than 30 nor less than 10 days prior to the Hearing, in a newspaper of general circulation
within the taxing districts having property in the Redevelopment Project Area.
Section 8: Mailing ofNotice of Hearing Authorized. (a) Notice shall be mailed by certified
mail not less than 10 days prior to the date set for the Hearing, addressed to the person or persons

r·

in whose name the general taxes for the last preceding year were paid on each lot, block, tract or
parcel of land lying within the proposed Redevelopment Project Area. In the event taxes for the
last preceding year were not paid, the notice shall also be sent to the persons last listed on the tax
rolls within the preceding three years as the owners of such property. Notice shall also be given
within a reasonable time after the adoption of this ordinance by first class mail in the form attached
as Exhibit "C" hereof to all residential addresses located outside the proposed Redevelopment
Project Area and within 750 feet of the boundaries of the proposed Redevelopment Project Area
and to those organizations and residents that have registered with the Municipality for that
information in accordance with the registration guidelines herein established by the Municipality.
Notice shall also be given by certified mail to all taxing districts of which taxable property is
included in the proposed Redevelopment Project Area and to the Illinois Department of Commerce
and Economic Opportunity not less than 45 days prior to the Hearing, and such notice (i) shall
advise the taxing bodies represented on the joint review board of the time and place of the first
meeting of the joint review board and (ii) shall also include an invitation to each taxing district and
the Illinois Department of Commerce and Economic Opportunity to submit written comments
prior to the date of the Hearing to the Village, to the attention of the Village Clerk, Village Hall,
1900 Hassell Road, Hoffman Estates, Illinois 60169 concerning the subject matter of the Hearing.
Each such mailed notice to the taxing districts shall include the name of an appropriate person to
contact for additional information, and a copy of the proposed Redevelopment Plan, including the
Eligibility Study contained therein.

[

Section 9: Superseder; Effective Date. All ordinances, resolutions, motions or orders in
conflict with the provisions of the Ordinance are, to the extent of such conflict, hereby repealed.
This Ordinance shall become effective upon its adoption.
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Section 10: The Village Clerk is hereby authorized to publish this ordinance in pamphlet
form.
PASSED THIS

5th

day of

November

VOTE

AYE

Trustee Karen V. Mills

NAY

ABSENT

ABSTAIN

X

___x__

Trustee Anna Newell

X

Trustee Gary J. Pilafas

__
x_

Trustee Gary G. Stanton

X

Trustee Michael Gaeta
Trustee Karen Arnet

__
x_

President William D. McLeod

- X-

APPROVED THIS

2018

5th

DAY OF

L

November

, 2018

vW.~fJ-%kJ
Village President
ATTEST:

Published in pamphlet form this 8th

day of __N_o~v~e_m-be=r~--~· 2018.

Exhibit A
Legal Description of the Proposed Lakewood Center Redevelopment Project Area

THAT PART OF SECTION 36, TOWNSHIP 42 NORTH, RANGE 9 EAST OF THE THIRD
PRINCIPAL MERIDIAN AND ALSO PART OF FRACTIONAL SECTIONS 5 AND 6,
TOWNSHIP 41 NORTH, RANGE 10 EAST OF THE THIRD PRINCIPAL MERIDIAN
BOUNDED AND DESCRIBED AS FOLLOWS:
COMMENCING AT THE NORTHEAST CORNER OF THE SOUTHEAST 1/4 OF SAID
SECTION 36; THENCE NORTH 90 DEGREES 00 MINUTES 00 SECONDS WEST ALONG
THE NORTH LINE OF SAID SOUTHEAST QUARTER, 416.33 FEET TO THE POINT OF
BEGINNING; THENCE SOUTH 00 DEGREES 00 MINUTES 00 SECONDS WEST, 500.95
FEET; THENCE SOUTH 90 DEGREES 00 MINUTES 00 SECONDS WEST, 195.00 FEET;
THENCE SOUTH 00 DEGREES 00 MINUTES 00 SECONDS WEST, 558.00 FEET; THENCE
SOUTH 90 DEGREES 00 MINUTES 00 SECONDS WEST, 710.00 FEET TO A POINT ON
THE WEST LINE OF THE NORTHEAST QUARTER OF THE SOUTHEAST QUARTER OF
SAID SECTION 36; THENCE SOUTH 00 DEGREES 17 MINUTES 58 SECONDS WEST
ALONG SAID WEST LINE, 189.05 FEET; THENCE SOUTH 90 DEGREES 00 MINUTES 00
SECONDS WEST, 8.80 FEET; THENCE SOUTHWESTERLY 29.49 FEET ALONG A CURVE
TO THE RIGHT HAVING A RADIUS OF 250.00 FEET (CHORD BEARS SOUTH 31
DEGREES 08 MINUTES 10 SECONDS WEST, 29.47 FEET); THENCE SOUTH 34 DEGREES
30 MINUTES 56 SECONDS WEST, 90.47 FEET (90.52 FEET RECORD); THENCE
SOUTHERLY 59.72 FEET (59.70 FEET RECORD) ALONG A CURVE TO THE LEFT
HAVING A RADIUS OF 39.50 FEET (CHORD BEARS SOUTH 08 DEGREES 48 MINUTES
10 SECONDS EAST, 54.20 FEET); THENCE SOUTHEASTERLY 793.70 FEET (793.72 FEET
RECORD) ALONG A CURVE TO THE RIGHT HAVING A RADIUS OF 872.50 FEET
(CHORD BEARS SOUTH 26 DEGREES 03 MINUTES 38 SECONDS EAST, 766.62 FEEn;
THENCE SOUTH 00 DEGREES 00 MINUTES 00 SECONDS WEST, 475.02 FEET; THENCE
SOUTHEASTERLY 15.59 FEET (15.67 FEET RECORD) ALONG A CURVE TO THE LEFT
HAVING A RADIUS OF 30.00 FEET (CHORD BEARS SOUTH 14 DEGREES 53 MINUTES
30 SECONDS EAST, 15.42 FEET) TO A POINT ON THE NORTH LINE OF CENTRAL
ROAD; THENCE SOUTH 00 DEGREES 12 MINUTES 23 SECONDS WEST, 115.00 FEET TO
A POINT ON THE SOUTH LINE OF CENTRAL ROAD; THENCE NORTH 89 DEGREES 47
MINUTES 37 SECONDS WEST ALONG THE SOUTH LINE OF CENTRAL ROAD, 1598.68
FEET; THENCE NORTH 89 DEGREES 48 MINUTES 12 SECONDS WEST ALONG THE
SOUTH LINE OF CENTRAL ROAD, 151.20 FEET; THENCE NORTH 00 DEGREES 11
MINUTES 48 SECONDS EAST, 115.00 FEET TO A POINT ON THE NORTH LINE OF
CENTRAL ROAD; THENCE NORTHERLY 8.63 FEET ALONG A CURVE TO THE LEFT
HAVING A RADIUS OF 40.00 FEET (CHORD BEARS NORTH 06 DEGREES 10 MINUTES
53 SECONDS EAST, 8.61 FEET); THENCE NORTH 00 DEGREES 00 MINUTES 00
SECONDS EAST, 475.08 FEET; THENCE NORTHEASTERLY 793.70 FEET ALONG A
CURVE TO THE RIGHT HAVING A RADIUS OF 872.50 FEET (CHORD BEARS NORTH 26
DEGREES 03 MINUTES 38 SECONDS EAST, 766.61 FEET); THENCE NORTHERLY 59.73
FEET ALONG A CURVE TO THE LEFT HAVING A RADIUS OF 39.50 FEET (CHORD
BEARS NORTH 08 DEGREES 48 MINUTES 10 SECONDS EAST, 54.20 FEET); THENCE
NORTH 34 DEGREES 30 MINUTES 56 SECONDS WEST, 88.89 FEET; THENCE
NORTHWESTERLY 23.03 FEET (23.04 FEET RECORD) ALONG A CURVE TO THE RIGHT
HAVING A RADIUS OF 264.00 FEET (CHORD BEARS NORTH 32 DEGREES 00 MINUTES
55 SECONDS WEST, 23 .03 FEET); THENCE SOUTH 90 DEGREES 00 MINUTES 00

[

[

SECONDS WEST, 1481.14 FEET TO A POINT ON THE WEST LINE OF EAGLE WAY;
TifENCE NORTH 00 DEGREES 24 MINUTES 17 SECONDS EAST ALONG THE WEST
LINE OF EAGLE WAY, 1315.03 FEET TO THE INTERSECTION WITH THE NORTH LINE
OF LAKEWOOD BLVD EXTENDED WESTERLY; THENCE NORTH 90 DEGREES 00
MINUTES 00 SECONDS EAST ALONG THE NORTH LINE OF LAKEWOOD BLVD,
2107.35 FEET; THENCE SOUTH 00 DEGREES 00 MINUTES 00 SECONDS EAST, 520.00
FEET; THENCE NORTH 90 DEGREES 00 MINUTES 00 SECONDS EAST, 542.00 FEET;
THENCE NORTH 00 DEGREES 00 MINUTES 00 SECONDS EAST, 520.00 FEET TO A
POINT ON THE NORTH LINE OF LAKEWOOD BLVD; THENCE NORTH 90 DEGREES 00
MINUTES 00 SECONDS EAST, 921.18 FEET; THENCE SOUTH 00 DEGREES 00 MINUTES
00 SECONDS WEST, 60.00 FEET TO THE POINT OF BEGINNING, ALL IN COOK
COUNTY, ILLINOIS.

Exhibit A, Continued
Proposed Lakewood Center Redevelopment Project Area
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Notice of Public Hearing
Village of Hoffman Estates, Cook and Kane Counties, Illinois
Designation and Approval of the Lakewood Center Redevelopment Project
Area Plan and Project

Notice is hereby given that on the 7th day of January, 2019, at 6:50 p.m. at the Village Hall
Council Chambers of the Hoffman Estates Village Hall, 1900 Hassell Road, Hoffman Estates,
Illinois 60169, a public hearing will be held to consider the designation and approval of the
Lakewood Center Redevelopment Project Area Plan and Project (the "Redevelopment Plan") for
the proposed Lakewood Center Redevelopment Project Area (the "Redevelopment Project
Area"). The Redevelopment Project Area consists of the territory legally described in Exhibit 1
attached and is generally described below:
The Redevelopment Project Area as generally described are the parcels to be included
therein, being located within an area generally bounded by Lakewood Boulevard on the north, N.
Eagle Way on the west, the east edge of the campus parking lot on the east, W. AT&T Center
Drive around the stonnwater detention facility, and W. Central Road on the south.

[-

L

There will be considered at the hearing the designation and approval of the proposed
Redevelopment Plan for the proposed Redevelopment Project Area.
The proposed
Redevelopment Plan is on file and available for public inspection at the office of the Village Clerk,
Hoffman Estates Village Hall, 1900 Hassell Road, Hoffman Estates, Illinois 60169. Pursuant to
the proposed Redevelopment Plan, the Village proposes to alleviate blighted area conditions in the
proposed Redevelopment Project Area and to enhance the tax base of the Village and the taxing
districts having taxable property within the proposed Redevelopment Project Area by utilizing tax
increment financing to fund various eligible project costs to stimulate private investment within
the proposed Redevelopment Project Area. These eligible project costs may include, but may not
be limited to, studies, surveys, professional fees, property rehabilitation and assembly costs,
construction of public improvements and facilities, job training, financing, administrative and
other professional costs, all as authorized under the Tax Increment Allocation Redevelopment Act,
as amended. The proposed Redevelopment Plan objectives include promoting and protecting the
health, safety, morals and welfare of the public by establishing a public/private partnership,
establishing economic growth, and development in the Village, encouraging private investment
while conforming with the Village's comprehensive plan, restoring and enhancing the Village's
tax base, enhancing the value of the proposed Redevelopment Project Area, improving the
environmental quality of the proposed Redevelopment Project Area, and retaining and attracting
employment opportunities within the proposed Redevelopment Project Area. To achieve these
objectives, the proposed Redevelopment Plan proposes to provide assistance by paying or
reimbursing costs related to the administration of the redevelopment plan, building rehabilitation,
acquisition, construction and installation of public facilities, property rehabilitation and assembly,
site marketing, preparation and improvement, environmental remediation, job training, developer
or property owner interest costs and other eligible redevelopment project costs, the execution of
one or more redevelopment agreements, and the payment of financing, administrative and other
professional costs.

Prior to the date of the hearing, each taxing district having property in the proposed
Redevelopment Project Area and the lilinois Department of Commerce and Economic Opportunity
may submit written comments to the Village, to the attention of the Village Clerk, Hoffinan Estates
Village Hall, 1900 Hassell Road, Hoffman Estates, Illinois 60169.
There is hereby convened a joint review board to consider the designation and approval of
the proposed Redevelopment Plan and Project for the proposed Redevelopment Project Area. The
joint review board shall consist of a representative selected by each community college district,
local elementary school district and high school district or each local community unit school
district, park district, library district, township, fire protection district and county that will have the
authority to directly levy taxes on the property within the proposed Redevelopment Project Area
at the time that the proposed Redevelopment Project Area is approved, a representative selected
by the Village, and a public member. The first meeting of said joint review board shall be held at
9:00 a.m. on the 28th day of November, 2018, at the Alexa Room in the Hoffman Estates Village
Hall, 1900 Hassell Road, Hoffinan Estates, Illinois 60169. Contact the Village of Hoffman
Estates' Director of Development Services Mark Koplin or the Economic Development Director
Kevin Kramer for additional information.
At the hearing, all interested persons or affected taxing districts may file written objections
with the Village Clerk and will be heard orally with respect to any issues regarding the designation
and approval of the proposed Redevelopment Plan for the proposed Redevelopment Project Area.
The hearing may be adjourned by the President and Board of Trustees of the Village without
further notice other than a motion to be entered upon the minutes of the hearing fixing the time
and place of the subsequent hearing.

Isl Bev Romanoff
Village Clerk
Village ofHoffinan Estates
Cook and Kane Counties, Illinois

[

Exhibit 1
Legal Description of the Proposed Lakewood Center Redevelopment Project Area

THAT PART OF SECTION 36, TOWNSHIP 42 NORTH, RANGE 9 EAST OF THE THIRD
PRINCIPAL MERIDIAN AND ALSO PART OF FRACTIONAL SECTIONS 5 AND 6,
TOWNSHIP 41 NORTH, RANGE 10 EAST OF THE THIRD PRINCIPAL MERIDIAN
BOUNDED AND DESCRIBED AS FOLLOWS:

[

COMMENCING AT THE NORTHEAST CORNER OF THE SOUTHEAST 1/4 OF SAID
SECTION 36; THENCE NORTH 90 DEGREES 00 MINUTES 00 SECONDS WEST ALONG
THE NORTH LINE OF SAID SOUTHEAST QUARTER, 416.33 FEET TO THE POINT OF
BEGINNING; THENCE SOUTH 00 DEGREES 00 MINUTES 00 SECONDS WEST, 500.95
FEET; THENCE SOUTH 90 DEGREES 00 MINUTES 00 SECONDS WEST, 195.00 FEET;
THENCE SOUTH 00 DEGREES 00 MINUTES 00 SECONDS WEST, 558.00 FEET; THENCE
SOUTH 90 DEGREES 00 MINUTES 00 SECONDS WEST, 710.00 FEET TO A POINT ON
THE WEST LINE OF THE NORTHEAST QUARTER OF THE SOUTHEAST QUARTER OF
SAID SECTION 36; THENCE SOUTH 00 DEGREES 17 MINUTES 58 SECONDS WEST
ALONG SAID WEST LINE, 189.05 FEET; THENCE SOUTH 90 DEGREES 00 MlNUTES 00
SECONDS WEST, 8.80 FEET; THENCE SOUTHWESTERLY 29.49 FEET ALONG A CURVE
TO THE RIGHT HAVING A RADIUS OF 250.00 FEET (CHORD BEARS SOUTH 31
DEGREES 08 MINUTES 10 SECONDS WEST, 29.47 FEET); THENCE SOUTH 34 DEGREES
30 MINUTES 56 SECONDS WEST, 90.47 FEET (90.52 FEET RECORD); THENCE
SOUTHERLY 59.72 FEET (59.70 FEET RECORD) ALONG A CURVE TO THE LEFT
HAVING A RADIUS OF 39.50 FEET (CHORD BEARS SOUTH 08 DEGREES 48 MINUTES
10 SECONDS EAST, 54.20 FEET); THENCE SOUTHEASTERLY 793.70 FEET (793.72 FEET
RECORD) ALONG A CURVE TO THE RIGHT HAVING A RADIUS OF 872.50 FEET
(CHORD BEARS SOUTH 26 DEGREES 03 MINUTES 38 SECONDS EAST, 766.62 FEET);
THENCE SOUTH 00 DEGREES 00 MINUTES 00 SECONDS WEST, 475.02 FEET; THENCE
SOUTHEASTERLY 15.59 FEET (15.67 FEET RECORD) ALONG A CURVE TO THE LEFT
HAVING A RADIUS OF 30.00 FEET (CHORD BEARS SOUTH 14 DEGREES 53 MINUTES
30 SECONDS EAST, 15.42 FEET) TO A POINT ON THE NORTH LINE OF CENTRAL
ROAD; THENCE SOUTH 00 DEGREES 12 MINUTES 23 SECONDS WEST, 115.00 FEET TO
A POINT ON THE SOUTH LINE OF CENTRAL ROAD; THENCE NORTH 89 DEGREES 47
MINUTES 37 SECONDS WEST ALONG THE SOUTH LINE OF CENTRAL ROAD, 1598.68
FEET; THENCE NORTH 89 DEGREES 48 MINUTES 12 SECONDS WEST ALONG THE
SOUTH LINE OF CENTRAL ROAD, 151.20 FEET; THENCE NORTH 00 DEGREES 11
MINUTES 48 SECONDS EAST, 115.00 FEET TO A POINT ON THE NORTH LINE OF
CENTRAL ROAD; THENCE NORTHERLY 8.63 FEET ALONG A CURVE TO THE LEFT
HAVING A RADIUS OF 40.00 FEET (CHORD BEARS NORTH 06 DEGREES 10 MINUTES
53 SECONDS EAST, 8.61 FEET); THENCE NORTH 00 DEGREES 00 MINUTES 00
SECONDS EAST, 475.08 FEET; THENCE NORTHEASTERLY 793.70 FEET ALONG A
CURVE TO THE RIGHT HAVING A RADIUS OF 872.50 FEET (CHORD BEARS NORTH 26
DEGREES 03 MINUTES 38 SECONDS EAST, 766.61 FEET); THENCE NORTHERLY 59.73
FEET ALONG A CURVE TO THE LEFT HAVING A RADIUS OF 39.50 FEET (CHORD
BEARS NORTH 08 DEGREES 48 MINUTES 10 SECONDS EAST, 54.20 FEET); THENCE

[

[

NORTH 34 DEGREES 30 MINUTES 56 SECONDS WEST, 88.89 FEET; THENCE
NORTHWESTERLY 23.03 FEET (23.04 FEET RECORD) ALONG A CURVE TO THE RIGHT
HA VINO A RADIUS OF 264.00 FEET (CHORD BEARS NORTH 32 DEGREES 00 MINUTES
55 SECONDS \VEST, 23.03 FEET); THENCE SOUTH 90 DEGREES 00 MINUTES 00
SECONDS WEST, 1481.14 FEET TO A POINT ON THE WEST LINE OF EAGLE WAY;
THENCE NORTH 00 DEGREES 24 MINUTES 17 SECONDS EAST ALONG THE WEST
LINE OF EAGLE WAY, 1315.03 FEET TO THE INTERSECTION WITH THE NORTH LINE
OF LAKEWOOD BLVD EXTENDED WESTERLY; THENCE NORTH 90 DEGREES 00
MINUTES 00 SECONDS EAST ALONG THE NORTH LINE OF LAKEWOOD BLVD,
2107.35 FEET; THENCE SOUTH 00 DEGREES 00 MINUTES 00 SECONDS EAST, 520.00
FEET; THENCE NORTH 90 DEGREES 00 MINUTES 00 SECONDS EAST, 542.00 FEET;
THENCE NORTH 00 DEGREES 00 MINUTES 00 SECONDS EAST, 520.00 FEET TO A
POINT ON THE NORTH LINE OF LAKEWOOD BLVD; THENCE NORTH 90 DEGREES 00
MINUTES 00 SECONDS EAST, 921.18 FEET; THENCE SOUTH 00 DEGREES 00 MINUTES
00 SECONDS WEST, 60.00 FEET TO THE POINT OF BEGINNING, ALL IN COOK
COUNTY, ILLINOIS.

EXHIBITC
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PUBLIC NOTICE OF THE AVAILABILITY OF THE ELIGIBILITY STUDY
AND REDEVELOPMENT PLAN AND PROJECT RELATIVE TO THE
PROPOSED LAKEWOOD CENTER REDEVELOPMENT PROJECT AREA;
INTERESTED PARTIES REGISTRY
Pursuant to the procedures set forth in the Tax Increment Allocation Redevelopment Act,
65 ILCS 5/11-74.4-1 et seq. ("Act"), notice is hereby given to you, in that you reside at a residential
address within seven hundred fifty (750) feet of the boundaries of the Village of Hoffman Estates'
proposed Lakewood Center Redevelopment Project Area or have registered your name on the
Village of Hoffman Estates' Tax Increment Financing Interested Parties Registry, that the
Eligibility Study and the Redevelopment Plan and Project for the Village of Hoffman Estates'
proposed Lakewood Center Redevelopment Project Area are available for your review. The
proposed Redevelopment Project Area and Redevelopment Plan relate to the property generally
bounded by Lakewood Boulevard on the north, N. Eagle Way on the west, the east edge of the
campus parking lot on the east, W. AT&T Center Drive around the stormwater detention facility,

r·

and W. Central Road on the south. The Village has created an "interested parties" registry in
accordance with Section 11-74.4-4.2 of the Act. The Village has adopted registration rules for an
"interested parties" registry and copies are available from the Village Clerk. Interested parties
may register with the Village of Hoffman Estates, Cook and Kane Counties, Illinois in order to
receive information on the proposal. The place of registration for such information is the Village
Clerk's office, 1900 Hassell Road, Hoffman Estates, Illinois 60169, between the hours of 8:30
a.m. and 5:00 p.m., Monday through Friday, and Saturdays 9:00 a.m. to 12:00 p.m., except
holidays.

VILLAGE OF HOFFMAN ESTATES
Cook and Kane Counties, Illinois

/s/Bev Romanoff
Village Clerk

.

STATE OF ILLINOIS
COUNTY OF COOK

-·-•

-

- - - - - - -- - --

)

) ss
)

CERTIFICATION OF ORDINANCE AND MINUTES AND
PUBLICATION IN PAMPHLET FORM

I, the undersigned, do hereby certify that I am the duly qualified and acting Village
Clerk of the Village of Hoffman Estates, Cook and Kane Counties, Illinois (the "Village"), and as
such officer I am the keeper of the books, records, files, and journal of proceedings of the Village
and of the President and Board of Trustees (the "Corporate Authorities") thereof.
I do further certify that the foregoing constitutes a full, true and complete transcript
of the minutes of the legally convened meeting of the Corporate Authorities held on the 5th day of
November, 2018, insofar as same relates to the adoption of an ordinance (the "Ordinance")
numbered _ _-2018 and entitled:
AN ORDINANCE proposing the Designation of a Redevelopment
Project Area and the Approval of a Redevelopment Plan and Project
for the Lakewood Center Redevelopment Project Area, Convening
a Joint Review Board and Calling a Public Hearing in Connection
Therewith

[:

a true, correct and complete copy of which the Ordinance as adopted at said meeting appears in
the foregoing transcript of the minutes of said meeting.
I do further certify that the deliberations of the Corporate Authorities on the
adoption of said ordinance were conducted openly, that the vote on the adoption of said ordinance
was taken openly, that said meeting was called and held at a specified time and place convenient
to the public, that an agenda for said meeting was posted at the location where said meeting was
held and at the principal office of the Corporate Authorities at least 48 hours in advance of the
holding of said meeting, that at least one copy of said agenda was continuously available for public
review during the entire 48-how- period preceding said meeting, that a true, correct and complete
copy of said agenda as so posted is attached hereto as Exhibit A, that notice of said meeting was
duly given to all news media requesting such notice, that said meeting was called and held in strict
compliance with the provisions of the Open Meetings Act of the State of Illinois, as amended, The
Municipal Code of the State of Illinois, as amended, and the Local Government Debt Reform Act
of the State of Illinois, that the Board has complied with all of the provisions of said Acts and said
Code and with all of the procedural rules of the Corporate Authorities in the passage of said
ordinance.
I do further certify that the Ordinance was published by authority of the Corporate
Authorities in pamphlet form on the 6th day of November, 2018, and the Ordinance as so published
was on said date readily available for public inspection and distribution, in sufficient number to
meet the needs of the general public, at my office as Village Clerk located in the Village.

- -·~··- - ···- - -- --·- - ---·-

·-. ·-·- - -

- - - · - - - - - -·-

---

IN WITNESS WHEREOF, I have hereunto affixed my official signature and the
seal of the Village, this __ day ofNovember, 2018.

[
Bev Romanoff, Village Clerk

EXHIBIT A - AGENDA

(SEAL)
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EXHIBITD
Notice of Public Hearing and Convening a Joint Review Board Meeting

VIA CERTIFIED MAIL
RETURN RECEIPT REQUESTED

November 7, 2018
To:

The County of Cook
Consolidated Elections
Forest Preserve District of Cook County
Barrington Township
Village of Hoffman Estates
Community Unit School District 220
Harper Community College District 512
Hoffman Estates Park District
Metropolitan Water Reclamation District of Greater Chicago
Northwest Mosquito Abatement District
Barrington Public Library District
Illinois Department of Commerce and Economic Opportunity

RE:

Proposed Lakewood Center Redevelopment Project Area
Convening Joint Review Board Meeting and Providing Notice of Public Hearing

Ladies and Gentlemen:
The Village of Hoffman Estates, Cook and Kane Counties, Illinois (the "Village"), pursuant to
the Tax Increment Allocation Redevelopment Act, as amended (the "Act"), is considering that it
is advisable and in the best interests of the Village and certain affected taxing districts that the
Village consider the designation of a redevelopment project area and the approval of a
redevelopment plan and project (the "Redevelopment Plan") and (the "Project") for the
redevelopment project area proposed to be known as the Lakewood Center Redevelopment
Project Area (the "Redevelopment Project Area") as further described in Exhibit "A" attached
hereto.
Proposed Redevelopment Plan and Contact Person

Pursuant to Section 11-74.4-5 of the Act, the Village is herewith providing you with a copy of
the proposed Redevelopment Plan.
For further information concerning the proposed
Redevelopment Plan and the subject matter thereof, please contact Mark Koplin, Assistant
Village Manager-Development Services, Village of Hoffman Estates, 1900 Hassell Road,
Hoffman Estates, IL 60169, telephone: 847.781.2661.
The following notice (Exhibit A) is herewith provided to the Taxing Districts not less than 45
days prior to the date of a public hearing, as required by Section 74.4-6(c) of the Act.
Notice to Convene Joint Review Board - First Meeting

The Act requires that a Joint Review Board (consisting of representatives from specified taxing
districts, the Village and a public member) be convened not earlier than 14 days after the mailing
of the hearing notice contained in this letter. The Joint Review Board's purpose is to review the

public record, planning documents, and proposed ordinances approvmg the proposed
Redevelopment Plan and provide a report to the Village Board.
The Village hereby gives notice to the taxing districts that a meeting of a Joint Review Board
will be convened on November 28, 2018 at 9:00 a.m. at the Alexa Room in the Hoffman
Estates Village Hall, 1900 Hassell Road, Hoffman Estates, IL 60169.
Each taxing district is respectfully requested to send a representative to the Joint Review Board
for the first meeting (the representatives of the taxing districts specified in the Act are voting
members of the Joint Review Board). We would appreciate your notifying Mark Koplin,
Assistant Village Manager-Development Services for the Village (contact information below), of
the name of your representative in advance of the meeting or visit the Village Hall which is open
during the business hours, Monday to Friday: 8:30 a.m. to 5:00 p.m.
In advance of the Joint Review Board meeting, the Village is providing a copy of the proposed
Redevelopment Plan (attached to this notice) and will provide other documents that concern the
Redevelopment Plan and the proposed ordinance approving the Redevelopment Plan. The
Village will also provide any necessary administrative support to the Joint Review Board.
The Village is pleased to have an opportunity to provide the development tools needed to
transform this site into a viable commercial development with its attendant advantages to the tax
base of all affected taxing districts. We look forward to answering your questions and accepting
your comments.
Sincerely,

Mark A. Koplin, AICP
Assistant Village Manager
Department of Development Services
Phone - 847.781.2661
Email - mark.koplin@hoffmanestates.org
Enclosures
MAK/kr
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EXHIBIT A
NOTICE OF PUBLIC HEARING
Village of Hoffman Estates, Cook and Kane Counties, Illinois
Designation and Approval of the Lakewood Center Redevelopment Project
Area Plan and Project

Notice is hereby given that on the 7th day of January, 2019, at 6:50 p.m. at the Village Hall
Council Chambers of the Hoffman Estates Village Hall, 1900 Hassell Road, Hoffman Estates,
Illinois 60169, a public hearing will be held to consider the designation and approval of the
Lakewood Center Redevelopment Project Area Plan and Project (the "Redevelopment Plan")
for the proposed Lakewood Center Redevelopment Project Area (the "Redevelopment Project
Area"). The Redevelopment Project Area consists of the territory legally described in Exhibit 1
attached and is generally described below:
The Redevelopment Project Area as generally described are the parcels to be included therein,
being located within an area generally bounded by Lakewood Boulevard on the north, N. Eagle
Way on the west, the east edge of the campus parking lot on the east, W. AT&T Center Drive
around the storrnwater detention facility, and W. Central Road on the south.
There will be considered at the hearing the designation and approval of the proposed
Redevelopment Plan for the proposed Redevelopment Project Area.
The proposed
Redevelopment Plan is on file and available for public inspection at the office of the Village
Clerk, Hoffman Estates Village Hall, 1900 Hassell Road, Hoffman Estates, Illinois 60169.
Pursuant to the proposed Redevelopment Plan, the Village proposes to alleviate blighted area
conditions in the proposed Redevelopment Project Area and to enhance the tax base of the
Village and the taxing districts having taxable property within the proposed Redevelopment
Project Area by utilizing tax increment financing to fund various eligible project costs to
stimulate private investment within the proposed Redevelopment Project Area. These eligible
project costs may include, but may not be limited to, studies, surveys, professional fees, property
rehabilitation and assembly costs, construction of public improvements and facilities, job
training, financing, administrative and other professional costs, all as authorized under the Tax
Increment Allocation Redevelopment Act, as amended. The proposed Redevelopment Plan
objectives include promoting and protecting the health, safety, morals and welfare of the public
by establishing a public/private partnership, establishing economic growth, and development in
the Village, encouraging private investment while conforming with the Village's comprehensive
plan, restoring and enhancing the Village's tax base, enhancing the value of the proposed
Redevelopment Project Area, improving the environmental quality of the proposed
Redevelopment Project Area, and retaining and attracting employment opportunities within the
proposed Redevelopment Project Area. To achieve these objectives, the proposed
Redevelopment Plan proposes to provide assistance by paying or reimbursing costs related to the
administration of the redevelopment plan, building rehabilitation, acquisition, construction and
installation of public facilities, property rehabilitation and assembly, site marketing, preparation
and improvement, environmental remediation, job training, developer or property owner interest
costs and other eligible redevelopment project costs, the execution of one or more redevelopment
agreements, and the payment of financing, administrative and other professional costs.
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Prior to the date of the hearing, each taxing district having property in the proposed
Redevelopment Project Area and the Illinois Department of Commerce and Economic
Opportunity may submit written comments to the Village, to the attention of the Village Clerk,
Hoffman Estates Village Hall, 1900 Hassell Road, Hoffman Estates, Illinois 60169.
There is hereby convened a joint review board to consider the designation and approval of the
proposed Redevelopment Plan and Project for the proposed Redevelopment Project Area. The
joint review board shall consist of a representative selected by each community college district,
local elementary school district and high school district or each local community unit school
district, park district, library district, township, fire protection district and county that will have
the authority to directly levy taxes on the property within the proposed Redevelopment Project
Area at the time that the proposed Redevelopment Project Area is approved, a representative
selected by the Village, and a public member. The first meeting of said joint review board shall
be held at 9:00 a.m. on the 28th day of November, 2018, at the Alexa Room in the Hoffman
Estates Village Hall, 1900 Hassell Road, Hoffman Estates, Illinois 60169. Contact the Village of
Hoffman Estates' Director of Development Services Mark Koplin or the Economic Development
Director Kevin Kramer for additional information.
At the hearing, all interested persons or affected taxing districts may file written objections with
the Village Clerk and will be heard orally with respect to any issues regarding the designation
and approval of the proposed Redevelopment Plan for the proposed Redevelopment Project
Area. The hearing may be adjourned by the President and Board of Trustees of the Village
without further notice other than a motion to be entered upon the minutes of the hearing fixing
the time and place of the subsequent hearing.

Isl Bev Romanoff
Village Clerk
Village of Hoffman Estates
Cook and Kane Counties, Illinois
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EXHIBIT 1
Legal Description of the Proposed Lakewood Center Redevelopment Project Area
THAT PART OF SECTION 36, TOWNSHIP 42 NORTH, RANGE 9 EAST OF THE
THIRD PRINCIPAL MERIDIAN AND ALSO PART OF FRACTIONAL SECTIONS 5
AND 6, TOWNSHIP 41 NORTH, RANGE 10 EAST OF THE THIRD PRINCIPAL
MERIDIAN BOUNDED AND DESCRIBED AS FOLLOWS:
COMMENCING AT THE NORTHEAST CORNER OF THE SOUTHEAST 1/4 OF SAID
SECTION 36; THENCE NORTH 90 DEGREES 00 MINUTES 00 SECONDS WEST
ALONG THE NORTH LINE OF SAID SOUTHEAST QUARTER, 416.33 FEET TO THE
POINT OF BEGINNING; THENCE SOUTH 00 DEGREES 00 MINUTES 00 SECONDS
WEST, 500.95 FEET; THENCE SOUTH 90 DEGREES 00 MINUTES 00 SECONDS
WEST, 195.00 FEET; THENCE SOUTH 00 DEGREES 00 MINUTES 00 SECONDS
WEST, 558.00 FEET; THENCE SOUTH 90 DEGREES 00 MINUTES 00 SECONDS
WEST, 710.00 FEET TO A POINT ON THE WEST LINE OF THE NORTHEAST
QUARTER OF THE SOUTHEAST QUARTER OF SAID SECTION 36; THENCE SOUTH
00 DEGREES 17 MINUTES 58 SECONDS WEST ALONG SAID WEST LINE, 189.05
FEET; THENCE SOUTH 90 DEGREES 00 MINUTES 00 SECONDS WEST, 8.80 FEET;
THENCE SOUTHWESTERLY 29.49 FEET ALONG A CURVE TO THE RIGHT
HAVING A RADIUS OF 250.00 FEET (CHORD BEARS SOUTH 31 DEGREES 08
MINUTES 10 SECONDS WEST, 29.47 FEET); THENCE SOUTH 34 DEGREES 30
MINUTES 56 SECONDS WEST, 90.47 FEET (90.52 FEET RECORD); THENCE
SOUTHERLY 59.72 FEET (59.70 FEET RECORD) ALONG A CURVE TO THE LEFT
HAVING A RADIUS OF 39.50 FEET (CHORD BEARS SOUTH 08 DEGREES 48
MINUTES 10 SECONDS EAST, 54.20 FEET); THENCE SOUTHEASTERLY 793.70
FEET (793.72 FEET RECORD) ALONG A CURVE TO THE RIGHT HAVING A
RADIUS OF 872.50 FEET (CHORD BEARS SOUTH 26 DEGREES 03 MINUTES 38
SECONDS EAST, 766.62 FEET); THENCE SOUTH 00 DEGREES 00 MINUTES 00
SECONDS WEST, 475.02 FEET; THENCE SOUTHEASTERLY 15.59 FEET (15.67 FEET
RECORD) ALONG A CURVE TO THE LEFT HAVING A RADIUS OF 30.00 FEET
(CHORD BEARS SOUTH 14 DEGREES 53 MINUTES 30 SECONDS EAST, 15.42 FEET)
TO A POINT ON THE NORTH LINE OF CENTRAL ROAD; THENCE SOUTH 00
DEGREES 12 MINUTES 23 SECONDS WEST, 115.00 FEET TO A POINT ON THE
SOUTH LINE OF CENTRAL ROAD; THENCE NORTH 89 DEGREES 47 MINUTES 37
SECONDS WEST ALONG THE SOUTH LINE OF CENTRAL ROAD, 1598.68 FEET;
THENCE NORTH 89 DEGREES 48 MINUTES 12 SECONDS WEST ALONG THE
SOUTH LINE OF CENTRAL ROAD, 151.20 FEET; THENCE NORTH 00 DEGREES 11
MINUTES 48 SECONDS EAST, 115.00 FEET TO A POINT ON THE NORTH LINE OF
CENTRAL ROAD; THENCE NORTHERLY 8.63 FEET ALONG A CURVE TO THE
LEFT HAVING A RADIUS OF 40.00 FEET (CHORD BEARS NORTH 06 DEGREES 10
MINUTES 53 SECONDS EAST, 8.61 FEET); THENCE NORTH 00 DEGREES 00
MINUTES 00 SECONDS EAST, 475.08 FEET; THENCE NORTHEASTERLY 793.70
FEET ALONG A CURVE TO THE RIGHT HAVING A RADIUS OF 872.50 FEET
(CHORD BEARS NORTH 26 DEGREES 03 MINUTES 38 SECONDS EAST, 766.61
FEET); THENCE NORTHERLY 59.73 FEET ALONG A CURVE TO THE LEFT
HAVING A RADIUS OF 39.50 FEET (CHORD BEARS NORTH 08 DEGREES 48
MINUTES 10 SECONDS EAST, 54.20 FEET); THENCE NORTH 34 DEGREES 30
A-3

MINUTES 56 SECONDS WEST, 88.89 FEET; THENCE NORTHWESTERLY 23.03 FEET
(23.04 FEET RECORD) ALONG A CURVE TO THE RIGHT HAVING A RADIUS OF
264.00 FEET (CHORD BEARS NORTH 32 DEGREES 00 MINUTES 55 SECONDS
WEST, 23.03 FEET); THENCE SOUTH 90 DEGREES 00 MINUTES 00 SECONDS
WEST, 1481.14 FEET TO A POINT ON THE WEST LINE OF EAGLE WAY; THENCE
NORTH 00 DEGREES 24 MINUTES 17 SECONDS EAST ALONG THE WEST LINE OF
EAGLE WAY, 1315.03 FEET TO THE INTERSECTION WITH THE NORTH LINE OF
LAKEWOOD BLVD EXTENDED WESTERLY; THENCE NORTH 90 DEGREES 00
MINUTES 00 SECONDS EAST ALONG THE NORTH LINE OF LAKEWOOD BLVD,
2107.35 FEET; THENCE SOUTH 00 DEGREES 00 MINUTES 00 SECONDS EAST,
520.00 FEET; THENCE NORTH 90 DEGREES 00 MINUTES 00 SECONDS EAST,
542.00 FEET; THENCE NORTH 00 DEGREES 00 MINUTES 00 SECONDS EAST,
520.00 FEET TO A POINT ON THE NORTH LINE OF LAKEWOOD BLVD; THENCE
NORTH 90 DEGREES 00 MINUTES 00 SECONDS EAST, 921.18 FEET; THENCE
SOUTH 00 DEGREES 00 MINUTES 00 SECONDS WEST, 60.00 FEET TO THE POINT
OF BEGINNING, ALL IN COOK COUNTY, ILLINOIS.
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Exhibit 1, Continued
Proposed Lakewood Center Redevelopment Project Area
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EXHIBITE
Notice of Interested Parties Registry

PUBLIC NOTICE OF THE AVAILABILITY OF THE ELIGIBILITY STUDY
AND REDEVELOPMENT PLAN AND PROJECT RELATIVE TO THE
PROPOSED LAKEWOOD CENTER REDEVELOPMENT PROJECT AREA;
INTERESTED PARTIES REGISTRY
Pursuant to the procedures set forth in the Tax Increment Allocation Redevelopment
Act, 65 ILCS 5/11-74.4-1 et seq. ("Act"), notice is hereby given to you, in that you
reside at a residential address within seven hundred fifty (750) feet of the boundaries
of the Village of Hoffman Estates' proposed Lakewood Center Redevelopment
Project Area or have registered your name on the Village of Hoffman Estates' Tax
Increment Financing Interested Parties Registry, that the Eligibility Study and the
Redevelopment Plan and Project for the Village of Hoffman Estates ' proposed
Lakewood Center Redevelopment Project Area are available for your review. The
proposed Redevelopment Project Area and Redevelopment Plan relate to the property
generally bounded by Lakewood Boulevard on the north, N . Eagle Way on the west,
the east edge of the campus parking lot on the east, W. AT&T Center Drive around
the stormwater detention facility, and W. Central Road on the south. The Village has
created an "interested parties" registry in accordance with Section 11-74.4-4.2 of the
Act. The Village has adopted registration rules for an "interested parties" registry and
copies are available from the Village Clerk. Interested parties may register with the
Village of Hoffman Estates, Cook and Kane Counties, Illinois in order to receive
information on the proposal. The place of registration for such information is the
Village Clerk's office, 1900 Hassell Road, Hoffman Estates, Illinois 60169, between
the hours of 8:30 a.m. and 5:00 p.m., Monday through Friday, and Saturdays 9:00
a.m. to 12:00 p.m., except holidays.

VILLAGE OF HOFFMAN ESTATES
Cook and Kane Counties, Illinois

/s/Bev Romanoff
Village Clerk

EXHIBITF
Notice of the Availability of a Plan and the Public Hearing

Notice of Public Hearing
Village of Hoffman Estates, Cook and Kane Counties, Illinois
Designation and Approval of the Lakewood Center Redevelopment Project
Area Plan and Project

Notice is hereby given that on the 7th day of January, 2019, at 6:50 p.m. at the Village Hall
Council Chambers of the Hoffman Estates Village Hall, 1900 Hassell Road, Hoffman Estates,
Illinois 60169, a public hearing will be held to consider the designation and approval of the
Lakewood Center Redevelopment Project Area Plan and Project (the "Redevelopment Plan") for
the proposed Lakewood Center Redevelopment Project Area (the "Redevelopment Project
Area"). The Redevelopment Project Area consists of the territory legally described in Exhibit 1
attached and is generally described below:
The Redevelopment Project Area as generally described are the parcels to be included
therein, being located within an area generally bounded by Lakewood Boulevard on the north, N.
Eagle Way on the west, the east edge of the campus parking lot on the east, W. AT&T Center
Drive around the stormwater detention facility, and W. Central Road on the south.
There will be considered at the hearing the designation and approval of the proposed
Redevelopment Plan for the proposed Redevelopment Project Area.
The proposed
Redevelopment Plan is on file and available for public inspection at the office of the Village Clerk,
Hoffman Estates Village Hall, 1900 Hassell Road, Hoffman Estates, Illinois 60169. Pursuant to
the proposed Redevelopment Plan, the Village proposes to alleviate blighted area conditions in the
proposed Redevelopment Project Area and to enhance the tax base of the Village and the taxing
districts having taxable property within the proposed Redevelopment Project Area by utilizing tax
increment financing to fund various eligible project costs to stimulate private investment within
the proposed Redevelopment Project Area. These eligible project costs may include, but may not
be limited to, studies, surveys, professional fees, property rehabilitation and assembly costs,
construction of public improvements and facilities, job training, financing, administrative and
other professional costs, all as authorized under the Tax Increment Allocation Redevelopment Act,
as amended. The proposed Redevelopment Plan objectives include promoting and protecting the
health, safety, morals and welfare of the public by establishing a public/private partnership,
establishing economic growth, and development in the Village, encouraging private investment
while conforming with the Village's comprehensive plan, restoring and enhancing the Village's
tax base, enhancing the value of the proposed Redevelopment Project Area, improving the
environmental quality of the proposed Redevelopment Project Area, and retaining and attracting
employment opportunities within the proposed Redevelopment Project Area. To achieve these
objectives, the proposed Redevelopment Plan proposes to provide assistance by paying or
reimbursing costs related to the administration of the redevelopment plan, building rehabilitation,
acquisition, construction and installation of public facilities, property rehabilitation and assembly,
site marketing, preparation and improvement, environmental remediation, job training, developer
or property owner interest costs and other eligible redevelopment project costs, the execution of
one or more redevelopment agreements, and the payment of financing, administrative and other
professional costs.

Prior to the date of the hearing, each taxing district having property in the proposed
Redevelopment Project Area and the Illinois Department of Commerce and Economic Opportunity
may submit written comments to the Village, to the attention of the Village Clerk, Hoffman Estates
Village Hall, 1900 Hassell Road, Hoffman Estates, Illinois 60169.
There is hereby convened a joint review board to consider the designation and approval of
the proposed Redevelopment Plan and Project for the proposed Redevelopment Project Area. The
joint review board shall consist of a representative selected by each community college district,
local elementary school district and high school district or each local community unit school
district, park district, library district, township, fire protection district and county that will have the
authority to directly levy taxes on the property within the proposed Redevelopment Project Area
at the time that the proposed Redevelopment Project Area is approved, a representative selected
by the Village, and a public member. The first meeting of said joint review board shall be held at
9:00 a.m. on the 28th day of November, 2018, at the Alexa Room in the Hoffman Estates Village
Hall, 1900 Hassell Road, Hoffman Estates, Illinois 60169. Contact the Village of Hoffman
Estates' Director of Development Services Mark Koplin or the Economic Development Director
Kevin Kramer for additional information.
At the hearing, all interested persons or affected taxing districts may file written objections
with the Village Clerk and will be heard orally with respect to any issues regarding the designation
and approval of the proposed Redevelopment Plan for the proposed Redevelopment Project Area.
The hearing may be adjourned by the President and Board of Trustees of the Village without
further notice other than a motion to be entered upon the minutes of the hearing fixing the time
and place of the subsequent hearing.
/s/ Bev Romanoff
Village Clerk
Village of Hoffman Estates
Cook and Kane Counties, Illinois

Exhibit 1
Legal Description of the Proposed Lakewood Center Redevelopment Project Area

THAT PART OF SECTION 36, TOWNSHIP 42 NORTH, RANGE 9 EAST OF THE THIRD
PRINCIPAL MERIDIAN AND ALSO PART OF FRACTIONAL SECTIONS 5 AND 6,
TOWNSHIP 41 NORTH, RANGE 10 EAST OF THE THIRD PRINCIPAL MERIDIAN
BOUNDED AND DESCRIBED AS FOLLOWS:
COMMENCING AT THE NORTHEAST CORNER OF THE SOUTHEAST 1/4 OF SAID
SECTION 36; THENCE NORTH 90 DEGREES 00 MINUTES 00 SECONDS WEST
ALONG THE NORTH LINE OF SAID SOUTHEAST QUARTER, 416.33 FEET TO THE
POINT OF BEGINNING; THENCE SOUTH 00 DEGREES 00 MINUTES 00 SECONDS
WEST, 500.95 FEET; THENCE SOUTH 90 DEGREES 00 MINUTES 00 SECONDS WEST,
195.00 FEET; THENCE SOUTH 00 DEGREES 00 MINUTES 00 SECONDS WEST, 558.00
FEET; THENCE SOUTH 90 DEGREES 00 MINUTES 00 SECONDS WEST, 710.00 FEET
TO A POINT ON THE WEST LINE OF THE NORTHEAST QUARTER OF THE
SOUTHEAST QUARTER OF SAID SECTION 36; THENCE SOUTH 00 DEGREES 17
MINUTES 58 SECONDS WEST ALONG SAID WEST LINE, 189.05 FEET; THENCE
SOUTH 90 DEGREES 00 MINUTES 00 SECONDS WEST, 8.80 FEET; THENCE
SOUTHWESTERLY 29.49 FEET ALONG A CURVE TO THE RIGHT HAVING A
RADIUS OF 250.00 FEET (CHORD BEARS SOUTH 31 DEGREES 08 MINUTES 10
SECONDS WEST, 29.47 FEET); THENCE SOUTH 34 DEGREES 30 MINUTES 56
SECONDS WEST, 90.47 FEET (90.52 FEET RECORD); THENCE SOUTHERLY 59.72
FEET (59.70 FEET RECORD) ALONG A CURVE TO THE LEFT HAVING A RADIUS OF
39.50 FEET (CHORD BEARS SOUTH 08 DEGREES 48 MINUTES 10 SECONDS EAST,
54.20 FEET); THENCE SOUTHEASTERLY 793.70 FEET (793.72 FEET RECORD)
ALONG A CURVE TO THE RIGHT HAVING A RADIUS OF 872.50 FEET (CHORD
BEARS SOUTH 26 DEGREES 03 MINUTES 38 SECONDS EAST, 766.62 FEET);
THENCE SOUTH 00 DEGREES 00 MINUTES 00 SECONDS WEST, 475.02 FEET;
THENCE SOUTHEASTERLY 15.59 FEET (15.67 FEET RECORD) ALONG A CURVE TO
THE LEFT HAVING A RADIUS OF 30.00 FEET (CHORD BEARS SOUTH 14 DEGREES
53 MINUTES 30 SECONDS EAST, 15.42 FEET) TO A POINT ON THE NORTH LINE OF
CENTRAL ROAD; THENCE SOUTH 00 DEGREES 12 MINUTES 23 SECONDS WEST,
115.00 FEET TO A POINT ON THE SOUTH LINE OF CENTRAL ROAD; THENCE
NORTH 89 DEGREES 47 MINUTES 37 SECONDS WEST ALONG THE SOUTH LINE OF
CENTRAL ROAD, 1598.68 FEET; THENCE NORTH 89 DEGREES 48 MINUTES 12
SECONDS WEST ALONG THE SOUTH LINE OF CENTRAL ROAD, 151.20 FEET;
THENCE NORTH 00 DEGREES 11 MINUTES 48 SECONDS EAST, 115.00 FEET TO A
POINT ON THE NORTH LINE OF CENTRAL ROAD; THENCE NORTHERLY 8.63 FEET
ALONG A CURVE TO THE LEFT HAVING A RADIUS OF 40.00 FEET (CHORD BEARS
NORTH 06 DEGREES 10 MINUTES 53 SECONDS EAST, 8.61 FEET); THENCE NORTH
00 DEGREES 00 MINUTES 00 SECONDS EAST, 475.08 FEET; THENCE
NORTHEASTERLY 793.70 FEET ALONG A CURVE TO THE RIGHT HAVING A
RADIUS OF 872.50 FEET (CHORD BEARS NORTH 26 DEGREES 03 MINUTES 38

SECONDS EAST, 766.61 FEET); THENCE NORTHERLY 59.73 FEET ALONG A CURVE
TO THE LEFT HAVING A RADIUS OF 39.50 FEET (CHORD BEARS NORTH 08
DEGREES 48 MINUTES 10 SECONDS EAST, 54.20 FEET); THENCE NORTH 34
DEGREES 30 MINUTES 56 SECONDS WEST, 88.89 FEET; THENCE
NORTHWESTERLY 23.03 FEET (23.04 FEET RECORD) ALONG A CURVE TO THE
RIGHT HAVING A RADIUS OF 264.00 FEET (CHORD BEARS NORTH 32 DEGREES 00
MINUTES 55 SECONDS WEST, 23.03 FEET); THENCE SOUTH 90 DEGREES 00
MINUTES 00 SECONDS WEST, 1481.14 FEET TO A POINT ON THE WEST LINE OF
EAGLE WAY; THENCE NORTH 00 DEGREES 24 MINUTES 17 SECONDS EAST
ALONG THE WEST LINE OF EAGLE WAY, 1315.03 FEET TO THE INTERSECTION
WITH THE NORTH LINE OF LAKEWOOD BLVD EXTENDED WESTERLY; THENCE
NORTH 90 DEGREES 00 MINUTES 00 SECONDS EAST ALONG THE NORTH LINE OF
LAKEWOOD BLVD, 2107.35 FEET; THENCE SOUTH 00 DEGREES 00 MINUTES 00
SECONDS EAST, 520.00 FEET; THENCE NORTH 90 DEGREES 00 MINUTES 00
SECONDS EAST, 542.00 FEET; THENCE NORTH 00 DEGREES 00 MINUTES 00
SECONDS EAST, 520.00 FEET TO A POINT ON THE NORTH LINE OF LAKEWOOD
BLVD; THENCE NORTH 90 DEGREES 00 MINUTES 00 SECONDS EAST, 921.18 FEET;
THENCE SOUTH 00 DEGREES 00 MINUTES 00 SECONDS WEST, 60.00 FEET TO THE
POINT OF BEGINNING, ALL IN COOK COUNTY, ILLINOIS.

EXHIBIT G
Minutes of JRB Meeting

Meeting Minutes
Joint Review Board Meeting
Lakewood Center Redevelopment Project Area
Village of Hoffman Estates
Frank Alexa Training Room
1900 Hassell Road
Hoffman Estates, IL 60169
November 28, 2018
9:00 a.m.
Joint Review Board Members in Attendance:
Jim Norris, Village ofHoffinan Estates
Brian Harris, Barrington CUSD 220
Mohammed Elahi, Cook County
Amy Nykaza, Barrington Township
Craig Talsma, Hoffman Estates Park District
Jesse Henning, Barrington Public Library District
Joint Review Board Mem hers Absent:
Harper College
Others in Attendance:
Kevin Kramer, Village of Hoffman Estates
Mark Koplin, Village ofHoffinan Estates
Rachel Musiala, Village of Hoffman Estates
Bev Romanoff, Village of Hoffman Estates
Doug LaSota, Village of Hoffman Estates
Patti Cross, Village ofHoffinan Estates
Art Janura, Village of Hoffman Estates
Dan O'Malley, Village of Hoffman Estates
Suzanne Ostrovsky, Village of Hoffman Estates
Bill McLeod, Village of Hoffman Estates
Fran Lefor Rood, SB Friedman Development Advisors
Ken Gold, Somerset Development
Ralph Zucker, Somerset Development
Larry Woodard, Somerset Development
David Bein, Barrington CUSD 220
Eric Peterson, Daily Herald

I.

Call to order
The meeting was called to order at 9:00 a.m. by Mr. Jim Norris.

II.

Introduction of Members and roll call
Mr. Mark Koplin called roll.

III.

Selection of Public Member

Mr. Talsma made a motion and Ms. Nykaza seconded to nominate Ms. Romanoff as
Public·Member. A voice vote recorded all ayes. The motion passed and Ms. Romanoff
was made the Public Member representative of the Joint Review Board.

IV.

Selection of Chairperson
Mr. Talsma made a motion and Ms. Romanoff seconded to nominate Mr. Norris as
Chairperson. A voice vote recorded all ayes. The motion passed and Mr. Norris was
made the Chairperson of the Joint Review Board.

V.

Overview of Joint Review Board's role
Mr. Norris reviewed the role of the JRB by stating, the specific provisions are as follows:
"The board shall review (i) the public record, planning documents and proposed
ordinances approving the redevelopment plan and project and (ii) proposed amendments
to the redevelopment plan or additions of parcels of property to the redevelopment
project area to be adopted by the municipality. As part of its deliberations, the board may
hold additional hearings on the proposal. A board's recommendation shall be an advisory,
non-binding recommendation. The recommendation shall be adopted by a majority of
those members present and voting. The recommendations shall be submitted to the
municipality within 30 days after convening of the board. Failure of the board to submit
its report on a timely basis shall not be cause to delay the public hearing or any other step
in the process of designating or amending the redevelopment project area but shall be
deemed to constitute approval by the joint review board of the matters before it.
The board shall base its recommendation to approve or disapprove the redevelopment
plan and the designation of the redevelopment project area or the amendment of the
redevelopment plan or addition of parcels of property to the redevelopment project area
on the basis of the redevelopment project area and redevelopment plan satisfying the plan
requirements, the eligibility criteria defined in Section 11-74.4-3, and the objectives of
this Act.
The board shall issue a written report describing why the redevelopment plan and project
area or the amendment thereof meets or fails to meet one or more of the objectives of this
Act and both the plan requirements and the eligibility criteria defined in Section
11-74 .4-3. In the event the Board does not file a report it shall be presumed that these
taxing bodies find the redevelopment project area and redevelopment plan satisfy the
objectives of this Act and the plan requirements and eligibility criteria."
He clarified the JRB can talk about any aspect of the proposed project however, the vote
and recommendation must be based solely on the redevelopment project area and
redevelopment plan satisfying the plan requirements, the eligibility criteria, and the
objectives of the TIF Act.

VI.

Presentation of Eligibility Study and Redevelopment Plan and Project.
Mr. Norris introduced Fran Lefor Rood of SB Friedman Development Advisors to
present the TIF Plan and Eligibility Study. Ms. Rood gave a thorough overview of the
eligibility study and the redevelopment plan and project.

VII.

Discussion and questions

Mr. Elahi asked if residential would be included in the TIF as it was shown on the
presented concept plan. Ms. Rood clarified that is not included and those parcels where
the residential is proposed have been carved out of the TIF boundary.
Mr. Harris thanked the Village staff for giving advanced notice of this plan to the school
district. He noted that the school district is not opposed to redevelopment of this site and
thought that Ms. Rood did an excellent job with the report. The school district does have
some concerns about the number, type and size of the residential units but no concerns
about the TIF itself. Finally, he asked if a copy of Ms. Rood's presentation could be sent
out to all in attendance. Mr. Norris assured him the presentation would be sent out and
stated the residential would be apartments priced at around $2 per square foot and
townhomes priced in the $300-500 thousand dollar range and those details would
hopefully be ready by the time the Village Board votes on the TIF in January.

VIII. Discussion of statutory objectives, plan requirements, and eligibility criteria of the
proposed Lakewood Center TIF District
There was no other discussion at this time.
IX.

Joint Review Board members vote on recommendation of the Lakewood Center TIF
District
Ms. Romanoff made a motion and Mr. Talsma seconded to recommend approval of the
Lakewood Center TIF district. A roll call vote was taken as follows:
Aye - Village of Hoffman Estates, Barrington Township, Hoffman Estates Park District,
Barrington Public Library District, Cook County, Public Member Romanoff
Nay- Barrington Community Unit School District 220

Absent - Harper College

The motion was approved.

X.

Other business
There was no other business.

XI.

Adjourn
Mr. Harris made a motion and Ms. Nykaza seconded to adjourn. A voice vote recorded
all ayes. The meeting adjourned at 9:26 a.m.

STATE OF ILLINOIS

)

COUNTY OF COOK

)

) ss
FILING CERTIFICATE

I, the undersigned, do hereby certify that I am the duly qualified and acting County Clerk
of The County of Cook, Illinois, and as such official I do further certify that on the __ day of
January, 2019, there was filed in my office a duly certified copy of an ordinance numbered_2019 and entitled:

AN ORDINANCE approving a Tax Increment Redevelopment
Plan and Project for the Lakewood Center Redevelopment Project
Area in the Village of Hoffman Estates, Cook and Kane Counties,
Illinois
duly adopted by the President and Board of Trustees of the Village of Hoffman Estates, Cook and
Kane Counties, Illinois, on the 21st day of January, 2019, and that the same has been deposited in
the official files and records of my office.
IN WITNESS WHEREOF, I hereunto affix my official signature and the seal of said
County, this __ day of January, 2019.

County Clerk of Cook County, Illinois
[SEAL]

ORDINANCE NO. _ _ _ _ _ - 2019
VILLAGE OF HOFFMAN ESTATES
AN ORDINANCE DESIGNATING THE LAKEWOOD CENTER
REDEVELOPMENT PROJECT AREA IN THE
VILLAGE OF HOFFMAN ESTATES, COOK AND KANE COUNTIES, ILLINOIS
A REDEVELOPMENT PROJECT AREA PURSUANT TO THE
ILLINOIS TAX INCREMENT ALLOCATION REDEVELOPMENT ACT

WHEREAS, it is desirable and in the best interests of the citizens of the Village of Hoffman
Estates, Cook and Kane Counties, Illinois (the "Village"), for the Village to implement tax
increment allocation redevelopment financing pursuant to the Illinois Tax Increment Allocation
Redevelopment Act, 65 ILCS 5/11-74.4-1 et seq., as amended (the "Act"), for the Lakewood
Center Redevelopment Project Area Tax Increment Financing District pursuant to the Eligibility
Study and Redevelopment Plan and Project (the "Plan") within the municipal boundaries of the
Village and within the proposed Lakewood Center Redevelopment Project Area (the "Project
Area") described in Section 4 of this Ordinance; and
WHEREAS, the President and Board of Trustees of the Village (the "Corporate
Authorities") have adopted and approved the Plan by Ordinance No. _ _ - 2019 (the "Plan
Adoption Ordinance"), which Plan was identified in such Ordinance and were the subject, along
with the Project Area designation hereinafter made, of a public hearing held on January 7, 2019 at
6:50 p.m. at the Helen Wozniak Council Chambers, Hoffman Estates Village Hall, 1900 Hassell
Road, Hoffman Estates, Illinois 60169 (the "Hearing"), and it is now necessary and desirable to
designate the Project Area as a redevelopment project area pursuant to the Act:
NOW, THEREFORE, BE IT ORDAINED by the President and Board of Trustees of the
Village of Hoffman Estates, Cook and Kane Counties, Illinois, as follows:
Section 1: Recitals
(a)

The statements set forth in the preambles to this Ordinance are found to be true and

correct and are adopted as part of this Ordinance.
(b)

The Plan Adoption Ordinance, including all exhibits, such as the Plan, the

Eligibility Study, and an estimate of redevelopment project costs, is incorporated herein as if set
out in full by this reference.
Section 2: Authority
(a)

The Village of Hoffman Estates, Cook and Kane Counties, Illinois is a duly

constituted and organized home rule municipality as described in Section § 6 Article VII of the
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1970 Constitution of the State of Illinois, and as such has specific powers granted to it by said
1970 Constitution and by law.
(b)

This Ordinance is adopted pursuant to the Illinois Tax Increment Allocation

Redevelopment Act, 65 ILCS 5/11-74.4-1 et seq., as amended.
Section 3: Findings
The Corporate Authorities hereby make the following findings:
(a)

The findings contained in the Plan Adoption Ordinance are incorporated herein as

if set out in full by this reference.
Section 4: Designation of Project Area
(a)

The Project Area legally described in Exhibit A, attached hereto and incorporated

herein as if set out in full by this reference, is hereby designated as a redevelopment project area
pursuant to the Act. The boundary of the Project Area is illustrated in Map 2 contained in the Plan
and attached to the Plan Adoption Ordinance as Exhibit A, incorporated herein as if set out in full
by this reference.
Section 5: Determination of Total Initial Equalized Assessed Valuation; Parcel
Identification Numbers~ and Transmittal to Cook and Kane Counties
(a)

It is hereby expressly found and determined that the year the County Clerk of the

County of Cook, Illinois (the "County Clerk") shall use for determining the total initial equalized
assessed valuation for the Project Area pursuant to the Act is 2017.
(b)

It is hereby expressly found and determined that the list of the parcel identification

numbers (the "PIN's") for each parcel of property included in the Project Area is attached hereto
as Exhibit B and included herein by this reference is a true, correct and complete list of said
numbers for said parcels of property.
(c)

The Village hereby authorizes and directs the Village Clerk to send a copy of this

Ordinance and all appropriate materials to the County Clerk to inform the County about the Plan.
Section 6: Severability. If any provision of this Ordinance shall be held to be invalid or
unenforceable for any reason, the invalidity or unenforceability of such provision shall not affect
any of the remaining provisions of this Ordinance, and to that effect all provisions of this
Ordinance are deemed severable.
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Section 7: The Village Clerk is hereby authorized to publish this ordinance in pamphlet
form.
Section 8: This Ordinance shall be in full force and effect immediately from and after its
passage and approval.

PASSED THIS

2019

day of
AYE

VOTE

NAY

ABSENT

ABSTAIN

- - -

- -

Trustee Karen V. Mills
Trustee Anna Newell

- - -

Trustee Gary J. Pilafas
Trustee Gary G. Stanton
Trustee Michael Gaeta
Trustee Karen Arnet
President William D. McLeod
APPROVED THIS

DAYOF

- -

-

-

--

- , 2019

Village President
ATTEST:

Village Clerk
Published in pamphlet form this _ _ _ day of _ _ _ __ __ _ , 2019.

-

-

-

-

EXHIBIT A
Legal Description of the Lakewood Center Redevelopment Project Area

THAT PART OF SECTION 36, TOWNSHIP 42 NORTH, RANGE 9 EAST OF THE THIRD
PRINCIPAL MERIDIAN AND ALSO PART OF FRACTIONAL SECTIONS 5 AND 6,
TOWNSHIP 41 NORTH, RANGE 10 EAST OF THE THIRD PRINCIPAL MERIDIAN
BOUNDED AND DESCRIBED AS FOLLOWS:
COMMENCING AT THE NORTHEAST CORNER OF THE SOUTHEAST 1/4 OF SAID
SECTION 36; THENCE NORTH 90 DEGREES 00 MINUTES 00 SECONDS WEST
ALONG THE NORTH LINE OF SAID SOUTHEAST QUARTER, 416.33 FEET TO THE
POINT OF BEGINNING; THENCE SOUTH 00 DEGREES 00 MINUTES 00 SECONDS
WEST, 500.95 FEET; THENCE SOUTH 90 DEGREES 00 MINUTES 00 SECONDS WEST,
195.00 FEET; THENCE SOUTH 00 DEGREES 00 MINUTES 00 SECONDS WEST, 558.00
FEET; THENCE SOUTH 90 DEGREES 00 MINUTES 00 SECONDS WEST, 710.00 FEET
TO A POINT ON THE WEST LINE OF THE NORTHEAST QUARTER OF THE
SOUTHEAST QUARTER OF SAID SECTION 36; THENCE SOUTH 00 DEGREES 17
MINUTES 58 SECONDS WEST ALONG SAID WEST LINE, 189.05 FEET; THENCE
SOUTH 90 DEGREES 00 MINUTES 00 SECONDS WEST, 8.80 FEET; THENCE
SOUTHWESTERLY 29.49 FEET ALONG A CURVE TO THE RIGHT HAVING A
RADIUS OF 250.00 FEET (CHORD BEARS SOUTH 31 DEGREES 08 MINUTES 10
SECONDS WEST, 29.47 FEET); THENCE SOUTH 34 DEGREES 30 MINUTES 56
SECONDS WEST, 90.47 FEET (90.52 FEET RECORD); THENCE SOUTHERLY 59.72
FEET (59.70 FEET RECORD) ALONG A CURVE TO THE LEFT HAVING A RADIUS OF
39.50 FEET (CHORD BEARS SOUTH 08 DEGREES 48 MINUTES 10 SECONDS EAST,
54.20 FEET); THENCE SOUTHEASTERLY 793.70 FEET (793.72 FEET RECORD)
ALONG A CURVE TO THE RIGHT HAYING A RADIUS OF 872.50 FEET (CHORD
BEARS SOUTH 26 DEGREES 03 MINUTES 38 SECONDS EAST, 766.62 FEET);
THENCE SOUTH 00 DEGREES 00 MINUTES 00 SECONDS WEST, 475.02 FEET;
THENCE SOUTHEASTERLY 15.59 FEET (15.67 FEET RECORD) ALONG A CURVE TO
THE LEFT HAVING A RADIUS OF 30.00 FEET (CHORD BEARS SOUTH 14 DEGREES
53 MINUTES 30 SECONDS EAST, 15.42 FEET) TO A POINT ON THE NORTH LINE OF
CENTRAL ROAD; THENCE SOUTH 00 DEGREES 12 MINUTES 23 SECONDS WEST,
115.00 FEET TO A POINT ON THE SOUTH LINE OF CENTRAL ROAD; THENCE
NORTH 89 DEGREES 47 MINUTES 37 SECONDS WEST ALONG THE SOUTH LINE OF
CENTRAL ROAD, 1598.68 FEET; THENCE NORTH 89 DEGREES 48 MINUTES 12
SECONDS WEST ALONG THE SOUTH LINE OF CENTRAL ROAD, 151.20 FEET;
THENCE NORTH 00 DEGREES 11 MINUTES 48 SECONDS EAST, 115.00 FEET TO A
POINT ON THE NORTH LINE OF CENTRAL ROAD; THENCE NORTHERLY 8.63 FEET
ALONG A CURVE TO THE LEFT HAYING A RADIUS OF 40.00 FEET (CHORD BEARS
NORTH 06 DEGREES 10 MINUTES 53 SECONDS EAST, 8.61 FEET); THENCE NORTH
00 DEGREES 00 MINUTES 00 SECONDS EAST, 475.08 FEET; THENCE
NORTHEASTERLY 793.70 FEET ALONG A CURVE TO THE RIGHT HAVING A
RADIUS OF 872.50 FEET (CHORD BEARS NORTH 26 DEGREES 03 MINUTES 38
SECONDS EAST, 766.61 FEET); THENCE NORTHERLY 59.73 FEET ALONG A CURVE

TO THE LEFT HAVING A RADIUS OF 39.50 FEET (CHORD BEARS NORTH 08
DEGREES 48 MINUTES 10 SECONDS EAST, 54.20 FEET); THENCE NORTH 34
DEGREES 30 MINUTES 56 SECONDS WEST, 88.89 FEET; THENCE
NORTHWESTERLY 23.03 FEET (23.04 FEET RECORD) ALONG A CURVE TO THE
RIGHT HA VINO A RADIUS OF 264.00 FEET (CHORD BEARS NORTH 32 DEGREES 00
MINUTES 55 SECONDS WEST, 23.03 FEET); THENCE SOUTH 90 DEGREES 00
MINUTES 00 SECONDS WEST, 1481.14 FEET TO A POINT ON THE WEST LINE OF
EAGLE WAY; THENCE NORTH 00 DEGREES 24 MINUTES 17 SECONDS EAST
ALONG THE WEST LINE OF EAGLE WAY, 1315.03 FEET TO THE INTERSECTION
WITH THE NORTH LINE OF LAKEWOOD BLVD EXTENDED WESTERLY; THENCE
NORTH 90 DEGREES 00 MINUTES 00 SECONDS EAST ALONG THE NORTH LINE OF
LAKEWOOD BLVD, 2107.35 FEET; THENCE SOUTH 00 DEGREES 00 MINUTES 00
SECONDS EAST, 520.00 FEET; THENCE NORTH 90 DEGREES 00 MINUTES 00
SECONDS EAST, 542.00 FEET; THENCE NORTH 00 DEGREES 00 MINUTES 00
SECONDS EAST, 520.00 FEET TO A POINT ON THE NORTH LINE OF LAKEWOOD
BLVD; THENCE NORTH 90DEGREES 00 MINUTES 00 SECONDS EAST, 921.18 FEET;
THENCE SOUTH 00 DEGREES 00 MINUTES 00 SECONDS WEST, 60.00 FEET TO THE
POINT OF BEGINNING, ALL IN COOK COUNTY, ILLINOIS.

EXHIBIT A, Continued
Lakewood Center Redevelopment Project Area
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EXHIBITB
Parcel Identification Numbers
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· 2017 EAV-.
_(A,~tual) _ ~:

. I ·•.·

__

1_

-

20·17 EAV

_· :, (P9,st-_Sub_d1v1s1on Estimate) ·

1

01-36-401-005-0000

$314,891

$314,891

2

01-3 6-401-006-0000

$510,873

$510,873

3

01-36-301-013-0000*

$23,968,625

$23,376,907

4

01-36-402-014-0000*

$5,530,780

$3,609,955

$30,325,169

$27,812,626

TOTAL

*Notes: The 2017 EAV (the most recent year in which assessed values and the equalization factor were available) of all
taxable parcels in the RPA is approximately $30.3 million prior to subdivision. SB Friedman estimated the EAVoftwo parcels
after subdivision based on acreage. The prorated EAV post-subdivision is estimated at $27.8 million.
Source: Cook County, SB Friedman

STATE OF ILLINOIS

)

COUNTY OF COOK

)

) ss
FILING CERTIFICATE

I, the undersigned, do hereby certify that I am the duly qualified and acting County Clerk
of The County of Cook, Illinois, and as such official I do further certify that on the __ day of
January, 2019, there was filed in my office a duly certified copy of an ordinance numbered_2019 and entitled:

AN ORDINANCE designating the Lakewood Center
Redevelopment Project Area in the Village of Hoffman Estates,
Cook and Kane Counties, Illinois a Redevelopment Project Area
pursuant to the Illinois Tax Increment Allocation Redevelopment
Act

duly adopted by the President and Board of Trustees of the Village of Hoffman Estates, Cook and
Kane Counties, Illinois, on the 21st day of January, 2019, and that the same has been deposited in
the official files and records of my office.
IN WITNESS WHEREOF, I hereunto affix my official signature and the seal of said

County, this __ day of January, 2019.

County Clerk of Cook County, Illinois
[SEAL]

ORDINANCE NO. _ _ _ _ _ - 2019
VILLAGE OF HOFFMAN ESTATES
AN ORDINANCE ADOPTING THE USE OF
TAX INCREMENT ALLOCATION REDEVELOPMENT
FINANCING FOR THE LAKEWOOD CENTER REDEVELOPMENT
PROJECT AREA IN THE VILLAGE OF HOFFMAN ESTATES,
COOK AND KANE COUNTIES, ILLINOIS

WHEREAS, it is desirable and in the best interests of the citizens of the Village of Hoffman
Estates, Cook and Kane Counties, Illinois (the "Village"), for the Village to adopt the use of tax
increment allocation redevelopment financing pursuant to the Illinois Tax Increment Allocation
Redevelopment Act, 65 ILCS 5/11-74.4-1 et seq., as amended (the "Act"), for the Lakewood
Center Redevelopment Project Area Tax Increment Financing District Eligibility Study and
Redevelopment Plan and Project (the "Plan") with respect to the Lakewood Center Redevelopment
Project Area (the "Project Area") described in Section 1 of this Ordinance; and
WHEREAS, pursuant to the Act, the President and Board of Trustees of the Village (the
"Corporate Authorities") have approved an Ordinance adopting the Plan (the "Plan Adoption
Ordinance"), and have approved an Ordinance designating the Project Area (the "Project Area
Designation Ordinance"), and the Village has otherwise complied with all other conditions
precedent required by the Act:
NOW, THEREFORE, BE IT ORDAINED by the President and Board of Trustees of the
Village of Hoffman Estates, Cook and Kane Counties, Illinois, as follows:
Section 1: Recitals
(a)
The statements set forth in the preambles to this Ordinance are found to be true and
correct and are adopted as part of this Ordinance.
(b)
The Plan Adoption Ordinance and Project Area Designation Ordinance, including
all exhibits are incorporated herein as if set out in full by this reference.
(c)
The Project Area generally and legally described in Exhibit A is incorporated
herein as if set out in full by this reference. The boundary of the Project Area is illustrated in
Appendix 3 and Map 2 contained in the Plan and attached to the Plan Adoption Ordinance as
Exhibit A, incorporated herein as if set out in full by this reference.
(d)
The Plan included as Exhibit B to the Plan Adoption Ordinance, including an
estimate of redevelopment project costs, and an identification of the sources and uses of funds and
nature and term of obligations to pay redevelopment costs, is incorporated herein as if set out in
full by this reference.
Section 2: Authority
(a)
The Village of Hoffman Estates, Cook and Kane Counties, Illinois is a duly
constituted and organized home rule municipality as described in Section § 6 Article VII of the
1970 Constitution of the State of Illinois, and as such has specific powers granted to it by said
1970 Constitution and by law.
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(b)
This Ordinance is adopted pursuant to the Illinois Tax Increment Allocation
Redevelopment Act, 65 ILCS 5/11-74.4-1 et seq., as amended.
Section 3: Findings
The Corporate Authorities hereby make the following findings:
(a)
The findings contained in the Plan Adoption Ordinance and Project Area
Designation Ordinance are incorporated herein as if set out in full by this reference.
(b)
The Exhibits attached to the Plan Adoption Ordinance and Project Area
Designation Ordinance are incorporated herein as if set out in full by this reference.
(c)
The Project Area on the whole has not been subject to growth and development
through investment by private enterprise and would not be reasonably anticipated to be developed
but for the adoption of the Plan, and without the use of incremental tax revenues, and such
incremental tax revenues will be exclusively utilized for the development of the Project Area and
possible contiguous redevelopment project areas, including the possible establishment of
contiguous redevelopment project areas.
(d)

As set forth in the Plan, the estimated date of completion of the redevelopment

project is not later than December 31, 2043, and the estimated date of completion of the retirement
of all obligations incurred to finance redevelopment projects costs as defined in the Plan is not
later than December 31, 2043, being the year in which the payment to the Village treasurer, as
provided in the Act, is to be made with respect to ad valorem taxes levied in the twenty-third
calendar year after the year in which this Ordinance is adopted.
(e)

The estimate of redevelopment project costs contained in the Plan (see Estimated

Redevelopment Project Costs, contained within the Plan) mean and include the sum total of all
reasonable or necessary costs incurred or estimated to be incurred, and any such costs incidental
to the Plan and redevelopment projects in connection with the Plan.

(f)
It is hereby expressly found and determined that the year the County Clerk of The
County of Cook, Illinois (the "County Clerk") shall use for determining the total initial equalized
assessed valuation for the Project Area pursuant to the Act is 2017.
Section 4: Adoption of Tax Increment Allocation Financing
(a)
Tax increment allocation financing is hereby adopted to pay Project Costs incurred
and obligations issued in connection with the Project Area as set forth in the Plan, and as defined
in the Act.
Section 5: Allocation of Ad Valorem Taxes; and Transmittal to Cook County
(a)
Pursuant to the Act, the ad valorem taxes, if any, arising from the levies upon
taxable real property in such redevelopment project area by taxing districts and tax rates
determined in the manner provided in Section 11-74.4-9(c) of the Act each year after the effective
date of the Ordinance until Project Costs and all municipal obligations financing Project Costs
incurred have been paid shall be divided as follows:
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(i)

That portion of taxes levied upon each taxable lot, block, tract or parcel of

real property which is attributable to the lower of the current equalized assessed
value or the initial equalized assessed value of each such taxable lot, block, tract or
parcel of real property in the redevelopment project area shall be allocated to and
when collected shall be paid by the county collector to the respective affected taxing
districts in the manner required by law in the absence of the adoption of tax
increment allocation financing.
(ii)
That portion, if any, of such taxes which is attributable to the increase in the
current equalized assessed valuation of each taxable lot, block, tract or parcel of
real property in the Project Area over and above the initial equalized assessed value
of each property in the Project Area shall be allocated to and when collected shall
be paid to the municipal treasurer who shall deposit said taxes into a special fund,
hereby created and designated the "Lakewood Center Redevelopment Project Area
Special Tax Allocation Fund" of the Village, for the purpose of paying Project
Costs and obligations incurred in the payment thereof.
(b)

It is hereby expressly found and determined that the Village extends an ad valorem

tax on taxable real property, which is included in the determination of incremental revenue in the
manner provided above; and
It is hereby expressly found and determined that the year the County Clerk of the
(c)
County of Cook, Illinois (the "County Clerk") shall use for determining the total initial equalized
assessed valuation ("EA V") for the Project Area pursuant to the Act is 2017.

It is further hereby expressly found and determined that the estimate of initial EAV is
approximately $27.8 million. The list of parcel identification numbers (the "PIN"s) and the EAV of each
parcel of property included in the Project Area is attached hereto as Exhibit B and included herein by
this reference is a true, correct and complete list of said numbers for said parcels of property.
(e)
The Village hereby authorizes and directs the Village Clerk to send a copy of this
Ordinance and all appropriate materials to the County Clerk to inform the County about the Plan.
Section 6: Severability
If any section, paragraph or provision of this Ordinance shall be held to be invalid or unenforceable
for any reason, the invalidity or unenforceability of such section, paragraph or provision shall not
affect any of the remaining sections, paragraphs or provisions of this Ordinance, and to that effect
all sections, paragraphs and provisions of this Ordinance are deemed severable.
(d)
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Section 7: The Village Clerk is hereby authorized to publish this ordinance in pamphlet
form.
Section 8: This Ordinance shall be in full force and effect immediately from and after its
passage and approval.
PASSED THIS

day of

2019
AYE

VOTE

NAY

ABSENT

ABSTAIN

Trustee Karen V. Mills
Trustee Anna Newell

--

Trustee Gary J. Pilafas

-

Trustee Gary G. Stanton
Trustee Michael Gaeta
Trustee Karen Arnet
President William D. McLeod
APPROVED THIS

DAYOF

-

- -

- -

- - -

- -

--

, 2019

Village President
ATTEST:

Village Clerk
Published in pamphlet form this _ _ _ day of _ _ _ _ _ _ __ , 2019.

EXHIBIT A
Legal Description of the Lakewood Center Redevelopment Project Area

THAT PART OF SECTION 36, TOWNSHIP 42 NORTH, RANGE 9 EAST OF THE THIRD
PRINCIPAL MERIDIAN AND ALSO PART OF FRACTIONAL SECTIONS 5 AND 6,
TOWNSHIP 41 NORTH, RANGE 10 EAST OF THE THIRD PRINCIPAL MERIDIAN
BOUNDED AND DESCRIBED AS FOLLOWS:
COMMENCING AT THE NORTHEAST CORNER OF THE SOUTHEAST 1/4 OF SAID
SECTION 36; THENCE NORTH 90 DEGREES 00 MINUTES 00 SECONDS WEST
ALONG THE NORTH LINE OF SAID SOUTHEAST QUARTER, 416.33 FEET TO THE
POINT OF BEGINNING; THENCE SOUTH 00 DEGREES 00 MINUTES 00 SECONDS
WEST, 500.95 FEET; THENCE SOUTH 90 DEGREES 00 MINUTES 00 SECONDS WEST,
195.00 FEET; THENCE SOUTH 00 DEGREES 00 MINUTES 00 SECONDS WEST, 558.00
FEET; THENCE SOUTH 90 DEGREES 00 MINUTES 00 SECONDS WEST, 710.00 FEET
TO A POINT ON THE WEST LINE OF THE NORTHEAST QUARTER OF THE
SOUTHEAST QUARTER OF SAID SECTION 36; THENCE SOUTH 00 DEGREES 17
MINUTES 58 SECONDS WEST ALONG SAID WEST LINE, 189.05 FEET; THENCE
SOUTH 90 DEGREES 00 MINUTES 00 SECONDS WEST, 8.80 FEET; THENCE
SOUTHWESTERLY 29.49 FEET ALONG A CURVE TO THE RIGHT HAVING A
RADIUS OF 250.00 FEET (CHORD BEARS SOUTH 31 DEGREES 08 MINUTES 10
SECONDS WEST, 29.47 FEET); THENCE SOUTH 34 DEGREES 30 MINUTES 56
SECONDS WEST, 90.47 FEET (90.52 FEET RECORD); THENCE SOUTHERLY 59.72
FEET (59.70 FEET RECORD) ALONG A CURVE TO THE LEFT HAVING A RADIUS OF
39.50 FEET (CHORD BEARS SOUTH 08 DEGREES 48 MINUTES 10 SECONDS EAST,
54.20 FEET); THENCE SOUTHEASTERLY 793.70 FEET (793.72 FEET RECORD)
ALONG A CURVE TO THE RIGHT HA YING A RADIUS OF 872.50 FEET (CHORD
BEARS SOUTH 26 DEGREES 03 MINUTES 38 SECONDS EAST, 766.62 FEET);
THENCE SOUTH 00 DEGREES 00 MINUTES 00 SECONDS WEST, 475.02 FEET;
THENCE SOUTHEASTERLY 15.59 FEET (15.67 FEET RECORD) ALONG A CURVE TO
THE LEFT HAVING A RADIUS OF 30.00 FEET (CHORD BEARS SOUTH 14 DEGREES
53 MINUTES 30 SECONDS EAST, 15.42 FEET) TO A POINT ON THE NORTH LINE OF
CENTRAL ROAD; THENCE SOUTH 00 DEGREES 12 MINUTES 23 SECONDS WEST,
115.00 FEET TO A POINT ON THE SOUTH LINE OF CENTRAL ROAD; THENCE
NORTH 89 DEGREES 47 MINUTES 37 SECONDS WEST ALONG THE SOUTH LINE OF
CENTRAL ROAD, 1598.68 FEET; THENCE NORTH 89 DEGREES 48 MINUTES 12
SECONDS WEST ALONG THE SOUTH LINE OF CENTRAL ROAD, 151.20 FEET;
THENCE NORTH 00 DEGREES 11 MINUTES 48 SECONDS EAST, 115.00 FEET TO A
POINT ON THE NORTH LINE OF CENTRAL ROAD; THENCE NORTHERLY 8.63 FEET
ALONG A CURVE TO THE LEFT HA YING A RADIUS OF 40.00 FEET (CHORD BEARS
NORTH 06 DEGREES 10 MINUTES 53 SECONDS EAST, 8.61 FEET); THENCE NORTH
00 DEGREES 00 MINUTES 00 SECONDS EAST, 475.08 FEET; THENCE
NORTHEASTERLY 793.70 FEET ALONG A CURVE TO THE RIGHT HAVING A
RADIUS OF 872.50 FEET (CHORD BEARS NORTH 26 DEGREES 03 MINUTES 38
SECONDS EAST, 766.61 FEET); THENCE NORTHERLY 59.73 FEET ALONG A CURVE
TO THE LEFT HAVING A RADIUS OF 39.50 FEET (CHORD BEARS NORTH 08
DEGREES 48 MINUTES 10 SECONDS EAST, 54.20 FEET); THENCE NORTH 34
DEGREES 30 MINUTES 56 SECONDS WEST, 88.89 FEET; THENCE

NORTHWESTERLY 23.03 FEET (23.04 FEET RECORD) ALONG A CURVE TO THE
RIGHT HAVING A RADIUS OF 264.00 FEET (CHORD BEARS NORTH 32 DEGREES 00
MINUTES 55 SECONDS WEST, 23.03 FEET); THENCE SOUTH 90 DEGREES 00
MINUTES 00 SECONDS WEST, 1481.14 FEET TO A POINT ON THE WEST LINE OF
EAGLE WAY; THENCE NORTH 00 DEGREES 24 MINUTES 17 SECONDS EAST
ALONG THE WEST LINE OF EAGLE WAY, 1315.03 FEET TO THE INTERSECTION
WITH THE NORTH LINE OF LAKEWOOD BLVD EXTENDED WESTERLY; THENCE
NORTH 90 DEGREES 00 MINUTES 00 SECONDS EAST ALONG THE NORTH LINE OF
LAKEWOOD BLVD, 2107.35 FEET; THENCE SOUTH 00 DEGREES 00 MINUTES 00
SECONDS EAST, 520.00 FEET; THENCE NORTH 90 DEGREES 00 MINUTES 00
SECONDS EAST, 542.00 FEET; THENCE NORTH 00 DEGREES 00 MINUTES 00
SECONDS EAST, 520.00 FEET TO A POINT ON THE NORTH LINE OF LAKEWOOD
BLVD; THENCE NORTH 90 DEGREES 00 MINUTES 00 SECONDS EAST, 921.18 FEET;
THENCE SOUTH 00 DEGREES 00 MINUTES 00 SECONDS WEST, 60.00 FEET TO THE
POINT OF BEGINNING, ALL IN COOK COUNTY, ILLINOIS.

EXHIBIT A, Continued
Lakewood Center Redevelopment Project Area

EXHIBITB
List of PINs and Most Recent EAV
-

Record# '

........
L..

1
2
3
4
TOTAL

- -

-

':_...

--

-

2017 EAV

·p1N '

,•

-

01-36-401-00 5-0000
01-36-401-006-0000
01-36-301-013-0000*
01-36-402-014-0000*

-

(/2.ctual)_ ____
$314,891
$510,873
$23,968,625
$5,530,780
$30,325, 169

-

~

2017 EAV
Estimate)
--(Post-Supdivision
---- $314,891
$510,873
$23,376,907
$3,609,955
$27,812,626

*Notes: The 2017 EAV (the most recent year in which assessed values and the equalization factor were available) of all
taxable parcels in the RPA is approximately $30.3 million prior to subdivision. SB Friedman estimated the EAV of two parcels
after subdivision based on acreage. The prorated EAV post- subd ivision is estimated at $27.8 million.
Source: Cook County, SB Friedman

ST ATE OF ILLINOIS
COUNTY OF COOK

)

) ss
)
FILING CERTIFICATE

I, the undersigned, do hereby certify that I am the duly qualified and acting County Clerk
of The County of Cook, Illinois, and as such official I do further certify that on the __ day of
January, 2019, there was filed in my office a duly certified copy of an ordinance numbered _ 2019 and entitled:

AN ORDINANCE adopting the use of Tax Increment Allocation
Redevelopment Financing for the Lakewood Center Redevelopment
Project Area in the Village of Hoffman Estates, Cook and Kane
Counties, Illinois

duly adopted by the President and Board of Trustees of the Village of Hoffman Estates, Cook and
Kane Counties, Illinois, on the 21st day of January, 2019, and that the same has been deposited in
the official files and records of my office.
IN WITNESS WHEREOF, I hereunto affix my official signature and the seal of said

County, this _ _ day of January, 2019.

County Clerk of Cook County, Illinois
[SEAL]
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COMMITTEE AGENDA ITEM
VILLAGE OF HOFFMAN ESTATES
SUBJECT:

Request by Hoffman Estates Acquisitions LLC and Somerset
Development LLC to extend the time period from 180 days to
270 days to acquire the vacant AT&T campus for the C-MU
Commercial-Mixed Use zoning to become effective

MEETING DATE:

January 14, 2019

COMMITTEE:

Planning, Building and Zoning

FROM:

AM-~

Mark Koplin

REQUEST:

Request by Hoffman Estates Acquisitions LLC and Somerset
Development LLC to extend the time period from 180 days to 270
days to acquire the vacant AT&T campus for the C-MU
Commercial-Mixed Use zoning to become effective.

BACKGROUND:

Somerset Development has an executed Purchase and Sale
Agreement to acquire the vacant 150 acre AT&T campus. The
approved concept plan shows a mixed use MetroBurb
redevelopment.
Hoffman Estates Acquisitions LLC and Somerset Development
LLC requested, and the Village Board approved, a rezoning of the
vacant AT&T campus from 0-4 to C-MU (Commercial-Mixed Use)
zoning in September 2018. A condition of the approval required the
developer to acquire fee title of the property within 180 days of the
effective date of the ordinance (September 4, 2018).

DISCUSSION:

Section 3.a of the ordinance approving the rezoning states:
"Village approval of the rezoning of the subject property from the
0-4 District to the C-MU District shall only be valid with the
owner's consent as detailed in the application materials. If the
applicants (Hoffman Estates Acquisitions LLC and Somerset
Development LLC) do not purchase and acquire fee title to the
subject property within 180 days ofthe Village Board approval, this
rezoning shall not be valid. "
For a variety of reasons, most notably the additional time necessary
to arrange for financing and investors, the developer will need more
time before they close on the property. The developer remains
committed to this project and continues in their efforts to bring this
project to fruition. Discussions regarding a TIF Redevelopment
Agreement continue and the developer has already begun marketing
the property and seeking potential leases for the office space.

Planning, Building and Zoning Committee
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January 14, 2019

DISCUSSION: (Cont'd)

The attached letter from the developer requests a 90 day extension, from March 1 2019 to June 1,
2019, to acquire the property.
RECOMMENDATION:

Approval of a request by Hoffman Estates Acquisitions LLC and Somerset Development LLC to
extend the time period from 180 days to 270 days to acquire the vacant AT&T campus for the
C-MU Commercial-Mixed Use zoning to become effective.
Attachment
cc:

Ralph Zucker (Somerset Development)
Ken Gold (Somerset Development)
Larry Woodard (Miller Canfield)

MICHIGAN: Ann Arbor

Founded in 1852
by Sidney Davy Millier

LLER
IELD

Detroit • C'nand Rapids

Kalamazoo • Lansing
Saginaw • Troy
FLORIDA:

Miller, Canfield, Puddock and Stone, P,L,C.
225 W. Washington, Suite 2600
Chicago, Illinois 60606
TEL (312) 460-4200
FAX (312) 460-4201
www.millercanflcld.com

LARRYN. WOOOARO

TRI, (312) 460-4278
FAX (3 I 2) 460-420 I
E-MAIL woodard@millercanfl~ld.cam

OHJO:

Windsor

CHINA: Sh11ngh11i

Monterrey
Gdynla
Warsaw• Wroclaw
MEXICO:

POLAND:

VIAR-MAIL (Jim.Norris@Ho(finanestares.org: Mark..Koplin@Hoffmanestates. org.·
peter.gugltotta@ho(fmanestates.org)AND FfilST CLASS MAIL
James H. NorTis
Village Manager

Mark Koplin
A.~sistant Village Manager

Peter Gugliotta, AICP
Director of Planning

Village of Hoffman Estates

Village of Hoffman Estates

Village of Hoffman Estates

1900 Hassell Road
Hoffman Estates, IL 60169

l 900 Hassell Road
Hoffman Estates, IJl inois 60 I 69

Hoffman estates, lllinois 60 I 69

I 900 Hassell Road

Lakewood Center Redevelopment
Old Amerilech Campus/Lakewood Center
2000 W AT&T Center Drive, Jiojfman Estates, IL 60196 ("Property")

Messrs, Norris, Koplin and Gugliotta:

As you know, the undersigned firm is acting as outside counsel. for Hoffinan Estates
Acquisitions LLC ("Developer") 1 the contract purchaser of the subject Property. The Village of
Hollinan Estates ("Village") passed Ordinance Number 4680-2018 ("Ordinance") that
conditionally amended the Property's zoning classification from 0-4 to C-MU on the condition
that the Developer purchases the Property within one hundred eighty (180) days from the date of
the enactment of the Ordinance.

At this time, the Developer is 8eeking to extend the closing of the purchase of the
Property to finalize agreements relating to the Property and its constmction, financing and
development. As a result, request is hereby made to amend Section 3 of the Ordinance to
provide that if the Developer does not purchase the Property within two hundred seventy (270)
days of the Village Board Approval, the rezoning shall not be valid. All other terms and
provisions of the Ordinance shall remain.
Please let me know as soon as possible if this request cannot be met or if the amendment
to the Ordinance cannot be enacted in the next thirty (30) days.

MILLER, CANFIELD, PADDOCK AND STONE, P,L,C.

Cleveland

CANAt>A: Toronto•

January 9, 2019

Re:

N£1l>lc..q

IT.LINOIS: Chicago
NEW YORX: New York

Village of Hoffman Estates
January 10, 2019
Page 2

MILLER
CANFIELD

Should you have any questions or e<mcerns, please do not hesitate to contact me. We

appreciate your continued support and cooperation.

Very truly yours,
:A.ND STONE, P.L.C.

LNW/nd
cc:

AJ.1.hur Janura, Esq. (via email Arthur.Janura@hoffinanestates.org)
Somerset Development, L.L.C,

Michael Bruno, Esq. (via email MBruno@gb_~law.com)

32743182.1 \157447-00001

MILLER, CANFIELD, PADDOCK AND STONE, P.L,C.
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VILLAGE OF HOFFMAN ESTATES
DEPARTMENT OF DEVELOPMENT SERVICES
PLANNING DIVISION MONTHLY REPORT
SUBMITTED TO: PLANNING, BUILDING & ZONING COMMITTEE
BY: Peter Gugliotta, Director of Planning, Building and Code Enforcement- f

&--

January 14, 2019
PLANNING AND ZONING COMMISSION MEETINGS
December 19, 2018 Meeting
o Canceled due to lack of agenda items
January 2, 2019 Meeting
o Canceled due to lack of agenda items
January 16, 2019 Meeting
o Blackberry Falls Offices -2353 & 2357 Hassell Rd - Master Sign Plan Amendment
February 6, 2019 Meeting
o 340 Navajo Ln - Residential Fence Variation
o Cross Kicks Fitness, 2567 W Golf Rd - Special Use for change in ownership
o
o

1260 W Higgins Rd, Motorwerks (contract purchaser}- Special use for car storage
125 W Higgins Rd, Bob Rohrman (owner) & Motorwerks (tenant}- Special use for temporary car storage

CURRENT ACTIVE PROJECT REVIEWS
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Cabela's - 5225 Prairie Stone Pkwy- Plat ofresubdivision and site plan amendment for outlots
Buona Beef, Barrington Square Town Center - Site Plan and Plat of Resubdivision for demo and replace current Buona
building.
80 W Higgins Rd, former Hoffman Lanes - Site Plan for redevelopment
Hoffman Plaza, East Side Roselle Road (outlot 4}- site plan for new outlot building
Hoffman Plaza, Golf/Roselle/Higgins Roads and 75/85 Golf Road - Plat ofresubdivision
McDonalds, 2580 W Golf Road- Site plan amendment for fa9ade changes, small building addition and master sign plan
1000 W Golf Road, Mercedes-Benz - Signage, and site plan changes
BMO Harris Bank, 1400 Gannon Dr - Site plan amendment for new bank and retail building
2595 W Golf Rd (former Clark Gas Station), Golf/Barrington - Site plan for redevelopment with retail building
Moretti's - Special Use for Banquet facility (former Sweet Caroline's) and Master Sign Plan
Quality Inn, 2075 Barrington Rd - Special use for change in ownership and site plan amendment
Zoning Code Text Amendments - uses, accessory structures, signs, etc.

POTENTIAL UPCOMING PROJECTS
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Adesa Phase II Expansion (Beverly Road & PSP)
Hoffman Plaza, East Side Roselle Road (outlot 3}- site plan for new outlot building
Somerset Mixed Use Project, Lakewood campus - Site Plan to reoccupy existing building
Somerset Mixed Use Project, Lakewood campus - Site Plan to construct new townhomes and apartments
Hoffman Plaza, NE Comer Roselle & Higgins (former Shell) - Site plan for new outbuilding
Hoffman Plaza, North Side Higgins Road (former Burger King)- Site plan for new outlot building
2354 - 2360 Hassell Rd. Offices - Site plan amendment for retail uses sidewalks, landscaping and other site changes
1680 Heron Way - Site plan approval for new individual home in Yorkshire Woods Subdivision
SEC Rohrssen Road & Golf Road -Annexation, Site Plan for Hindu Wellness Center & Temple and homes
Greenspoint Office Park, 2730 Higgins Rd - Site Plan Amendment for outdoor seating and recreational upgrades

Village of Hoffman Estates

Planning Division Monthly Report - January 2019
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GENERAL ACTIVITIES
•
•

The Planning Division processed O FOIAs and 2 Zoning Verification Letter in December
West Area Plan Update: Following completion of several stakeholder meetings, the Lakota Group presented a draft overview
of their initial findings report to staff in mid-December. The initial report is being finalized for presentation to an open house
meeting of stakeholders that will be scheduled for mid-February.
4 th Quarter

December

Site Plan Review Process

Vear to Date

1
Number of administrative site plan cases completed
0
I 100% completed
I 75% completed
administratively
0
0
Number of PZC site plan cases completed
I
I administratively
Annual goa l is to complete at least 65% of site plan cases through administrative review process

December

Site Plan Review Timing
Number of cases processed within 105 days

1

I

1

1 100% completed
within 105 days

Annual goal is to complete 100% of cases within 105 days

Coordinating Planning & Code Efforts

December

4th Quarter

4

12

Vear to Date
48

I
I

83% completed
administratively

Vear to Date

4th Quarter

100% completed
within 105 days

Number of staff coordination meetings held

12
1

12

I

100% completed
within 105 days

Vear Target
48

COMMUNITY DEVELOPMENT BLOCK GRANT (CDBG)
•

•

•

•

Village and Children's Advocacy Center (CAC) staff conducted a preconstruction meeting with the selected
contractor for the CAC HY AC Replacement Project. Staff is currently assisting the CAC with the completion of a
construction agreement.
Staff submitted the Consolidated Annual Performance and Evaluation Report (CAPER) to HUD on December 29,
2018. The report provides a summary of accomplishments towards the Village's 5-year Consolidated Plan goals.
The Draft CAPER was made available for public comment from December 12 through December 27, and staff
conducted a CAPER public hearing on December 27.
December CDBG draw-downs totaled $47,740.13 and included $46,712.60 reimbursement for Village
administrative expenses during Program Year 2017. CDBG funds in the amount of $1,027.53 were drawn to
reimburse the Village's Subrecipient, NWHP, for expenses incurred for a Program Year 2017 Single Family Rehab
(SFR) project.
The Village utilized $289,599.47 of CDBG funding during Program Year 2017. The Village carries $98,843.69 of
CDBG funding into the new program year, resulting in a current balance of $337,236.69.

. fior t1e 2018 CDBGP rogram Y ear (0 cto ber I , 2018 t hroug:h Septem ber 30 , 2019)
Th em
. fiormatlon beIow 1s
CDBG Expenditures and Reporting Ratio

December

1st Quarter*

Vear to Date

$47,740.13

$216,127.08

$216,127.08

Current Reporting
Ratio
1.42

"Current Reporting Ratio" equals ratio of unspent funds to total allocated funds in progra m yea r. Permitted to hold up to 1.5 of yearly allocation .

Housing Program Goals
Rehabilitation Projects completed
Housing & related issues education pieces released

December

1st Quarter*

Vear to Date

Vear Target

0
0

0
0

0
0

3
5

*The I st quarter of a CDBG Program Year runs from October I through Decem ber 3 1, 20 18.
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VILLAGE OF HOFFMAN ESTATES
DEPARTMENT OF DEVELOPMENT SERVICES
CODE ENFORCEMENT DIVISION MONTHLY REPORT
SUBMITTED TO: PLANNING, BUILDING & ZONING COMMITTEE
BY: Peter GugHotta, m.-ecto, of Planning, Building and Code Enfomme~
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January 2019
GENERAL ACTIVITIES
•
•

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

•

On December 1, 2018, David Banaszynski inspected the BeerFest at the Sears Centre.
On December 5, 2018, Kathleen Kuffer, David Banaszynski, Tony Knuth, Kala Kuttenberg, Alex
Zaborowski & Craig Solick attended the IACE training session on Pests and Potential Diseases,
Hoarding Task Force & Fire Inspections in Elgin.
On December 7, 2018, Ray Norton, Tricia Jensen, John Shogren & Tony Knuth attended the
NWBOCA annual meeting and general election in Streamwood.
On December 14, 2018, Tim Meyer & Craig Solick attended the SBOC annual meeting in Woodridge.
On December 18, 2018, John Shogren attended the monthly IPIA meeting in Aurora.
Annual Fire Inspectors identified 3 licensed business that have closed during inspections in December.
These have been reported to the Clerk's Office.
Code Enforcement processed a total of 31 Freedom of Information Act requests related to
building and code issues during the month of December.
A total of 42 new single family homes are in various stages of construction.
There were a total of 71 new single family home occupancy permits issued in 2018.
Total building permit revenue for 2018 exceeded $1.lM, which was roughly 55% higher than
projected. This was primarily due to several unanticipated, large commercial remodeling
projects that took place.
The process for filling the vacant full time Code Enforcement Officer position (primarily
dedicated to rental inspections) is underway, with a goal of filling the position by February.

RENTAL HOUSING LICENSE AND INSPECTION PROGRAM
•
•
•

•

•

There are currently 2,135 rental properties registered. This includes 1,467 single family and
townhome units (69%) and 668 condominium units (31 %).
In 2018 there were a total of 174 new rental licenses issued and 194 existing licenses closed.
Annual rental registration renewal reminder letters were mailed November 21 st with a January
18, 2019 deadline to renew. As of January 101\ more than 1,498 (70%) renewals had been
submitted for 2019.
Staff completed a total of 2,213 annual inspections and 1,05 I re-inspections during 2018,
which covered all registered properties. On average, this represents more than 12.8 inspections
per working day for the year.
Using the rental program requirements, Code staff assisted Finance Department with the
collection of almost $31,000 in past due money owed during 2018.

Village of Hoffman Estates

Code Enforcement Division Monthly Report - January 2019
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2018 Construction Inspections
2018
Inspection

Jan

Structural
El ectri ca I
Plumbinl?
Mechanical
Other
Fence
Roof/Siding
Patio/Drivewav
Deck
Shed
Sewer
2018 T_0tal
2017 Total

Feb

85
32
77
16
70
10
60
12
0
3
8
373
326

Apr

Mar

130
34
84
15
70
23
92
78
3
6
4
539
676

211
50
106
54
127
5
100
54
0
11
2
720
644

Jun

Mav

152
29
73
20
60
35
56
103

142
41
96
50
67
15
94
100
2
4
3
614
390

Jul

136
38
64
23
53
31
104
110
6
3
5
573
533

7

6
1
542

442

Sep

Auit

133
28
76
29
60
21
148
115
13
6
3
632
476

186
43
57
20
73
18
107
97
16
5
3
625
547

Nov

Oct

118
25
65
11

55
19
69
132
5
5
10
514
439

105
40
78
21
87
14
46
120

Dec

76
34
33
23
58
7
51
33
6
4
1
326
481

118
34
79
26
89
8
68
74
3
5
3
507
433

7

3
9
530
420

YTD
1592
428
888

308
869
206
995
1028
68
61
52
6495

2017
Total

1063
395
847
314
868
254
840
1085
43
48

so
5807

2018 Fire Inspections
Inspection

Feb

Jan

Annual
Reins pecti ons
Business Licenses

70
0
7

26
19
5

Total

77

so

Mar

112
11
15
138

Apr

May

105
46
11
162

Jun

166
34
5
205

159
42
16
217

Jul

133
44
38
215

Aug

86
84
31
201

Sep

77

29
13
119

Oct

VTD

Dec

Nov

78
30
17
125

55
52
7
114

66
17
9
92

1133
408
174
1715

The total number of fire inspections required fluctuates constantly based on businesses opening/closing.
NOTE: In 2019 all fire inspection work (and staff) has been transferred from the Code Division to the Fire Department
and therefore all future inspection reporting will be covered in the Fire Department monthly report.

2018 Rental Inspections
Inspection

Annual
Reinspections
Total

Jan

91
114
205

Feb

247
75
322

Mar

322
110
432

Apr

178
149
327

Mav

Jun

146
97
243

93
60
153

Jul

134
60
194

Aug

144
47
191

Sep

156
68
224

Oct

277
70
347

Nov

199
103
302

Dec

226
98
324

VTO

2213
1051
3264

There are approximately 2,135 total rental properties subject to annual inspections (this number fluctuates based on
new registrants and owners who choose to no longer rent their properties).

Inspection Services Performance

December

4 th Quarter

Year to Date

Year Target

Percentage of building inspections within 24 hr. notice
99%
98%
97%
95% within 24 hr. notice
Percentage of annual fire inspections completed
3.3%
9.9%
95% of total**
n/a**
Percentage of annual rental inspections completed
10.6%
32.9%
104.0%
100% of total*
* Note: The total number of properties registered fluctuates and therefore this percentage does not equal 100% at year-end.
**Note: The number of required inspections fluctuates, plus the method of tracking/counting inspection addresses has been adjusted significantly
to allow for the new electronic field reporting system - this has created inconsistencies in the percentages reported. During 2018, fire inspectors
have inspected approximately 95% of all licensed businesses.
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Garage Sales
2018

2017

Jan

2

1

Feb

0

0

Year

Mar

9

1

Apr

26

39

May

68

70

Jun

68

94

Jul

66

S8

Aug

65

95

Sep

60

46

Oct

20

20

Nov

1

2

Dec

0

0

385

426

Total

Garage Sale Permit Summary

100
80
"C
QI

::,

~

60

"'
.la

-~E"'

40

II

QI
Q,

-.

r

_ll

I-

t
'•

-

I" ,_I~

20
0

~

-

,_

_Ii -

Fl

Jan Feb Mar Apr May Jun Jul Aug Sep Oct Nov Dec
M

2018

■

2017

2018 Building and Fire Permits Issued
Permit

Jan

Feb

Mar

Aor

Mav

Jun

Jul

Aue

Seo

Oct

Nov

Dec

2018

2017

YTD

Total

Building Permits

Commerci a I Remodeling
Community Residence
Demolition
Drivewavs
Electrical
Fences
Mechanical
Miscellaneous Permits
Multi -Familv Remodeling
New Commerci a I
Plumbing
Pools
Residential Decks & Patios
Residential Garages
Residential Remodeling
Residential Sheds
Roofs/Si ding
Signs
New Single Familv Residences

4
0
1
1
4
0
9
21
0
0
18
0
1
0
18
0
39

8
0
2
12
4
7
18
41
0
1
17
0
3
1
9
3
36
10
5

16
24
1
0
12
0
2
1
10
3
34
4
3

234
32
754
85
71

85
0
16
286
27
211
214
492
10
0
258
12
201
7
211
51
874
75
59

1
0
0
11
2
2

2
0
1
3
7
1

8
0
1
6
2
0

2
0
1
3
0
25

1
0
1
2
0
3

4
0
1
17
1
0

46
0
7
122
22
35

49
1
7
106
12
41

321'
273

361
407

307
470

335
347

184
255

152
134

3115

0
24
1
29
6
8

20
16
39
1
0
19
0
18
1
23
3
53
3
9

5
0
0
56
6
25
19
37
1
0
15
2
37
0
15
4
122
8
2

0
0
26
2
16
24
47
2
0
19
5
30
0
25
3
89
4
2

1
0
1
14
0
0

4
0
0
9
0
2

4
0
0
14
1
1

8
0
0
8
3
0

7
0
0
18
2
0

117
163

179
177

257
259

360
330

381

7
4
0
1
17
4
1
161
100

11

1
33
0
30
4
91
2
7

0
1
23
1
16
2
15
4
79
5
8

7
0
0
25
7
16
16
54
1
0
30
0
16
0
18
4
96
10
4

8
0
1
36
4
33
26
49
0
0
20
1
31
0
28
3
79
12
10

1
0
0
1
5
0
15
19
2
0
14
0
2
0
19
0
7
10
6

9
0
1
10

4
8
15
19
0
0
20
0
10

8
0
0
22
2

11

8
0
1
35
0
32
17
60
13

0
13

6
0
1
37
6
22

14

so

3
0
0
7
4

78
0
7
268

5

184
205
460
21
2
220
10
199

48

s

Fire Permits

Automatic Fire Alarms
Fuel Storage Tanks
Hood & Duct
Auto ma tic Sprinklers
Lock Boxes
Other
2018 Total

2017 Total

390

3305
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Permit Revenue
Ye ar
Jan
Feb
Mar
Aor
May
Jun
Jul
AUi!
Seo
Oct
Nov

Dec
Total

2 018
$51,874
$37,425
$50,680
$85,798
$214,381
$54,036
$66 ,787
$64,522
$152,980
$50,855
$240,800
$57,994

2017
$33,383
$65,665
$100,878
$72,363
$79,067
$64,310
$33,652
$63, 827
$98,244
$73,442
$60,428
$46,715

$1,128,132

$791,974

Permit Revenue Comparison

$300,000
gi $200,000
C

~
3J_

$100,000

- - t - - - ----- - - n t - - - - - - - r ·~..-- - - N r - -

$0
Jan Feb Mar Apr May
■

2018

Jun Jul Aug Sep Oct Nov Dec

■ 2017

2018 Budget: $710,000
Total Revenue includes building permits, fire permits and Temporary Certificates of Occupancy.

Building Permit Processing Performance

December

4 th Quarter

Year to Date

Year Target

Percentage of permits entered in computer within 24
98%
98%*
97%
95% within 24 hours
hours of submittal
Percentage of permit plan reviews completed within 10
98%
98%
97%
95% within 10 days
business days
Percentage of final permits processed within 48 hours
98%
98%*
97%
90% within 48 hours
of plan approval
Note: During a portion of the 4 th Quarter, there were CSR front counter staff vacancies -this staff is responsible for permit entry and processing.

-s -
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2018 Property Maintenance Summary Report
Jan

Violation

Accessorv Structures
Exterior Issue
Exterior Sanitation
Ga rbage/Recvc/Ya rd Waste
lmorooer Storage
Interior Issue
Miscellaneous
Property Maintenance
RIRht-of-Wav
Signs
Tall Grass/Weeds
Vehicle

Feb

0
1
0
4
0
3
16
7
3
3
0
5
42
53

2018 Total

2017 Total

5
2
0
14
3
5
10
18
1
4
0
0
62
70

Mar

1
0
0
2
4
0
68
25
4
5
0
3
112
102

Apr -

May

Jun

12
3
1
3
19
0
27
18
4
2
0
3

4
2
2
10
40
2
15
58
5
1
146
10

3
2
0
29
170
1
25
55
4
1
94
1

92
97

295
243

385
187

Aug

Jul

1
4
0
30
178
1
28
34
9
0
49
13
347
145

2018 YTD
Accessory

Vehicle

Sep

3
5
2
18
116
0
16
39
11

0
80
11
.301
130

Oct

Nov

0
1
1
3
8
0
18
25
3
0
37
0
96

0
2
0
2
1
1
19
8
4
2
4
1

0
2
0
0
1
1
6
13
1
4
1
1

44

30

72

55

46

Dec

2
0
0
0
2

2018

2017

YTD

Total

31
24.

1

6
115
542
15

10
12

312

258

1

50

0
0
0
28
50

22411
48

50
25
8
89
101
24
281
287
56
16
257
56

1834
1250

Exterior Issue
1%
Exte rior

Tall

6%

Signs
1%

Improper
Storage
30%

3%

Property
Maintenance
17%

Interior Issue
1%

Miscellaneous
14%

2018 Citations Issued
Feb

Jan

43

144

Mar

155

Inspection Services Performance

A r
35

Ma

161

Jun

105

Jul

112

December

Percentage of property maintenance inspections
97%
completed within 24 hours of notice
Note: During December, there was 1 part time Code Enforcement Officer position vacant,

Au
140

Se
111

Nov

Oct

110

75

Dec

117

VTD
1308

4 th Quarter

Year to Date

Year Target

97%

97%

95% within 24 hr. notice
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2018 Environmental Health Inspection Report
Activ.itv

Jan

Compl a int

36
1
4
1
0
0
0
5

Total

47

High Risk Food
Med Risk Food
Low Risk Food
Rei n s oecti an s
Public Pools
Plan Review
Da v Care

Feb
37
0
0
0
0
0
0

Mar

Apr

May

Aug

Jul

Jun

Sep

Oct

.Dec

Nov

0
39
0
0
0
0
5
2

36
0
0
3
7
2
0
4

39
1
1
0
0
2
0
1

1
0
45
3
1
5
0
5

0
0
49
0
0
5
0
8

33
0
2
0
0
1
0
5

40
2
2

5

5
35
0
1
0
0
4
7

42

52

46

52

44

60

62

41

53

1

0
1
0
7

3
30
3
1
0
1
2

YTD

4
47
1
1
0

234
155
107
11

8

5
5

8
18
16
62

48

64

611

1

2018 YTD

1%
Hi gh Risk Food

Rei ns pect i ans

38%

2%

Low Ri sk Food

18%

25 %

Food establishments are divided into the risk categories of high, moderate or low, and planned inspections are performed three, two, or one time
each yea r respectively. A high risk establishment presents a high relative risk of causing food borne illness based on the large number of food handling
operations typically implicated in foodborne outbreaks and/or the type of population served by the facility. There are approximately 265 facilities
that require a total of approximately 510 planned inspections throughout the year (this number fluctuates based on businesses opening/closing).

Health Inspections Performance

December

4 th Quarter

Year to Date

Year Target

Percentage of annual food health inspections completed
10.2%
25.9%
97.3%*
100% of total
*Note : The total numb~r of inspection properties fluctuates and therefore the year to date number may not equal 100%.

Code Enforcement Division Monthly Report - January 2019
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New Foreclosures Filed
2017.
7

Year
Jan
Feb
Mar
Apr
Mav
Jun
Jul
Aug
Seo
Oct
Nov
Dec

2018

4
5

10
8
3
8

Total

79

90

8
6
8

New Foreclosures Filed
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■
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■
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Foreclosures Resold

Foreclosures Resold

Year
Jan
Feb
Mar
Apr
May
Jun
Jul
Aug
Seo
Oct
Nov
Dec

2018

2017

10
5

12

4
6
4

6

9

a:

7
10

3

"'~

4

9

6
6
6
5
4
4

Total

83

64

Foreclosures Filed
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2
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15
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7
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0

0
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II 2018

■

2017

2011

Historical Foreclosure Information
2013
2014
2015
2012

312

620

208

139

81

2016

2017

2018

68

90

79
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General
•

Ongoing calls, emails and meetings with land owners, brokers and property owners about
potential development or issues in Hoffman Estates.

•

Updated every property on the Village's available properties online database.

•

Worked on agreements with property owners for new gateway signs in the 59-90 entertainment
district.

•

Attended meetings regarding Next Level Northwest and solicited applications for companies to
be a part of the program in Hoffman Estates.

•

Finalized the purchase and sale agreement and subsequent lease agreement of the Old Fire
Station #24 to W-T Engineering for business retention and expansion. Staff will continue to work
with Legal to bring this sale to closing in February after the due diligence period has finished.

•

Staff worked with Somerset Development and their team, along with the Village-hired consultant
on the redevelopment of the Lakewood Campus. Several meetings took place during December
and early January to negotiate a redevelopment agreement and TIF note. A TIF public hearing
took place on January 7 and the overall redevelopment concept continues to move along.

•

Attended meetings with The Lakota Group who is developing a sub-area plan for the western
portion of Hoffman Estates.

•

Completed liaison duties to the Arts Commission.

•

Staff spend most of December finalizing an application for an Enterprise Zone in the western
portion of Hoffman Estates. The proposed zone would encompass an around generally bounded
by Rt. 72 on the north, Bartlett Rd on the east, 1-90 on the south, and the county line on the west.
The more than 300 page application includes 11 criteria of which at least 3 must be met with
points awarded for partial credit as well. The application was submitted on December 29, 2018 to
DCEO. The Village should hear back from the State in late summer of 2019 regarding the status of
the application with a final decision coming in October 2019.

•

Staff continued to make contact with targeted companies for a formal business visit in 2018-19.

•

Economic Development staff attended the:
•
Monthly Membership Committee meeting of the Chamber of Commerce
•
Monthly Board meeting of Next Level Northwest

Economic Development &
Tourism Monthly Report
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Retail- ICSC
•

Mr. Kramer continued planning a major P3 event taking place on March 14, 2019 focused
on mixed-use as a catalyst for retail. He led a conference call guiding the planning team
through the events and speakers. The purpose of the day will be centered on education
rather than just deal making.

•

Preparations for the RECon show in Las Vegas have continued with booth, conference
registrations and hotel reservations completed. The Village will have the same booth
space (S304N) in the South Hall of the convention.

Tourism
KEN KRAFT MIDLANDS WRESTLING TOURNAMENT - SEARS CENTRE ARENA - 12/28-31/18

•

This prestigious Wrestling Tournament, previously held at Northwestern University for 54
years, was held at the SCA in 2017 due to construction on the University campus. Our
hotels did an amazing job of providing extraordinary hospitality and additional
complimentary amenities (parking, WIFI, and breakfast). In previous years, Evanston
hotels had imposed additional fees for those amenities. The SCA provided more floor
space allowing additional mats, along with professional management of the event that
really impressed event organizers. That success yielded the opportunity to host again in
2018. The Tourism Office negotiated with all Village hotels that wanted to receive teams
by agreeing to a 12% commission and providing five complimentary rooms to house staff
and officials. The Hawthorn did not participate, as they have no rooms with two double
beds. Red Roof was excluded due to their exterior entrances. Unfortunately, the Quality
Inn does not have an on-site sales leader and did not return calls in time to book University
teams. In 2017, we were able to track 600 room nights. In 2018, thanks to our aggressive
outreach, we captured 739 room nights. We arranged for press contacts from the Illinois
Sports Planning Guide to attend Midlands as our guest that resulted in free press when
they included pictures and coverage of the SCA set up in tournament mode on their
Facebook posts.

ILLINOIS RECREATIONAL CHEERLEADING ASSOCIATION (IRCA) - SEARS CENTRE ARENA 12/5-6/18

•

In 2018, IRCA changed their host Hotel to the Holiday Inn in Elgin and only promoted that
property on their website. Despite that change, the Chicago Marriott NW saw 103 room
nights, Hilton Garden Inn had 168 room nights, and the Hyatt Place hosted 30 room nights.
We are able to track 301 room nights, but all three hotels cite a sharp increase in
leisure/promotional bookings on deep discount internet sites that they attributed to IRCA
cheer teams. While we are unable to quantify those rooms, even the trackable room
nights exceeded our past captured room nights when Village hotels were listed as IRCA
partner properties.

Economic Development &
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Tourism (Cont.)
SHOP WITH A COP - TARGET AND CHICAGO MARRIOTT NW - 12/9/18

•

Thanks to the generosity of our sponsors and very successful fundraising efforts by our
Police Officers this year, we were able to take 60 kids from 42 families shopping with our
officers at Target. Each child had $200 to spend that was greatly enhanced by the
generous 20% discount Target also provided. Volunteers staffed 14 wrapping stations so
the kids would receive their purchased gifts wrapped at the conclusion of the
event. After shopping, the kids, officers, and their families enjoyed a hot breakfast buffet
at the Chicago Marriott NW. Our volunteers created art projects, painted faces, and
mingled with our young guests. The highlight was a visit from Santa who gave the kids
additional gifts. When the kids were bussed back to the Police Station, each family
received Christmas stockings filled with treats and toys, books from the library, and a $150
gift card to Aldi's to ensure their holiday feast would be bountiful. Additional Target gift
cards ($175) were also given to families that had siblings that could not attend the event.
Target donates gift-wrap each year, allowing the SWAC Committee to provide wrapping
paper to our Health and Human Services Department to wrap gifts that were sponsored
on our Wish Tree Project for 55 more kids, assisting an additional 26 families.

MEETINGS/ACTIVITIES:

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Attended NW 4th Fest Commission meeting.
Attended Senior Commission holiday bingo event.
Assisted in coordinating the Annual Boards and Commissions dinner.
Met with sports market sales rep from MEET Chicago NW Convention Bureau to discuss
opportunities for SCA.
Met with Elgin/Fox Valley to discuss future handball tournaments and events.
Attended SWAC Committee meeting.
Participated in the Hoffman Estates area plan stakeholder interviews.
Contacted all NW 4th Fest food vendors.
Researched our participation in the Illinois Sports Planning Guide utilized to attract
sporting events.

Kevin Kramer, Director of Economic Development

Linda Scheck, Director of Tourism & Business Retention

